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PREFACE TO NEW EDITION

HE rapid exhaustion of the first edition, and

the numerous demands for more copies,

having proved to the Author that, contrary

to his expectation, a plain and unvarnished

statement of facts connected with precious stones has

proved interesting not only to the trader in gems, and to

the amateur in mineralogy, but to the general public he

has been emboldened to publish another edition, in which

he has made several important corrections and additions

which have been necessitated by the course of events.

The prediction of the rise in the value of diamonds has

been verified, as will be seen by a comparison of the

present table of values with that of the preceding edi-

tion in spite of an unprecedented crisis and subsequent
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commercial depression, and notwithstanding the number

of purchasers of gems must have been lessened by the

ruin of the thousands of persons who, when making,

according to their idea, a solii investment, were in fact

only purchasing an unlimited liability. Notwithstanding

this commercial crisis and depression, the value of diamonds

bas steadily augmented.

The Author has incurred considerable animosity in

some quarters from '

having disclosed the secrets of the

trade,' but he considered at the time, and still thinks, that

to an honest dealer, knowledge on the part of the public

is a benefit instead of an evil ; and against those who

bring a stigma on an honourable profession by unfair

means, he is only too delighted to put the public on their

guard. As stated in the first edition, this work has been

written with no view to benefit the Author in any

manner.

H. E.

Clarence Terrace, Regent's

June 1867".
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-f/ML-S DIAMOND CUTTING.
MOV 4 *

TO THE EDITOR OF THE TIMES.
Sir, My attention has been drawn to some statistics

given in your paper of October 18 regarding the diamond

cutting industry of Amsterdam. The public are probably
not aware of the extent to which this interesting in-

dustry has been revived in London.

N early 200 years ago Englishmen were the finest dia-

ond cutters in the world, and the trade was j nearly all

carried on in London, and at the present time old English
cut diamonds will always fetch a very high price, as the

cutting is still so much prized. Through religious perse-
cution the cutters migrated to Amsterdam, where they
have since remained. At the present time anyone visiting
one of the largest diamond cutting factories in Amsterdam
will be shown a model of the Koh-i-noor and told that it

was cut and polished at their factory, when it is an undis-

puted fact that both Her Majesty the Queen and the late

Prince Consort took BO great an interest in the cutting
that Messrs. Garrard, the Queen's jewellers, had a room

specially fitted up for it to be cut in, and it was all done
at Messrs. Garrard's present establishment in the Hay-
market. The Duke of Wellington put the first facet on
and Her Majesty and nearly all the members of the Royal
Family assisted in putting on those most perfect facets



other occupation which they can return to when a depres-

sion comes on in the diamond trade, but at the present

time there are now a great number actually in full work.

Up to the end of 1885 out of four of the principal mines

of South Africa viz., Kimberley, De Beers, Bultfontein,

and Du Toit's Pan, no less than 33 million carats of

diamonds (or more than? six-and-a-half tons' weight) have
been extracted, realizing about 40,000,000. The diamonds
now discovered are nearly all found in British possessions,
viz., Africa and India. Mines are now being developed in

New South Wales, and yet the vast majority of the stones

are still sent to foreign countries to be cut and polished,
-which, I am sure, every Englishman will consider ought
not to be, especially as we have so many good workmen

,
with no employment. With the aid of the British public

t

and the Press the trade could be developed into a very
: large and thriving industry,as not only is there an immense
opening for men to cut and polish the large stones, but
at the present time the supply of small brilliants to use as
decorations round other gems, &c., is not equal to the
demand. As one of the greatest secrets connected with
the trade consists in the one word "

patience," there is an
immense field for the employment of women.
As a nation, the Americans are the finest judges of dia-

monds in the world. American buyers insist on getting
the finest stones and the most perfect of cutting. India
takes a very large quantity of the white stones, as the.

natives invest their capital in them as we do in stocks and
shares, but they will not take yellow or coloured diamonds
nor stones with flaws or specks in them. Kussia takes the

large and yellow stones. China has only lately opened up
her country to the diamond trade,as until recently Chinese

subjects were not allowed to decorate themselves with
these magnificent gems, but just recently the Empress
of China has broken through that custom by wearing at
Court a very superb diamond necklet, so there is now a
demand in that vast continent.

In the report you quoted were these words,
" Besides

Antwerp, the diamond industry is carried on extensively
nowhere else." If that be so where does America go to for
her finest cut diamonds ? Well, I am very thankful to say,
London. I believe the last official report published was
that America took about 3,000,000 worth of cut diamonds
annually from England.

It is a well known fact that where the British workman
has mastered his art, no matter what art that may be, he
is absolutely unsurpassed. We are actually at the present
time permitting the diamond cutting industry to extend
from Amsterdam to Antwerp, New York, and Paris, and
oven Switzerland is employing large numbers of both male
and female workpeople in "this art. It only requires a de-
termined effort for us to regain it entirely as our own, and
at the present time, I am glad to say, the serious attention
of some of our leading men is occupied in trying to develop
this industry. If any information with regard to this

subject be required, I shall bo most happy to give whatever
I can, as it is a subject that I have studied with great
interest for some years now.

In fairness to the British diamond industry, I sincerely
hope you will not only let the public know these facts, but
wiH also aid us in our endeavours to recover a lost trade.

I remain your obedient servant,
LEWIS ATKINSON, Manager of the British
Diamond Industry exhibited in the Cape of Good
Hope Court, Colonial and Indian Exhibition.

33, Brook-street, Grosvenor-square, W.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES
ON

DIAMONDS.

THE KOH-I-NOOR, p. 79.

The important task of cutting this fine diamond was

entrusted to Messrs. Garrard, of the Haymarket, London,

who gave it into the hands of Mr. Coster, of Amsterdam.

THE POLAR STAR, p. 8 1 .

It was purchased in i845,"by Messrs. Garrard, of Count

KoutousofF; subsequently it was purchased by the Princess

Tousoupoff, of St. Petersburgh, in whose possession it now

remains. It weighs 40^ carats.

THE SANCY DIAMOND, p. 83.

It was sold by Godoy, the Prince of Peace, who ruled

Spain under Charles XIV. and Ferdinand VII., to Prince

Demidoff, who has very recently parted with it to Sir

Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy for 20,000.

VALUE OF DIAMONDS, p. 88.

The value here quoted for a one-carat stone is slightly

incorrect. Such a stone is now worth 21, but a stone

of five carats is not worth 525, which would be its

value according to the rule laid down by Jeffries ; it is

worth actually about 350.



vi Additional Notes on Diamonds, &V.

DRESDEN DIAMOND, p. 85.

This fine diamond recently passed into the possession

of a Parsee, who, it is said, nas disposed of it to a native

Indian prince.

VALUE OF DIAMONDS, p. 90.

The present value of stones of the first quality, of a

less weight than two grains, is from 10 IQJ. to 'i

per carat ; the second quality 9 per carat ; the third

7 I or. per carat.

PRICES OF THE PEARL, p. 200201.

The values mentioned in the tables on the above pages

have increased in the following manner since the publica-

tion of the first edition, two years since :



Additional Notes on Diamonds, &c. vii

VALUE OF BRILLIANTS, p. 93.

Since the first edition of this work appeared the value

of brilliants has considerably increased, as the following

table will show :

Value in Value in

1865. 1867.
A brilliant weighing \ of a carat .... 5 10 ... 6

a

>
* )*<'
Ii . .

3 . . .

, 3*

3^

> 3| *

4- %!*

4 ,' -

4*

4f - -

5 . . .

?
defect, 'want of (or m:er) spread^ or faintest tinge of any

colour, reduces these -values considerably.

JADE, p. 210.

The ornamental objects in this substance which have

come to Europe from Japan, are said to have been only

manufactured there, as the stone is not a native of the

island.
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DOUBLET or SEMI-STONE, p. 218.

A new species of fraud has lately been introduced by

some unprincipled persons, which consists in using a plate

stone, painted at the back, and then foiled. This is

extremely difficult of detection, and the system cannot be

too severely reprimanded ; for although the practice of

foiling stones of pale colour is universal, still, if the pur-

chaser be warned that the stone is foiled, he knows what

he is buying ; but, by means of painting the stone, its

natural colour is entirely disguised. A piece of crvstal

may be, and often is, sold for a sapphire, topaz, ame-

tnyst, &c.



PREFACE.

HE object of the present work may be

stated in a few words.

For many years the author has been a

collector of the various scattered treatises

which exist on the subject of Precious Stones. In

all of these whether English or French, German or

Italian he has failed to find that particular informa-

tion, compact within a single volume, which is re-

quired by the inexperienced purchaser as well as the

trader. Hints and rules of considerable value are to

be met with here and there in different works, but

these instructions are so buried in scientific disquisition,

or lost amongst anecdotes and gossip, that for pur-

poses of ready reference the books are almost value-
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less. By amateurs, as well as traders, he has often

been asked for a manual or handbook upon the sub-

ject of Precious Stones, one giving advice and instruc-

tions for the buyer as well as the seller, but with the

exception of Jeffries now a century old, and out of

date there exists no such work in the English lan-

guage.

In the following treatise, the author sets up no claim

to literary or scientific skill
;

what he has done is

merely to record his own experience with Precious

Stones, adding those facts and instructions given in

preceding works which seemed of special value. The

work has been written in odd portions of time, taken

up when a little leisure afforded opportunity, and laid

aside when business compelled its relinquishment.

The several sheets were printed off as written, and the

author is sorry to find, from an examination just made,

that many colloquialisms and trade technicalities have

thus crept in. However, this much he can say in

its favour, that no one fact or suggestion which he

thought would be of the least value to the amateur

or the trader, and which he was acquainted with, has

been withheld. Compiled in the manner stated, and

notwithstanding the absence of literary elegancies,

the writer cannot but think his book will prove useful

to the merchant, in supplying him without trouble with

the distinguishing characteristics of each gem, and to
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the amateur as affording him simple and easy means

for distinguishing the false from the real, and the

valuable from the worthless.

To many persons, doubtless, a treatise upon the sub-

ject of Precious Stones may appear an unworthy, if

not an idle task; but when the immense amount of

capital, which lies dormant in the Imperial and Royal

Treasuries, and in private hands, is considered, and

when the fact is remembered that there is scarcely a

home where jewels of one sort or another all repre-

senting a money value are not to be found, the

subject assumes an importance, which it lacks at first

sight. To the political economist, this hoarded and

time-honoured wealth must possess a singular interest.

Next to gold, any sudden and considerable check

whether in supply or demand would be attended

with startling consequences in the case of Precious

Stones. In times of revolution and political trouble,

jewels, from their extreme portability, have always

risen in price : in Paris, during the great Revolution of

1789-96, diamonds doubled their previous value, and

even now, in foreign countries, many personages of

note make a practice of keeping them in their posses-

sion in case of emergency.

The historical outlines, the opinions of the ancients,

together with what may be termed the Geography of

Precious Stone?, given under each division, were added
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more for the benefit of the general reader than for the

amateur or trader. A recital of constituents, methods

of polishing, with the characteristics of each stone,

seemed such dry materials for an entire book, that he

deemed it advisable to add historical and other parti-

culars for the benefit of those who might desire infor-

mation upon these matters. A great deal of curious

as well as important matter regarding gems lies scat-

tered in odd chapters of books of travel and in old

Government Reports. A selection from such out-of-

the-way sources has been included in the present

treatise.

The author has endeavoured to give the approximate

trade value of the various gems, but his readers must

please remember that Precious Stones obey (although

in a somewhat less degree) the same laws that regu-

late the price and value of every other commodity

those of supply and demand. Of late years, certainly,

the tendency has been towards a rise, and from the in-

flux of gold, and the increasing difficulty of finding

gems, they appear likely to attain a still greater value,

vet it is impossible to predict what changes may occur,

or to fix a standard value to jewels any more than to

any other articles of commerce. The average price of

a carriage horse may, perhaps, be sS8o, yet one of ex-

treme beauty or faultless action will probably realize

, or even ,200. So, though a fine diamond
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of one carat will ordinarily be bought for i&, still

if it be a specimen stone it may realize ^20 or i\.

The value of extremely large stones is also, as may

readily be supposed, somewhat arbitrary, for although

Nature seems to produce them in comparatively regular

proportion, i. e. the small ones in profusion, and the

larger sizes in a progressively smaller number
;

still the

number of persons able and willing to purchase them

becomes extremely limited, and it is impossible at any

time to predict the prices they may realize. For in-

stance, the diamond called the Regent, belonging to the

Crown Jewels of France, would, if estimated according

to the system hitherto practised, be worth ^175,000,

yet if compelled to be sold it would be impossible to

say what amount it might realize.

Coloured stones and pearls also, when of extraoi-

dinary beauty, size, or brilliancy, are worth, and will

sell for, sums extravagant in proportion to the prices

named} and the reason is obvious, for so soon as

any stone surpasses in any marked degree the ordinary

quality of that particular gem, it is removed from the

common category, and its price will depend more upon
the fancy of purchasers than on any system of valua-

tion.*

* This remark also holds good with regard to diamonds when of

a rare tint. .300 was lately paid for a diamond of a vivid green

colour, weighing 4! grains, which, if perfectly white, would not^

under any circumstances, have sold for more than 22.
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Hants
'

at present are universally worn, "roses" in ge-

neral being only used where the space in the setting pro-

hibits the introduction of the "
brilliant

"
form. With

regard to his tables of value, as he fixes the price of a

perfectly white and spread brilliant of one carat at ^8,

and as now from sij to gi8 may be readily obtained

for that size, no reliance can be placed upon them. The

book was admirable for its day, but, like most other

practical works, became an uncertain guide as values

changed and fashions varied.

One remark the writer must make. When a mer-

chant turns author, it is notunusual for some ofhis readers

to conclude that business purposes or personal advantage

induced him to take pen in hand
;
but this, the inquirer

is very plainly assured, was not the reason of the present

publication, or the intent of the compiler In all pro-

bability there may be found those in his profession who

will unthinkingly blame him for making known what

are usually deemed trade secrets
;
but he is confident

that on reflection any such censure will be withdrawn,

especially as no names are mentioned which can either

injure or advantage ;
and in enabling the public to test

by their own knowledge and observation the truth of

the statements made to them, he does not surely ren-

der himself liable to reproof.

In the rendering of the several Eastern terms, and in

the preparation of the Table of Comparative Translation
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in various Semitic languages of the Precious Stones

mentioned in the Bible, the author has to acknowledge

the valuable assistance he has received from the Rev.

Mr. Loewe, one of our most accomplished Orienta]

scholars.

H E.

8, Clarence Terrace, Regenft Park,

June. 1865.
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INTRODUCTION.

Y precious gems are meant minerals re-

markable for hardness, lustre, beauty of

colour, transparency, or for the extreme

rarity of their occurrence in nature, and

which are used in personal ornaments, such as jewellery.

This definition excludes many gems so classed by

mineralogists, but which have no commercial value,

and many others that were prized by the ancients

on account of the supernatural properties, and health-

restoring charms they were supposed to possess, and

which, if true, must have rendered them indeed pre-

cious and priceless to the possessor and wearer. The

estimation in which these flowers of the mineral king-

dom have been held from the very earliest ages, alike

by the most refined and the most barbarous nations,
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is extraordinary, so that gems really seein to possess

some occult charm which causes them to be coveted.

The fixed, and, so to say, intrinsic value of jewels

(coupled with their extreme portability), has always

made them a favourite form of investment. In the

French revolution of 1789, diamonds rose enormously

in value, and, perhaps from the same causes, we ob-

serve a large increase in their price in the United States

of America at the present time.

Precious stones are disseminated about the globe

in profusion ; they occur alike amid the torrid deserts

of Africa and the icy steppes of Siberia
;
under the

burning sun of India and Ceylon, and amidst the

glaciers of Switzerland
;

in the beds of the mighty

fivers of South America
;

in Germany, Spain, and

even in our own land; generally in the midst of

some substance or deposit differing entirely from them.

The tropical countries, however, are far more prolific

in this respect than the other parts of the globe :

it would seem as if the countries where the sun

shines with most splendour produce gems in greater

quantities ;
and perhaps the volcanic changes to which

they are subject may have something to do with the

matter. They are found most generally in the older

formations, such as granite, gneiss, etc., in the beds of

rivers, where they have been brought by torrents,

generally accompanied by the precious metals
;
and

often various kinds of gems are found together. When
we consider the wonderful combination of seemingly
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fortuitous circumstances which are required for the

formation of these beautiful crystals, to give them the

required transparency, brilliancy, and lustre, the free-

dom from defects and flaws, and the presence of the

exact quantity of colouring matter to furnish the de-

sired tint, it will be no matter of astonishment that

they occur so seldom ; and the idea that one day pre-

cious stones may become as plentiful as marble may be

dismissed as groundless, when the numerous qualifi-

cations which are necessary for a stone to enter into

this aristocratic and exclusive family are considered
;
for

there must not only exist the crystallization to give the

required form, but the hardness to allow of the proper

polish and lustre, and the colouring matter to produce

the desired hue
;
and should one of these requisites be

wanting, the gem loses its value in the eye of the con-

noisseur.

The minerals which are the component parts of

gems are plentiful throughout the globe ;
we can ob-

tain magnesia, glucina, alumina, metallic oxides, etc.,

in profusion, and we can separate the gems them-

selves into their component parts ; but, not all the

researches of learned chemists, not all the accumulated

science of the nineteenth century, has succeeded in

wresting the secret from nature, or of producing them

of any size or value by artificial means. The material

of the diamond, for instance,
"
carbon," is found almost

everywhere, in the bread we eat, in the coal and

wood we burn
; uncrystallized, it is brittle and opaque,
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but when crystallized, is the hardest known substance,

pure as the limpid stream, and shining with the greatest

brilliancy when cut and polished} whilst the amor-

phous variety, carbonate, although of precisely the same

composition, and of nearly equal specific gravity, is

black and lustreless, and is degraded to the purpose of

cutting and polishing other gems. Again, the emerald

is composed of identically the same substances as the

beryl, minus the required colouring matter
; yet the

emerald commands a large price, and the beryl is com-

paratively valueless. The amethyst and rock-crystal

are exactly the same substance, except that one is white

and the other coloured
;
the amethyst, when of fine

quality, has considerable value, rock-crystal very little.

The oriental topaz and the ruby are the same stones,

but of different colour
; yet the value of the ruby sur-

passes that of the topaz a hundredfold.

In fact, precious stones must not only have the de-

sired colour, but the exact hue and shade in demand to

obtain the extreme value. No matter how brilliant the

ruby, or how free from defects and flaws, it must have

the precise pigeon's-blood-red to make it the gem which

surpasses the diamond in value.

Almost all gems conceal their true beauties in a

natural state. The diamond in die rough is most

unattractive, and would be thrown away by a casual

observer as a worthless pebble ;
its perfections are

hidden under a hard crust, which can only be removed

by its own powder. The deep velvety hue of the sap-
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phire, the glowing brilliant red of the ruby, the soft clear

green of the emerald, and the delicate strata of the

onyx, alike only display themselves in their true cha-

racter after the lapidary has exhausted his skill in cut-

ting them into facets and polishing them
;
and on the

perfection of this operation depends in a great measure

the beauty of the gem. It may be here observed, that

many pure and perfect jewels have been irretrievably

spoilt by unskilful hands.



THE PROPERTIES AND CHARACTERISTICS

OF PRECIOUS STONES.

HARDNESS.

Y the term hardness, must not be under-

stood the ordinary acceptation of the

word, "difficulty of breakage," but the

scientific definition, namely, the resist-

ance one body offers to the mechanical pressure of an-

other, or, in other words, liability or non-liability to

scratch. In the Table A. it will be seen that on the

one side is given the mineralogical scale of hardness

of Moh, the German author, who has taken ten different

substance* as standards of various degrees, and classed

them in numbers from one to ten
;
ten being the dia-

mond, as the hardest-known body. On the other side,

the substances which scratch one another are indi-

cated, and as glass and quartz, or rock-crystal, are

easily procured, and most precious stones are of equal
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or superior hardness, the gems are described as scratch-

ing, or being scratched by them.

This experiment can be tried upon cut stones, but it

must be remembered that then, the mineral is not in its

normal state, and presents different surfaces to those

offered by nature in the rough crystals, and, in some

instances, one part of a stone, from some extraneous

cause such as flaws or imperfect crystallization is

softer than the other.

In direct proportion to the hardness of a crystallized

mineral is its susceptibility of receiving and retaining

a good polish, which is the principal cause of the su-

perior brilliancy and beauty of jewels over all other

natural ornaments worn as decorations. It is this hard-

ness, also, that preserves gems from the effects of time

so visible on all other works of nature and art in an-

cient architectural remains, statuary, and paintings, the

original beauties of which have faded away ;
whereas

jewels of the same date have been handed down from

generation to generation, forming links in the history

of man which might otherwise have been lost for

ever. The gems found in the catacombs of Egypt, the

buried cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum, and else-

where, have not been without their uses to the student

of history.
LUSTRE.

By lustre is meant the peculiar kind of brilliancy

which precious stones possess, and which is called by va-

rious names, corresponding to the appearances presented
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The various kinds of lustre have been classed by

mineralogists under the following heads :

Adamantine possessing the brilliancy of the diamond.

Vitreous resembling the surface of glass.

Resinous shining as if rubbed with an oily substance.

Pearly exhibiting the peculiar lustre of a pearl.

Silky having a fibrous reflection similar to silk.

Other substances have a lustre called metallic, but it

is not named here, as it is not possessed by any precious

stone. It must be remembered that in classifying the

various kinds of lustre by these names, the nomenclature

is only general, and must be taken as describing as ap-

proximately as possible the peculiar appearance of each

kind.

COLOUK.

Although gems differ from each other in colour, still

this forms a very imperfect test of their identity with

any particular class. Gems differing from each other

in hardness, specific gravity, etc., have frequently the

same colour. The ruby, the spinelle, and the garnet,

are often met with of exactly similar tints. On this

qualification, as much as on any other, depends the

commercial value of a precious stone
;
and none of the

oth'er characteristics, such as form, brilliancy, or purity,

are of any avail if the colour be not of the required

hue.

The colouring matter in gems is generally found to

arise from the presence of various metallic oxides, other-

wise they would be like rock-crystal. Sometimes the
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coloui which tinges the whole mass is found to arise

from a small speck of colouring matter, which is only

apparent when held in a particular manner against the

light, and which is turned to account by the lapidary,

who diffuses the colour by means of repeated internal

reflection throughout the whole mass. The colours of

precious stones are the most brilliant with which we are

acquainted in nature, and approach more nearly than

those of any other known bodies to those exhibited by

the solar spectrum.

The colour of a gem frequently changes its commer-

cial name. The red sapphire is a ruby ;
the yellow a

topaz ;
the white emerald is a beryl ;

the green chry-

solite is called a peridot ;
and quartz changes its name

and value as the colours which tint it differ.

Gems are also found, which not only show gradations

of the same colour, but two or even three different

colours in the same specimen ;
this is frequently the

case with oriental sapphires, which have been found

coloured red, blue, and yellow in the same crystal, and'

in tourmalines, which are also found parti-coloured in

the most eccentric manner.

The asteroids, or star-stones, are gems that emit a

variable lustre, which seems generally to proceed from

some crystallographic imperfection ;
their reflections

often take the form of a four- or six-pointed star, and

are particularly observable by sun- or gaslight.

In some gems, the colour by reflected or by trans-

mitted light, differs
;
that is to say, they show a different
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colour when looked through or looked at. The opal

and tourmaline are instances of this fact.

OPTICAL QUALITIES.

Precious stones are eminently endowed with several

of those physical properties which belong to that ex-

tensive class denominated optical. Of these, the most

important to the subject, and which at the same

time serve in many cases as tests of individuality, are

single and double refraction and polarization of light,

and a short description of them may prove service-

able. In proof of the importance of this branch of the

subject, it may here be stated, that the high refractive

power of the diamond led the illustrious Newton to

the conclusion of its combustibility, a fact verified by

subsequent experiments.

By refractive power is meant the property inherent

in all transparent substances of altering the direction ot

a ray of light, impinging on their surfaces.

SINGLE REFRACTION.

When a ray of light falls obliquely on die surface of

any transparent body, it is bent or refracted from its ori-

ginal course, and proceeds in another direction. Thus,

suppose a closed box
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having a small hole at P. Let A be a luminous point,

as a candle. Then the light proceeding from it would, if

the box were empty, go on in a right line to B. But let

the box be filled with water up to the level w w', then

the ray falling on the water at V would not as before

go on to B, but would be bent or refracted, and proceed

to some othef point, B'. If we draw a perpendicular to

the surface of the water at V, then the angle A V Q is

called the angle of incidence
;

the angle B'V Q' is

called the angle of refraction. And between these two

angles, or rather their sines, a certain relation or pro-

portion holds, which relation is different for different

transparent bodies, as water, glass, etc. To explain

this relation, let A B C be any angle

C M a perpendicular on one side of the angle, then

the length of C M divided by C B is called the sine of

the angle.

In the case of refraction this relation is such, that

however the angle of incidence may vary, the sine of

that angle (for the same substance) bears an invariable

proportion to the sine of the angle of refraction, which

is called the refractive index of that substance, and is

usually indicated by the Greek letter /* ;
thus

Sin, angle incidence _
Sin. angle of refraction f"
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It may moreover be remarked, as an almost general

rule, that the value of ft is high in proportion to the

density of the substance.

DOUBLE REFRACTION.

When a ray of light is transmitted through certain

crystalline and other bodies, it becomes divided into

two rays, which proceed in different directions within

the crystal. Of these rays, one (the ordinary ray)

follows the law of refraction given above, the other

(the extraordinary ray) a different law. Such crystal-

line, etc., bodies are called doubly refractive
j
and it is

found that the amount of double refraction that is, the

amount of separation of the two refracted rays is

dependent on the direction in which the light is trans-

mitted through the crystal j
and that in all substances

there is at least one line along which the ray of light

suffers no separation, and simply obeys the ordinary

law : this line is called the axis of the crystal, or the axis

of double refraction. This property is difficult of inves-

tigation in the ordinary forms in which precious stones

are met with in commerce
;
a method of ascertaining it,

which in many cases is convenient, is indicated at the

end of the description of Polarization of Light.

Gems also possess the power of polarizing light,

which may be thus explained :

POLARIZATION OF LIGHT.

When a ray of light falls on a plate of transparen;
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glass inclined at an angle of about 56, and after reflec-

tion therefrom falls on a second plate of glass at an

angle of 56, it will be found that when the second

plate C is horizontal like A, the ray will be reflected

from C; but when the plate C, still preserving its incli-

nation of 56, is turned round so as to be vertical, the

ray will no longer be reflected, and will disappear.

The ray after incidence on A is said to be polarized,

the test of its polarization being that it refuses to be

reflected from C when C is at a plane at right angles

to the plane of incidence A.

The angle, 56, by which light becomes polarized

by incidence on glass is called the polarizing angle

This angle is different for different bodies. The

diamond is about 68. Light may also be polarized

by transmission through tourmaline, Iceland spar, 01

other double refracting bodies. To determine the

polarizing angle of a body, we have only to reflect a

ray of light from its surface at such an angle that it

shall refuse to be reflected by a plate of glass inclined

at an angle of 56, and placed in a plane at right

angles to the first plane of reflection, or that it shall

incapable of transmission through a plate of tour-
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maline properly disposed. As alluded to before, double

refraction may sometimes be conveniently determined

from this property of light ;
for which purpose the sub-

stance to be examined should be interposed between

the two reflecting plates, when so arranged that the

original ray refuses to be reflected, in which case, should

the body be doubly refracting, a position will be found

in which a great portion of the previously intercepted

light will be more or less transmitted. The refractive

index of a body may also be ascertained from the polar-

izing angle by the following relation :

p = tan. polarizing angle.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY.

By specific gravity is meant the proportion the

weight of any body bears to an equal volume of water;

that is to say, supposing four substances whose volume

was so exactly equal as to fill exactly the same mould,

and that each had different weight when weighed in

the balance, then these different weights, considered in

relation to a common term of comparison, would sig-

nify the specific gravity of the various substances. But

as the bodies of which the specific gravity is required

must have different volumes, the way to ascertain the

specific gravity of any body is to weigh first in air and

then in water, and to divide the weight in air by the

difference between the weight in air and the weight
in water. This principle is too well known to require

any further explanation.
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The following is a simple mode of ascertaining the

specific gravity of any gem :

The stone of which the specific gravity is to be

obtained, is first weighed in the ordinary manner in the

scales, and having noted the exact weight, it is then

fixed by means of a piece of wire bent in the form of a

hook, and a small piece of wax to one side of the

scale, whilst in the other is placed a piece of wire and

a piece of wax of the same weight, or their equivalent

in weights. The scale, with the stone attached, is now

allowed to fall in a cup of distilled or even filtered

water, and weights are put in the opposite scale till the

weight of the stone is counterbalanced, and the scales

exactly even. It is evident that a less weight is required

to counterbalance the stone submerged in water com-

pared with that when it was weighed in the air, as the

water in some measure supports it. The weight in

water is then subtracted from the weight in air, and

the weight in air divided by the difference, viz.

Weight in air 17 carats.

Weight in watei . . . . 1 2

5- 17 = 3-5'

In order to ascertain the specific gravity of a stone

accurately, the following conditions must be ful-

filled : The gem must be perfectly clean, and free

from dust, grease, or any adherent substance. It must

be free from holes or porosities; and, before being

weighed in water, il must be rubbed in it to icmove
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the adherent air, and, if the stone be of a porous

description, it must be allowed to absorb as much as it

is capable of, before being weighed.

The ascertainment of the specific gravity is a matter

of great necessity for the proper comprehension of

gems. It affords in many instances a test of the

greatest value, and prevents the possibility (when the

specific gravity differs) of one gem being substituted for

another ;
such as jargoon and white sapphire for dia-

mond, which occasionally happens by fraud or error
;

also, in the case of stones which are cut and polished,

it is a valuable assistance in determining the family

to which they belong, without the possibility of the

slightest injury to the gems.

There are many valuable instruments made for

determining the specific gravity, the hydrometer, etc.,

which may be used where great accuracy is required,

such as in scientific experiments j but, for all ordinary

purposes, the manner I have indicated will suffice.

This test was well known to the ancients, and was

practised in India several centuries ago.

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES.

Electricity is the property inherent in some bodies of

attracting and repelling smaller bodies, and it can be

excited in minerals by friction, heat, and pressure.

Some are conductors, some non-conductors of electri-

city. If a conductor, the stone must be isolated by

placing it on some non-conducting body, such as glass
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or sealing-wax. This property is either positive or

negative, or, as formerly expressed, vitreous or resinous.

The faculty of the retention of the electricity produced

is very varied in all minerals; and the time which

elapses before they lose it, forms a valuable distinguish-

ing mark and test of their identity. The Abbe Haiiy,

in his valuable work on gems, dedicated to Mr. Hope,

speaks of this property at great length, and used some

valuable instruments for determining it. A very sim-

ple mode, however, is to use an ordinary electrometer,

and to communicate a known electricity to it, by touch-

ing it with a piece of rubbed sealing-wax, until, on ap-

proaching the wax slowly to the needle, it repels it

The needle has then acquired a negative electricity, and

will be attracted by a positive electric crystal, and re-

pelled by a negative one. This experiment should,

however, be tried on a dry day.

Some crystals become electric by pressure, Iceland

spar, for instance, to a very high degree. The topaz,

amethyst, and all the stones which come under the

denomination of quartz, slightly so.

The electricity which is produced in some bodies by

heat is called pyro-electricity. The Indians have long

been acquainted with this*property. The tourmaline

derives its name of "aschentrekkcr," in Dutch, from the

fact of its alternately attracting and repelling hot ashes

if placed amidst them.

The diamond, garnet, topaz, and emerald, possess this

property in a less degree.

c
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It is to be observed, that it is not the heat, but the

change of temperature which causes the electricity ;
so

that if a stone be kept at the same degree of heat, no

effect will be produced. It is only by the increase or

decrease of temperature that it is to be observed. This

experiment is usually tried by a decreasing temperature,

and in certain stones two sorts of electricity are de-

veloped at the opposite ends or poles. By increase of

heat the positive pole becomes negative, the negative

pole positive. To examine the pyro-electric properties

of a gem, it can be held during its heating or cooling

against the needle of a sensitive electrometer, avoid-

ing carefully any friction. The longer the crystal, the

greater the quantity of electricity produced in propor-

tion. In order to ascertain the length of time during

which a stone retains its electricity, it must be left in

contact with some metallic body. The topaz continues

to affect the needle after twenty-four hours. This pro-

perty was well known to the Greeks
;

their name of

amber,
"
electron," was given to it from its power of

attracting small bodies by friction.

DIAPHANEITY.

Most gems are transparent to a greater or less degree ;

that is to say, they possess the power of transmitting

light. The following terms are made use of to distin-

guish the various degrees :

Transparent, when objects can be seen distinctly

through it.
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Semitransparent, when the outlines of objects seen

through it are indistinct.

Translucent, when only light is transmitted, and ob-

jects are invisible.

$emitranslucent, when translucent at the edges only.

Opaque, where no light is transmitted.

FUSIBILITY.

The ease or difficulty experienced in fusing gems
forms another distinguishing characteristic, and also

affords a mode of ascertaining their composition and

colouring matter. Most precious stones are infusible

or fusible with great difficulty by means of fluxes, such

as borax or soda.

The diamond is infusible although combustible. The

ruby, sapphire, and all corundums are fusible with

borax, but with great difficulty. The emerald, zircon,

spinel, etc., likewise.

The application of heat to the various gems produces

very different results
;
some change colour, some swell

and decrepitate, some burn
;
in soray, globules are pro-

duced; in some, an enamel; in some, dust
;
and in some,

phosphorescence may be observed.

The description of all these chemical changes belongs,

however, more properly to a scientific work than to the

province of a simple treatise like this ; and the manner of

using the blowpipe, which is the mode usually adopted
for fusing minerals for experimental purposes, is too well

known to require explanation.

c a
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One of the most important points to be observed,

however, is the part of the jet of flame to be used.

If the outside flame is used, metallic bodies become

oxidized
;

if the inner flame, which is of a bluish-red

colour, and which is the hottest portion of it, the mine-

ral becomes fused.

Experiments are usually tried on small quantities of

the gem, ground to powder, and held in a small pla-

tina cup.

Some gems are affected by acids. The opal is affected

by potash j
the turquoise, garnet, chrysolite, and tour-

maline by acids. Some are unassailable by any chemi-

cal substance, particularly the diamond, the corun-

dums, and spinel.



IDEAS OF THE ANCIENTS RESPECTING

PRECIOUS GEMS.

HE origin of the taste for gems is lost in

the most remote ages. The most ancient

records to which we have access bear evi-

dence of its previous existence. In ancient

Egypt jewels were engraved in the form of scarabaei,

and are even now disinterred from the mummy-pits.
The Jews adorned the breastplate of the High-Priest

with precious stones, and the similarity of the names in

both their languages would lead us to suppose that they

derived their knowledge from them. The conquerors

of Mexico and Peru found the Montezumas and the

Incas in possession of gems engraved and cut into the

forms of animals and other objects, to which their tra-

ditions gave a remote antiquity. The Hindu mythology

speaks of gems in a manner which shows that they were

in general estimation. In their songs and ballads, pre-

cious stones are often spoken of. Pliny records that the
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garments and utensils of the Indian nations were orna-

mented with gems, and no doubt this custom was of

the greatest antiquity. With what stones they were

acquainted we do not know, as the names given them

both in Scripture and in other early accounts, do not

correspond with ours. Indeed, the only stone of whose

identity with the one described in the Holy Writ, we are

somewhat certain, is the sapphire, as it bears the same

name in Hebrew, "VDD, and is described as a trans-

parent blue stone,
'
like unto the vault of heaven,' which

shows that this could not have been the sapphire of the

Greeks and Romans, which is described as intermixed

with gold.

The twelve stones which were in the breastplate of

the High-Priest were the sard, the topaz, the carbun-

cle, or ruby, the emerald, the sapphire, the diamond,

the ligure, the agate, the amethyst, the beryl, the onyx,

and the jasper j
also the two onyx stones on the

shoulder-knot were engraved with the names of the

twelve tribes, to each of which one of these stones was

consecrated. The translations, however, of die Hebrew

names differ in many Oriental versions from the au-

thorized text j but in the next Chapter will be found

some information upon this interesting subject.

The monarchs of the East, with their fondness for

display and pomp, no doubt then, as now, decorated

their horsa-trappings, their thrones, and their persons

with gems, long even before they knew how to cut

them
;
and thev attributed, as they even now attribute,
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magic and talismanic properties to them. This belief

is shared by almost every nation, and even in this

country, at the present moment, is not yet extinct, as

many persons wear a turquoise in the belief that it

preserves them from contagion.

Precious stones were no doubt brought from the East

to the Egyptians and Greeks by the Phoenicians. In

Egypt there certainly exist mines of emerald, but they

have not been worked for centuries : very recently,,

however, they have been visited by travellers. Homer

mentions the earrings of Juno as containing shining

gems, and it is well known that the Greeks used gems
for seals, rings, etc. Ancient Greek intaglei are still ex-

tant of turquoise, onyx, and even ruby. And in a poem

by Orpheus, or, as some suppose, by Onomacriton,

written at least 400 years before the Christian era, the

supernatural powers of gems, in which die Greeks had

implicit belief, are mentioned.

One of their early writers ascribed to rock-crystal the

power of producing the sacred fire used in the Eleu-

sinian mysteries ;
it was laid upon chips of wood in the

sun, when first smoke and then flame was produced,

and this fire was supposed to be most grateful to the

gods. It is well known that a great part of the Gre-

cian mythology was derived from the Egyptians; and as

the priests were well acquainted with the use of many
scientific instruments, which were carefully concealed

from the vulgar, it seems probable that this tradition

simply arose from the use of glass or crystal lenses

(burning-glasses) .
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Plato and Aristotle were both acquainted with the

existence of gems, and Theophrastus, the disciple and

friend of Aristotle, has written a treatise on the subject,

which is extant. Plato supposes the origin of pre-

cious stones to be the vivifying spirit abiding in the

stars, which, longing to form new things, converts the

most vile and putrid matter into the most perfect

objects. He describes the diamond as being found like

a kernel in the gold, and supposed it to be the purest

and noblest part, which had become condensed into a

transparent mass.

Theophrastus, in his work on stones, relates that

water is the basis of all metals, earth of all stones
;
and

that from the difference of all matter, and from the

manner of their coalescence and concretion, the stones

have assumed their various qualities, such as smooth-

ness, density, transparency, etc. This concretion he

describes as produced in some instances by heat, and

in some by cold. The emerald, he says, has the pro-

perty of causing water to assume its colour. He de-

scribes a common belief extant at the time he wrote,

of the power some stones have of generating others,

although he does not attach belief to this idea. He
also mentions that the carbuncles found in Carthage

and in Massilia, were bright red, and that when held

against the sun, resembled glowing coal, which perfectly

corresponds with the stones we now call by the same

name. Although the ancients classed.all stones of simi-

lar colour together as, for instance, by the Greek name
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'anthrax' in Latin, 'carbunculus' they included all

gems of a red colour, such as hyacinths, rubies, garnets,

etc.
; by

'

sapphirus,' all blue stones, etc. : this arose solely

from their want of chemical knowledge, and not from

their want of appreciation of the difference existing be-

tween the various stones of similar colour. The Greeks

considered rock-crystal a congelation like ice, and sup-

posed it to be only found in the coldest regions. Theo-

phrastus, Aristotle, and Pliny, all concur in this belief.

The emerald pillars in the Temple of Hercules, at

Tyre, the emerald sent from Babylon as a present to

a king of Egypt, four cubits in length and three in

breadth, and the emerald obelisk described by Hero-

dotus, were doubtless green jasper ;
for Theophrastus

mentions having seen an emerald, which was partly

emerald and partly jasper. Pliny* ascribes the non-fusi-

bility of some stones to the idea that they contain no

moisture, and he describes a sapphire as a stone spotted

with gold, which would lead to the belief that what in his

time was called sapphire was a blue stone resembling

lapis lazuli, or aventurine, and totally different from the

blue corundums we call sapphire at the present day.

The '

lapis lyncurius
'

he describes as produced from

an animal
;
the gems were of two sorts, that called the

male, dark ; that called the female, pale yellow (most

probably this was a species of amber).

As said before, he classified the gems according to

their colour, placing the diamond in the first rank as

*
Pliny, book xxxvii. cap. iv.
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the most precious of all telluric productions ;
and it is

clear that he was acquainted with the true Indian dia-

mond (although he mentions six different sorts), for

he described it as resembling rock-crystal in trans-

parency, and that the crystals terminated at both ends

by a point resembling two pyramids joined together,

which description exactly tallies with the octahedral

form of the diamond
;
the hardness as very great, so as

to resist fracture on an anvil, and, in fact, breaking both

hammer and anvil before the diamond. He imagines

it, however, to become soft if immersed in goat's blood -

f

and remarks that small pieces were used by gem en-

gravers, as at the present day. After the diamond he

values the pearl, and it is clear that he must have seen

several gems in their natural state, as he describes some

of the crystals most accurately. He however has clearly

copied much from Aristotle, Theophrastus, and Demo-

critus, and he mentions many stones which are either

unknown to us, or are called by different names. He
declaims against the extravagance of the age, and es-

pecially against the fashion of jewelled drinking-cups.

In the buried cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum,

rings have been found with devices engraved on green

jasper and chalcedony.

Juba, king of Mauritania, was said to have had a

statue, four cubits long, made of one single piece of

chrysolite, which he presented to Arsinoe, the wife of

Ptolemy.

The Romans, when they conquered Greece and
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Egypt, took home this taste with them, and carried

it to a stupendous pitch, the pa-tricians vying with each

other in extravagance. Lucan mentions the meeting

of Caesar and Cleopatra in a hall of tortoise-shell, studded

with emeralds and topaz. Cleopatra is said to have dis-

solved a pearl of the value of 150,000 aureos, or golden

crowns, in vinegar, in the presence of Antony, and to

have drunk it off: this however is untrue, as it would

require a very much stronger acid, and a larger quantity

than any one could take with impunity, to dissolve a

pearl of that magnitude. Caesar is said to have paid- a

sum equal to fifty thousand pounds sterling for a single

pearl. The fellow drop to the pendant destroyed by

Cleopatra, was sawn in two by command of the Em-

peror Augustus, and used to adorn the statue of Venus.

As we approach the later periods of Roman history,

we find numberless instances of the appreciation in

which jewels were held. In the time of the Ptolemies,

they were used in profusion for ornamenting arms,

drinking cups, and even the altars of the gods. A poem

by Dionysius Periegetes contains several allusions to

precious stones, the asterios, the lustre of which is

like a star, the lychnis, of the colour of fire, the ame-

thyst, with a tint like purple, are all mentioned. Cali-

gula adorned his horse with a collar of pearls, the

shoes of Heliogabalus were studded with gems, and

the statues of the gods had eyes of precious stones,

a custom which was clearly derived from the East ;

even in later days one of the largest diamond? in the
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Russian treasury is known to have formed the eye of

an idol of an Eastern temple, and was stolen by a

European, who had become a priest of the shrine.

A particular stone was supposed to be sacred to

each month, and they were called zodiac stones
; they

were all set together in an ornament called an amulet,

so as to be sure to have the one in connection with,

or corresponding to the particular sign or month of the

year.

The order is as follows :

This superstition is evidently connected .with the

twelve stones in the breastplate of the High- Priest, and

even still exists. The Jews had a tradition, that when,

on the day of atonement, the High-Priest asked the

Almighty forgiveness for the sins of the whole nation,

if they were forgiven, the stones in the Urim and

Thummim shone most brightly ;
if the contrary, they

became black. Gems were also supposed to indicate
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the state of health of the donor or possessor. If they

became dull, he was conjectured to be unwell or in

danger j
and their becoming opaque or colourless would

give rise to the most dismal forebodings. The turquoise

was conceived to have an affinity with its possessor or

master, and to change in colour as his state of health

altered. The fact that some turquoises do change their

colour may have given rise to this superstition; the

real cause of their variation seems to arise from the dif-

ference of temperature and state of the weather. The

knowledge of the properties of gems common to writers

of the Middle Ages, differs but little from that possessed

by Pliny and Aristotle, and they seem to have copied

very generally from each other. Marbodus, Boetius,

Cardanus, and Rhave adopted the statements of Pliny

in many instances
;
and in a book written by Thomas

Nicolls, published at Cambridge in the year 1652, the

statements of Pliny and Theophrastus about the dia-

mond are quoted as being perfectly true.

Albertus Magnus, Langius, Cardanus, Boetius, and

others have written at length on this subject, and their

speculations as to the origin of gems, and their super-

natural effects, are most arousing. Serapius ascribes to

the diamond the power of driving away lemures, in-

cubes, and succubos, and of making men courageous

and magnanimous; and says that if the gem is placed

with a loadstone, it nullifies its power.

According to Boetius, in his work 'De Natura Gem-

marum,' the ruby is a sovereign remedy against the plague
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and poison ;
it also drives away evil spirits and bad dreams.

The jacinth, if worn on the finger, procures sleep, and

brings riches, honour, and wisdom. The amethyst dis-

pels drunkenness, and sharpens the wit. He says of

the balas-ruby, that it restrains passion and fiery wrath,

and is a preservative from lightning ;
of the emerald,

that it discovered false witnesses by suffering alteration

when it met with such persons ,
of the sapphire, that

it procured favour with princes, and freed from en-

chantments. The chrysolite was said to cool boiling

water and assuage wrath, and if placed in contact with

poison, it lost its brilliancy until removed.

Boetius supposed gems to be generated by the power-

ful working of lapidific spirits, and augmented by the

acquisition of new matter, and the pearl to be formed

of the morning dew drunk in by shell-fish.

Certain stones were also supposed to symbolize the

Twelve Apostles :

Peter is represented by the Jasper

Andrew Sapphire.

James Chalcedony.

John Emerald.
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If these and similar superstitious notions are to be

found in the works of the most learned of their time,

it is not marvellous that the most extravagant and ab-

surd notions should have prevailed amongst the ig-

norant.

The art of cutting gems was in its infancy until a late

period, and was confined to a very few, and their use

for personal adornment was limited to kings and princes,

who prized them more for the superstitious uses attri-

buted to them than for aught else. The first authentic

account of the jewels existing in India is given by

Tavernier, who made several journeys to the East, and

who, when speaking of what he saw himself, is trust-

worthy ;
but when he relates what was told him,

falls into numberless exaggerations. His account of the

gems he saw in his travels through Hindostan and the

East affords great insight into the production and esti-

mation of precious stones in his time.

Some gems were also used for medical purposes pow-

dered, and were supposed sovereign in their effects
;

even now immense quantities of seed-pearl are used in

China and the East for various purposes. In a curious

medical work by Antonius Musa Brassarobus, lapis

lazuli is prescribed as a laxative. Camillus Leonardus,

of Pisa, prescribes coral in powder for newly-born chil-

dren. Further on, in the notes at foot of the descrip-

tion of lapis, coral, etc., several of tnese prescriptions

are transcribed.

The natives of India imagine that when diamond-
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powder is taken into the mouth, it causes the teeth to

fall out, and that it acts as a preservative against light-

ning. Some stones are also supposed to give light in

the dark. The Vedas of the Brahmins speak of a

place lighted by rubies and diamonds, which emit light

like that of the planets.

When chemistry however began to be understood, the

ideas which had been handed down by tradition, and by

the works of ancient authors, were proved erroneous,

and the clouds which hung over the subject were dis-

pelled by the analysis and classification ofgems, accord-

ing to their composition, hardness, etc. The old system

of classing all stones of similar colour together was

abandoned, and latterly immense light has been cast,

on the subject of the formation of precious stones by

the researches of learned chemists and mineralogists.

But although science has advanced with giant strides,

and our means of knowledge are far more extended than

those of our ancestors, we have still much to learn on

this subject, and perhaps may find that future re-

searches may prove our notions as unsound and our

theories as erroneous as those entertained by our fore-

fathers.



ON THE PRECIOUS STONES MENTIONED
IN THE BIBLE.

BRIEF sketch ofthe knowledge which the

Semitic nations possessed of the pre-

cious stones, may not be out of place

in the present volume. A full and

exhaustive treatment is not within the scope of this

work
;
nor is it possible, as yet, to offer complete infor-

mation, since Oriental scholars have not sufficiently

occupied themselves with this subject, which might

help to throw light on the state of ancient civilization,

on the intercourse between various nations, and on the

mechanical and artistic knowledge cultivated in the

remote regions of the East.

The very names of the precious stones, if studied

by the aid of those languages which were once spoken

in the vast tracts of country situated between the
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Ganges and the Nile, would assist in lifting the veil

which now conceals from our view the intercourse and

connection of die bygone Eastern races. Should the

present remarks have die effect of inducing any scholar

to pursue this inquiry, die result of his investigations

might prove interesting, and perhaps useful.

A small treasury of useful information is disclosed

to us in several parts of the Bible. Precious stones, ac-

cording to this ancient record, were not in die posses-

sion of the majority of the opulent classes
j amongst

die contributors of die materials towards die erection

of die Tabernacle, die chiefs of die Twelve Tribes

alone are mentioned as supplying the " shoham stones,

and die stones to be set" (Exodus xxxv. 27). We
find die most important enumeration of the pre-

cious stones known to die ancient Hebrews in Exodus

xxviii., verses 17 to 20
;
and die same list is repeated

in tJbat book, chapter xxxix., verses 10 to 13. It de-

serves to be noticed that, with die exception of three

precious stones, die gems worn by the High-Priest on

his breastplate were also to be found among the royal

ornaments worn by the king of Tyre. (See Ezekiel

xxviii. 13.) These stones are enumerated in the ac-

companying Table, Nos. 112, with their renderings in

several Semitic languages, in Greek, Latin, etc.

It will be observed in diis Table that die Hebrew

terms are variously interpreted in die several ancient

versions, and it would appear that die translators had

in many instances lost die chain of trustworthy tradi-
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tion, and were obliged to resort to conjecture. The

copyists of these versions have, moreover, added their

share of errors; the differences between them and the

authorized version are suggestive, and merit investiga-

tion. On the following pages is given the
" Table of

Comparative Translations
"

alluded to :
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TABLE OF COMPARATIVE TRANSLATIONS FROM THE
MENTIONED IN. THE BIBLE AS

(The words in small letters are the literal translations of the words in their
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ORIGINAL HEBREW OF THE TWELVE STONES
WORN BY THE HIGH-PRIEST.

respective languages, where the names have any peculiar signification.)



THE STONES IN THE BREAST-PLATE OF

THE HIGH-PRIEST.

HE following description of the various

gems mentioned in the Bible is extracted

from the Talmud and several Rabbinical

commentators, and may be interesting as

an evidence of the amount of knowledge of this subject

that was then current :

i. ODEM.

(Authorized Versvm> SARDIUS.)

The Hebrew word odem, like the Arabic akik, is

capable of denoting the cornelian, the ruby, or any

other precious stone of red hue. Among the Hebrews

and Arabs, the cornelian was considered an important

prophylactic ;
the former ascribed to it the virtue of pre-

serving life from the dangers of the plague 5
the latter
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even now, according to Niebuhr, continue to employ it

as an efficient agent in stopping haemorrhage. Hebrew

legends state that the blushing ruby became the sym-

bolical representative of Reuben, who brought a blush

upon himself by irreverent conduct to his father.

2. PITDAH.

{Authorized Persian, TOPAZ.)

This scone derives its name (topaz) from the island

Topazion, which was supposed to be situated in the

Red Sea. There are two kinds of topazes ;
the su-

perior is gold-coloured, the other inclines to a greenish

yellow. The second species was called chrysoprase, a

name which indicates the blending of gold and leek

colour. In allusion to the latter colour, this stone is

called in the Chaldean dialect jarkan (green), which

is the equivalent of prase.

3. BAREKETH.

(Authorized Version, CARBUNCLE.)

Bareketh, literally "flashing stone j" this name being

apparently derived from "barak," lightning. Eastern

legends assert that a carbuncle was suspended in the

Ark of Noah to diffuse light. The word bareketh

has been translated by the Greek word "keraunos,"

aerolite literally, thunder-stone. Some authors state

that it resembles the crystal in transparency, and drops

from the clouds amidst the flashes of lightning. The

same myth is also applied to the origin of the diamond.
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4. NoPHEK.

(Authorized Persum, EMERALD.)

The Hebrew name signifies "carbuncle," or the

stone which shines with the brilliancy of a glowing coal.

This stone belongs to a class which is divided into va-

rious species. The most esteemed are the Indian and

Garamantine carbuncles
;

the latter term has given

use to the modern name of garnet : the same gem
was also called the Chalcedonian. The Ethiopian car-

buncles rank very high, and are nearly connected

with the almandine and the essonite. Carbuncles of

superior brilliancy are termed males, those of a duller

description are called females, a distinction which,

among ancient lapidaries, prevailed in reference to the

majority of precious stones. One author observes, that

the carbuncle at first appears as if smoke were rising

from it, and afterwards, as if burning with a bright

flame, and that the Chalcedonian inclines to blackness,

but when held against fire or the light of the sun, it

surpasses in lustre all other carbuncles
;
when placed

in a dark room, it presents a rose-colour, but when

exposed to the open daylight, it glows like a burning

coal; when held against the sun, it has the lustre of

a flame.

5. SAPPIR.

(Authorized Persian, SAPPHIRE.)

This stone is frequently mentioned in the Bible as

being of great value and exquisite beauty. Legendary
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traditions assert that the Tables on which the Ten

Commandments were engraved were made of sap-

phire. The superstitious assigned to this stone the

virtue of preserving the sight, and invigorating the

frame as well as the soul.

6. JAHALOM.

(Authorized Persian, DIAMOND.)

The Hebrew term Jahalom is said to be derived from

the verb "
halam," to strike, and is applied to the dia-

mond to describe the superior hardness of this gem,

which can be employed in cutting other precious

stones. For a long time the diamond was only known

to some Eastern kings, and an opinion prevailed that

it could only be found in gold-mines. The fact how-

ever is, that it is discovered in many places yielding

the crystal, to which it bears an affinity. There are six

kinds of diamonds, viz. the Ethiopian, the Indian,

the Arabian, the Macedonian, the Cyprian, and the

Siderite, which resembles polished steel. The last two

kinds are brittle, the others are exceedingly hard
;

they resist the ordinary blow of the hammer, and the

heat of the fire. One author mentions the following

ludicrous anecdote : "A noble lady inherited two dia-

monds, which for many years remained hidden among
her treasures

;
from time to time these stones gave

birth to indisputable facsimiles and likenesses of them-

selves." He accounts for this strange phenomenon

by stating that the peculiarly pure atmosphere which
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must have surrounded the gems facilitated the forma-

tion of the generated crystals !

7. LESHEM.

(duthonzed Version, LIGURE.)

Some authors translate this as turquoise, which, in

ancient times, was considered of inestimable value,

and was imported from the East Indies. An inferior

description, of dark green colour, was found in Spain,

and was sold at a very low price. The following

anecdote, quoted from an old treatise on precious

stones, illustrates the peculiar value which this class of

gems derived from superstition :

" One of my relatives possessed a turquoise set in

a gold ring, which he used to wear on his finger as a

superior ornament. It happened that the owner of

this ring was seized with a malady of which he died.

During the whole period in which the wearer enjoyed

his full health, the turquoise was distinguished for

unparelleled beauty and clearness; but scarcely was

he dead, when the stone lost its lustre, and assumed

a faded, withered appearance, as if mourning for its

master. This sudden change in the nature of the

stone made me lose the desire I originally entertained

of purchasing it, which I might have done for a trifling

sum
;

and so the turquoise passed into other hands.

However, no sooner did it obtain a new owner, when

it regained its former exquisite freshness, and lost all

traces of its temporary defects. I felt, greatly vexed
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that I had lost the chance of procuring such a valuable

and sensitive gem."

8. SHEBO.

(Authorized Version, AGATE.)

The Rabbins translated this word by hyacinth.

The hyacinth and the amethyst are somewhat

alike in colour
;
the latter approaches more the tint

of the violet, the former is of a paler description, and

inclines to sky-blue." There are three kinds of hya-

cinths
;
one has the glowing hue of a burning coal :

this kind is of the highest value.

9. ACHLAMAH.

(Authorized Fersion, AMETHYST.)

Rabbinical authors consider Achlamah to signify onyx,

and they state that it is classified either according to

colour, or according to the place whence it is exported.

In regard to colour, the onyx occurs in five varieties :

the first, which is white, resembles the human nail, for

which reason, in fact, it has received the Greek name

onyx (owf, naif) ;
this variety is not marked by any

stripes, whilst the second kind is white striped with

red, the third is white striped with black, the fourth

is all black without stripes, and the fifth, the most va-

luable of all, is black with white stripes. Mediaeval

writers have sought to find a Scriptural basis for cur-

rent superstitions, by connecting
" achlamah

"
(onyx)

with the verb "
chalam," to dream, and assert that this
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precious stone occasioned to the wearer a multiplicity

of bewildering dreams.

10. THARSHISH.

(Authorised Version, BERYL.)

The commonly received rendering of " Tharshish
"

is
"
chrysolite." Four species of this stone are men-

tioned, which respectively came from Arabia, Ger-

many, India, and Ethiopia. The colour of the Ara-

bian species was not clear and transparent. The

German chrysolite was of whitish hue, bordering on

orange colour, and peculiarly brittle. The Indian

chrysolite had a slight cerulean tinge ;
in some in-

stances it resembled translucent olive oil, in others it

was a kind of sea-green, intermixed with a reddish

shade. The Ethiopian chrysolite was soft green, and

reflected the sunlight, glistening like a golden star. The

latter two species were most esteemed.

ii. SHOHAM.

(Authorized Version, ONYX.)

The Rabbins translate this by "emerald," and assign

to it the third rank among precious stones. They

say that the pleasure derived from looking at the

emerald is due to the refreshing influence exercised

by the green colour, this stone bearing the nearest

resemblance to the luxuriant verdure of the fields

and trees. Engravers and workers in precious stones,

according to these writers, place this stone before them
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to rest their eyesight upon whilst engraving minute ob-

jects. There are twelve kinds of emeralds, if classed

according to the countries where they are found, viz.

the Siberian, Britannic, Egyptian, Cyprian, Ethiopian,

Armenian, Persian, Athenian, Median, Chalcedoman,

Laconian, and Sicilian.

The first-mentioned variety surpasses the rest in

value, is of greater hardness, and not liable to the pecu-

liar defects which are found in the others
; moreover,

this kind is found in the rugged, mountainous tracts

amongst the gold mines, and is excavated by dint of

excessive and painful toil. The griffin is said to build

there its nest, and to be zealously watchful in guard-

ing the treasures of gold and emeralds. Others assert

that this gem originates in copper mines, where ver-

digris is formed. Fine emeralds are of a perfect green,

which seems to flash upon the surrounding objects ;
in

a good gem, the surface must be perfectly straight and

smooth, so as to cast no darkening shade on any of its

particles.

12. JASHPEH.

(Authorized Persian, JASPER.)

It is most probable that this stone became known

through the extensive use which was made of it by

artists for ornamental and commemorative works, such

as cameos, etc. The name of "Jashpeh" (in Greek,

jaspis) must have travelled along with the wide distri-

bution of this stone, which so readily yields to the
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engraver's burine. If it could be ascertained whether

"jashpeh" was first so named by the Semitic nations,

or whether the Grecians were the first to adopt the

name of jaspis, -we might be able to decide in what

country this stone was first applied to the purposes of

ornamental art.

According to tradition, the "jashpeh
"

in the

breastplate represents the name of "Benjamin."

The following anecdote, extracted from the Tal-

mud, enables us to form some idea of the value in

which this stone was held in the rabbinical period.

It is related that during the existence of the second

temple, the "jashpeh of Benjamin" was lost. Great

exertions were made to replace it, and at last it was

ascertained that Dama ben Nethinah was in possession

of a fine specimen. The price ultimately paid for it

:
s stated to have been one hundred denarii (100 gold

denars were in value equal to about sS6o).

In addition to the twelve stones contained in the

breastplate of the High-Priest, the following names

occur in various parts of the Bible :

Kadkod and Ekdoch (Isaiah, liv. 12), both of which

signify the glowing of fire, are, not inappropriately,

translated "carbuncle ;" the Alexandrian version of the

Bible renders the former word by "jasper."

Ramoth, mentioned in Ezekiel (xxvii. 16) and Job

(xxviii. 18), is of doubtful meaning, and supposed to

signify "coral.
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Gaidsh, or Elgabish, occurring in the just-mentioned

passage of Job, means in its primary signification
"
hail-stone," and hence is applied to the crystal ;

ac-

cording to the Chaldean paraphrase it denotes "beryl."

Shamir (diamond). The passage in Ezekiel (iii. 9),

" as an adamant, harder than flint," etc., confirms the

supposition that shamir means diamond. Tradition as-

serts that the stones which were used in the construc-

tion of the temple of Solomon, were hewn by means of

the "
shamir," as the law of Moses prohibited the use

of iron implements. It must, however, be observed

that, in this instance, the word " shamir
"
has been in

terpreted by commentators as relating to a miraculous

worm, which, being placed on the stone, performed

the wonder of cleaving it in those parts which had

been previously marked
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Ciystals of Diamond.

HE diamond is the glorious gem which

surpasses all others in hardness and bril-

liancy. Its specific gravity is about 3 '5, its

cleavage very perfect, its refraction sim-

ple ;
it is transparent and translucent, combustible, infu-

sible, and unassailable by acids, and is composed of pure

crystallized carbon. It frequently becomes phosphores-

cent on exposure to light ;
the smaller stones by a much
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shorter exposure than the larger. It is found both in

regular crystalline forms and in an amorphous state.

The crystals are principally octahedrons or dodecahe-

drons, the planes of which have frequently the pecu-

liarity of being either concave or convex
;
sometimes

they are worn by attrition or other causes into hetero-

geneous forms, being nearly round balls, occasionally

transparent, or covered with a thick crust.

The diamond is found of all colours white, yellow,

orange, red, pink, brown, green, blue, black, and

opalescent. There is a slight difference between the

specific gravity of the Indian, or Oriental diamond, and

the Brazilian, as also between the white and coloured.

The result of numerous experiments is as follows :

The Specific Gravity of Indian or Golconda Diamond.

White 3-524

Yellow ,?'55<>

Brazilian.

White 3'442

Yellow 3'520

The Indian diamond is generally found in octahe-

dral, the Brazilian in dodecahedral, crystals.

The diamond is one of those bodies which reflect all

the light falling on their posterior surfaces at an angle

of incidence greater than 24 13'. The diamond does

not appear to possess the power of polarizing light, al-

though Sir David Brewster gives it as his opinion, that
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tight was stightly changed in passing

of refraction is enormous*

1-5*5

To these qualities are attributable its extraordinary

brilliancy and play, and it was the observation of these

properties which led Newton to the conclusion that

it was a combustible body, and, later, caused several

to endeavour to apply it to optical and

It was, however, found by Sir

David Brewster, that the inequalities of its sliuctme

caused too much aberration of light to make it service-

able tor these purposes.

It is a non-conductor of electricity, and becomes

positively electric by friction -

t but soon loses its power,

namely, at the expiration of half an hour.

The diamond cuts glass with great fecflity, but not

every stone can be used tor that purpose. It is required

to tmd one whose angles are naturally acute. These

stones are called "glaziers," and fetch sio the carat

Although most gems will scratch glass, it is only the

which is capable of cutting it.
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acid. Another chemist, Clouet, made steel by exposing

iron and diamond together, thus proving its identity

with other carboniferous bodies, and showed that the

diamond burns readily when exposed in the open air,

or in gas, to an intense heat, with a bright red flame,

and gives out sparks during combustion.

As yet, no one has proposed a theory which could

account for the formation of the diamond, nor has

succeeded in discovering the matters which lend a

tinge or colour to the gem. Liebig has given it as

his opinion, that it arises from the presence of un-

crystallized vegetable matter. The black specks and

flaws which so frequently present themselves, would

lead to the supposition that they must arise from

carbon imperfectly crystallized, and analogous to the

amorphous and porous variety, called carbonate, to

which I shall allude hereafter
;
but this point has never

yet been satisfactorily solved. Many chemists and

mineralogists have declared, that by means of heat

they can expel or improve the natural colour of the

diamond
;
but experience has shown that this idea is

fallacious, for, although the stone when exposed to

strong heat appears whiter, this arises solely from a

crust being formed on the outside, which impairs the

transparency, and when repolished, the original colour

returns. Red flaws however, which are sometimes

apparent in the rough diamond, do occasionally lose

their colour by exposure to great heat
;

in other in-

stances, the red flaws become black. A gentleman of
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the name of Barbot is said to have employed for the

last ten years a process which he keeps secret, but

which, it is said, enables him to remove the opaque

crust which covers the diamond in its rough state, sc

as to show the colour it will have when cut
;

if true,

this might render the work of the lapidary more easy,

but the fact is much to be doubted.

At the great fire in Hamburg, many diamonds were

sold for trifling sums which had remained in the burning

buildings, and, to an unexperienced eye, appeared totall)

valueless, but when repolished they regained their

pristine brilliancy, though with a slight loss in weight.

The diamond can be cloven with facility in a direc-

tion parallel with the planes of the octahedron or

dodecahedron, or, to use the lapidaries' expression,

"splits easily with the grain." This quality much

assists the otherwise tedious operation of cutting or

grinding the diamond, particularly where it is desirable

to gat rid of flaws. In spite of its hardness, it is capable

of being reduced to powder, and the mistaken idea

which used to prevail, and even now exists, that the

best test of the reality was to put it on an anvil and

strike it with a hammer, when, if genuine, it either

broke the hammer or buried itself in the anvil, has

been the cause of the loss of many fine gems, which

were either crushed or thrown away as valueless.

The diamond is found in Hindostan, Brazil, Suma

tra, Borneo, the Ural Mountains, and occasionally i:

North America in some instances in Australia
j gene
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rally in octahedral crystals, in quartz conglomerates

containing oxides of iron, also in alluvium, in loose

and imbedded crystals, almost always of small size,

and most frequently in company with grains of gold

and platinum ; ordinarily, in strata of plutonic origin.

In India, in the Deccan, in the river Pennair, in the

Lower Kistna, and Ellore, and Pannah, and the river

Sonar
;
and some in the Bundlecund, at Sumbhulpore,

on the Mahanuddy; also in Malacca, in Borneo, Celebes,

and Java. Numbers of places in India which produced

diamonds in large quantities, according to the account

of Tavernier, a French jeweller and a trustworthy

authority, who travelled in the East, have latterly

become so unproductive, that not only the places them-

selves, but the very names are unknown to the present

inhabitants
;

and India, which used to be the great

source of diamonds, seems to have become gradually

exhausted. In Tavernier's time, the mines of Golconda

employed 60,000 persons, and were once so produc-

tive, that it is recorded by the historian Ferichta, that

the Sultan Mahmoud (A.D. 1177-1206) left in his trea-

sures, after a reign of thirty-two years, more than four

hundred pounds weight of this precious gem. The use

of the diamond used to be one of the regal privileges of

the Hindoo rajahs and sultans, but with the overthrow

of Indian kingdoms and dynasties it became more ge-

nerally worn. The finest diamond which remained in

the possession of the Mahratta of Peshawur was that

called by the East India Company the Nassak, which
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they valued at the sum of gg30,000 ;
it was however

sold by auction at Messrs. Christy and Manson's rooms

to the Marquis of Westminster, for the sum of^"7200,

since which time this fine diamond has been re-cut.

(See description of the Nassac or Nassak diamond.)

It is a curious fact, that in Sumbhulpore the diamond-

washing trade is hereditary in two tribes, whose origin is

unknown, but who appear, from the traces of negro

blood, to be descendants of slaves imported by one of the

conquerors of India for that labour
; they are called re-

spectively Thara and Tora, and possess sixteen villages

in free Jhageer, or freehold ; they now number about

400 to 500 persons, working in the dry season in the

bed of the Mahanuddy, from Kunderpore to Sinepore.

The largest diamond found there, since the transfer of

this country from the Mahratta to British rule, has been

of eighty-four grains. The quality of the diamonds is

here distinguished by the names of the Hindoo castes.

The first quality is called Brahma, the second Kschetri,

the third Bysch, the fourth Sudras. The weights used

are the mascha and the ruttee; the mascha consists

of seven ruttees, and the ruttee is something less than

2^ grains carat weight.

In the Bundlecund, the finest diamonds are called

Motigul ;
the second quality, greenish, Manek

;
the

third, yellowish, Pannah
;
the fourth, brownish, Buns-

put. The origin of the carat weight is from an Arabic

word, "kuara," the name of the seed of a pod-bearing

plant growing on the gold-coast of Africa, which
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are almost invariably of an equal weight, and were for-

merly used for weighing against the grains or dust of

gold. This weight was adopted in Hindostan, and has

thence spread all over the world. The Indians call the

diamond "
pakha," or ripe, and rock-crystal "kacha,"

or unripe.

The Indian diamond is of a different specific gravity

to the Brazilian, and even when only of equal white-

ness, seems to possess more lustre and brilliancy ;
from

this and other causes, the old diamonds, which all came

from India, are worth rather more than the new, or

Brazilian.

By far the largest quantity are, however, now im-

ported into Europe from the Brazils. They are found

mostly in alluvial soil in the district of Cerro di Fria,

Minas Geraes, and San Paulo
;

in the beds of the rivers

Jequitinhonha, Matto-Grosso, Diamantma, and Rio des

Areios, Santa Anna, San Francisco, Paulo Vehas, San

Francisco di Xavier, Rio Sumedouro, Bahia, and other

places.

The Brazilian miners distinguish the various diamond-

producing soils by the following names :- -

Grupiara is an alluvial deposit, whose surface shows

it to be the unused bed of a stream or river.

Burgalhao are small angular fragments of rock, be-

strewing the surface of the ground.

Cascalho are fragments of rock and sand mixed up

with clay, and forming the bed of a river.

Takoa Carza are the above materials cemented to-
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gather into a conglomerate mass. All the above, how-

ever, are known by the generic name of Cascalho. The

masses of stone themselves, which rarely exceed a cubic

foot in size, contain Itacolumite jasper, and often peri-

dots and garnets. The Itambe, the highest mountain

in the diamond-producing district, giving rise to the

rivers Copay and Jequitinhonha, is about 5598 feet

above the level of the sea, and diamonds are sometimes

found on its highest peaks.

Diamonds were found in the Brazils when searching

for gold, but their true nature was unsuspected, and they

were thrown away or used as counters for card-players.

Bernardo Fonseca Lobo, an inhabitant of the Minas

Geraes, who had seen rough diamonds in a previous

visit to the East Indies, first discovered their true nature

and value. He brought some to Lisbon, and esta-

blished their identity with diamonds. The European

traders, who had never seen or dreamt of any other but

the Indian diamond, and who feared that if an in-

finite number were thrown on the market by this dis-

covery of new mines, their stocks would thus be depre-

ciated, and perhaps become valueless, endeavoured by

every means to discourage their sale, and spread a report

that the so-called Brazilian diamonds were only the

refuse of the Indian mines, exported from Goa to

Brazil, and thence to Europe ;* and at first succeeded in

preventing the sale. The Portuguese merchants, how-

* In the work published by David Jeffries, A.D. 1750 he in-

dorses this belief, and endeavours to prove it by several arguments.
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ever, turned the tables on them by exporting them

from Brazil to Goa, and then offering them for sale as

Indian diamonds.

On the inhabitants of the diamond-producing dis-

tricts this discovery acted as a curse, for as soon as the

government found the valuable nature of the product,

and of the treasures it had in its grasp, it took forcible

possession of the land, expelled the original inhabitants,

and declared the diamond trade a monopoly, and them-

selves the exclusive proprietors. Nature even seemed to

have a spite against the expatriated exiles; the year

of the discovery the whole district was afflicted with

a dreadful drought, and, to add to the distress and

misery of the unfortunate inhabitants, a fearful earth-

quake took place, in which numbers of them perished ;

and it was only on the I3th of May, 1803, that the

sad remnant was reinstated in their rightful property.

It seemed as if the genii, guardians of the treasure,

were indignant at the presumption of man, and tried by

every means to prevent the dispersion of their buried

treasures.

The riches of these places are incalculable; the gold

is abandoned to the slaves as unworthy the attention of

their owners. Children, after the rains, collect the

grains of gold, which lie strewn over their path. The

crops of all fowls killed are carefully examined, and

often found to contain diamonds; and it is recorded

that a negro once found a stone of five carats adhering

to the roots of a cabbage he had plucked for his dinner.
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In 1 754, a slave, who had been working at the Minas

Geraes, was transferred to the district of Bahia. Sus-

pecting, from the similarity of the soil with that of

the place he had been working/ that it contained dia-

monds, he searched and found a considerable quantity.

This news soon became public, and the province was

inundated with emigrants trying to make rapid for-

tunes in the same way as the tide of population 'flowed

to Australia when the news of the gold discoveries

arrived here.

The production of the Brazilian mines has been

enormous, but has decreased, and is decreasing, every

day ;
in the first fifty years after their discovery, it is cal-

culated that the astonishing amount of twelve millions

in value was exported. The yield from the Bahia

mines was at first so considerable, as to reduce the

value of the diamond one-half; now, however, the

total produce does not exceed 240,000 carats annually,

the value of which is about 1,000,000. The most

productive district is at the present time the province

of Matto-Grosso, in the vicinity of the town of Dia-

mantina.

A short description of the mode of washing for dia-

monds may not prove uninteresting. When the dry sea-

son, which lasts from April to the middle of October,

has diminished the depth of the different rivers, their

waters are diverted in various places into canals dug

for this purpose, so as to leave the bed of the stream

dry. The soil is then dug out to a depth of ten to
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twelve feet, and deposited near the washing-huts. As

long as the dry season lasts, the workmen continue to

dig out the soil, called there by the generic name of

cascalho ;
and it contains diamonds in so regular a pro-

portion, that the miners are enabled to foretell, with

some degree of certainty, what any given quantity of

cascalho will produce. Sometimes they find holes con-

*aining quantities of diamonds and nuggets of gold.

The dry season over, the labour of washing com-

mences, and the digging of the soil perforce terminates,

in consequence of the quantities of water brought down

by the rains. The huts, which are constructed near

the heaps of cascalho, are furnished with long troughs,

called canoes, with elevated seats for the overseers, who

are always present.

The labourers, who are all negroes, take each a mass

of " diamondiferous
"

soil, sufficient to fill the trough

(about a hundredweight), and then allow a stream of

water to run in
;
and continue to stir up the mass with

the hands, until the water runs clear, and all the earthy

particles are washed away. They then examine the

pebbles which remain one by one, and when they find

a diamond, give the signal by clapping their hands

to the overseer, who takes it and puts it in a vessel

filled with water, which hangs in the middle of each hut.

The day's labour over, the weight produced is entered in

a book. Large diamonds, as may be supposed, are of

very rare occurrence. When a slave finds a diamond

of eighteen carats he receives his freedom, and is led.
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crowned with flowers, to the proprietor in a sort of

triumphal procession, who generally gives him a present

and allows him to work on his own account. For

smaller stones proportional rewards are given. In

spite of all precaution, numberless thefts take place;

sometimes the slave, under the very eye of the over-

seer, conceals a stone in his hair, mouth, or ears, some-

times between his fingers or toes; and they have even

been known to throw stones away in the hope of find-

ing them again after night-fall.

When the labour and pains bestowed on this search

is considered, the result appears hardly commensurate

with the toil: the product of the yearly labour of

500 men can be readily carried in the hand. As pre-

viously stated, the discovery of large diamonds is very

rare. On an average of 10,000 stones, there will not

be one of eighteen carats found. The largest which

has ever been found in the Brazils is the Star of the

South, which, when rough, weighed 254 carats.

When a sufficient quantity has been collected, the

diamonds are sent to Rio Janeiro
;
and as the distance

is great, and the roads, lie through endless primeval

forests, the transit occupies a considerable period. In

Rio, the miner sells his gems to the merchant, who

ships them to Europe, or holds them, as the price and

demand may induce him to act.

Diamonds are also found in Borneo, in the mountain-

chain which, borders the great river Banger, massing in

rhe district of Jannah-L.iut. Here, as in other places,
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they are accompanied by grains of gold. These mines

employ some 400 persons, and the search is conducted

in much the same manner as in other places.

Diamonds are also found in Sumatra, Java, and in

the Ural Mountains.

Crystals of diamond have been found in Australia,

but as yet of too isolated occurrence to warrant Australia

being classed as a diamond-producing country.

When parcels of rough diamonds arrive here, they

are sorted by an experienced person, and the various qua-

lities separated. The stones that have a natural point,

and which can be used for cutting glass, are first se-

lected, and the badly-shaped and defective pieces are

sent to be manufactured into roses
;
the worst quality,

called
" boart

"
granular and imperfectly crystallized,

and not infrequently worn by attrition into spherical

globules, being quite unfit for cutting is crushed into

powder and used for cutting and polishing other dia-

monds, rubies, etc., and for engraving on hard stones,

or other purposes. The "boart
"

is worth from 22.9. to

30$. per carat.

CARBONATE, OR DIAMOND CARBON.

The substance called carbonate is found in the pro-

vince of Bahia, and occurs, according to all accounts,

in sandstone of very old formation, apparently of the

same era as the gneiss and syenite rocks of Norway
and Greenland. Its hardness is identical with the

diamond, and its specific gravity 3-012 to 3'4i6; some
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specimens show an imperfect crystalline structure of a

brownish-green opaque colour, others of a granular

structure, porous enough to resemble pumice-stone,

dense, very massive, and found sometimes in lumps as

large as a walnut. It is extremely hard, in some

cases, taking a polish equal to diamond, and appears to

be carbon imperfectly crystallized ;
when burnt it leaves

a residue of clay and some other substances. It is used

in commerce in the form of powder to cut and polish

diamonds and other gems, and is worth a few shillings

per carat, according to the demand. Large quantities

are exported to Switzerland for polishing rubies used

in jewelling watches. It is said that specimens of this

substance have lately been discovered in Mexico.

When carbonate was first discovered, it might have

been purchased for a mere trifle ; but now, as stcted

above, it commands a large price, which continues to

increase with the demand.

This substance would appear to be the connecting

link between uncrystallized carbon and die diamond,

and a scientific examination of it might lead to impor-

tant results.

DIAMOND CUTTING AND POLISHING.

The transcendent brilliancy of the diamond, its trans-

parency and its refraction, are displayed very meagrely

in rough stones. In order to render them susceptible

of employment as personal ornaments, they must un-

dergo the processes of cutting and polishing, which brng
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out the latent beauty in its true light j and, in fact, on

the regularity of the facets and the perfect polish de-

pends the value of the stone, nearly as much as on the

original material
; for, although no art can render a

yellow brilliant white, still the purest stone, cut by un-

skilful hands, remains a dull mass, without life or lustre.

It is generally supposed that Louis van Berghem, or

Berguem, was the first discoverer of the art of cutting

and polishing diamonds by their own powder, in 1456 ;

but this must be somewhat inaccurate, as already in

1373 the Emperor Charles had the clasp of his cloak

ornamented with diamonds
;
and in church ornaments

of even earlier date, were set diamonds with a table and

four ground edges, and with the lower part cut as a

four-sided pyramid.

In the inventory of the effects of the Duke of Anjou,

made between the years 1360 and 1368, there is men-

tioned a diamond cut into the form of a shield. As yet,

however, the mode of cutting was rude, and added

scarcely at all to the lustre of the diamond, causing it

to be ranked as less in value than many other gems.

In 1407, the art had made sensible progress under the

direction of a clever artificer named Herman
;
and al-

though the stones were still imperfectly cut, yet they

must have had some lustre, as we find, that at an enter-

tainment given to the King of France by the Duke of

Burgundy, in 1410, the Duke of Burgundy gave away
ten diamonds, which were valued at four hundred gold

crowns, a considerable sum in those days.
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In 1456, Louis van Berghem, who had studied in

Paris, discovered the art of cutting the diamond into

regular facets
;

this discovery made so complete a revo-

lution in the trade, that he was regarded as the parent

of the art of diamond cutting, and he established in

Bruges a guild of diamond cutters. In the year 1475

he made the first trial of his improved mode of cutting

upon three large rough stones which were confided to

his care by Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy. The

largest was the stone known as the Sancy, which was

lost in the disastrous fight of Granson
;

the second

came into the possession of Pope Sixtus IV.
;
and the

third, which was cut in the form of a triangle, was set in

a ring, and was given to the faithless Louis XI. Robert

van Berghem relates that his grandfather Louis received

3000 ducats for cutting these three stones. The pupils

of Berghem established themselves in Antwerp and

Amsterdam, leaving Bruges on account of the intole-

rance of the priests. Cardinal Mazarin patronized this

industry greatly ;
he caused the diamonds in the French

crown to be re-cut, and they obtained thence the name

of the twelve Mazarins.

In the inventory of the French Crown jewels in

1774, the number 349 is described as the tenth Mazarin

'it is not known what has become of the rest.

The powerful protection of the Cardinal, and his

example, caused a taste for these jewels to pervade all

classes: and it is recorded that at this period Paris

possessed seventy-five diamond cutters, who were well

r
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employed. Later, however, the trade declined, and

from this date it seems gradually to have taken firm root

in Amsterdam, where it still continues one of the prin-

cipal branches of industry, and more than fifteen-six-

teenths of die diamonds found are now cut there.

The so-called double cutting,
"

Brillants recoupes,"

was introduced by Vincent! Peruggi, or Peruzzi, at

Venice, about the end of the seventeenth century. In

England there used to be several cutters, who were re-

nowned for the excellence and perfection of their work,

and whose diamonds, still called old English, fetch a

much larger price than any others. As in everything

else, however, the reduction of the price of labour pro-

duced a corresponding falling off in the quality of work-

manship. This trade in England is now nearly extinct.

In India, where numbers of diamonds are still cut,

the work is rough and defective, as the natives, with

the mistaken idea of enhancing the value of their

gems, leave them as heavy in weight as possible}

often preserving the natural shape of the stone, and

disregarding one of the first rules of diamond cutting,

that over- as well as under-weight detracts from the

value of the stone
; and ignoring the fact, that a dia-

mond weighing, for example, seven carats, with only the

spread of five carats, is worth only the price of a five-

carat stone.

Of late years, the lapidaries have adopted a very in-

judicious method of cutting, leaving the stone, from the

girdle to the culet, round, instead of angular, thus de-
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tractmg from the play of the diamond
; and, although

increasing the weight of the polished stone obtain-

able from a given quantity of rough material, producing

an inferior lustre and brilliancy ;
added to which, the

edges of the stones, which should be sharp as a knife-

blade, are left blunt and often quite rough, which

causes a greyish appearance and detracts from the so-

called
"
play

"
of the stone.

In Amsterdam this branch of industry occupies se-

veral thousand persons, mostly of the Jewish religion.

The largest mills there are those of Mr. Coster, em-

ploying from 500 to 600 workmen. To this firm was

entrusted the cutting of the Koh-i-Noor, after the

Exhibition of 1851, and, later, the stone called the Star

of the South.

Diamond Culling.

By the operation of cutting, the natural crust of the

diamond is removed, and the stone is formed into the

shape required. In order to cut a diamond, two stones

are employed, which are fastened into two sticks, the

tops being filled with cement, into which each dia-

mond is inserted, leaving exposed the part to be cut.

The workman, who has leathern gloves on his hands,

as well as a leathern stall on the right thumb, takes a

stick in each hand, and leaning them against two up-

right pieces of iron, fastened on the edge of the

cutting-bench, rubs the two diamonds together until

he has produced a flat even surface (which is a facet),
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instead of the concave or convex form of the natural

stone. The dust or diamond powder which falls is re-

ceived in a square box, containing oil, and the powder
is burnt before being used, to free it from the particles of

cement that become mixed with it. By this means two

facets are cut on two different stones at the same time.

During the cutting, the workman examines the facets

by means of moistening the stone with the tongue,

first taking care to remove any powder with a camel's-

hair pencil. When the facet is formed, the cement is

heated, and the diamond taken out, and replaced so as

to expose a different surface until the cutting is com-

pleted. It must be understood that by this opera-

tion only the general outline of the form is made. A
stone which would have when quite completed fifty-

eight facets, including the table and culet, receives in

cutting only eighteen, eight of which are the surfaces

of an octahedron or double pyramid, and are formed

by the taking away eight edges or angles of these

eight surfaces, one for the whole table, and one for the

culct.

Diamond Polishing.

By the next process the diamond is not only polished,

but the remaining facets are formed. This is done

by means of diamond powder, on a steel disk, called

"
skaif," which is made to revolve at a very high degree

of velocity, by means of steam- or horse-power. These

wheels, or "skaifs," are prepared in the following man-
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ner : The surface of the metal is rubbed with an ordi-

nary whetstone, in such a direction as to form tangents

of a circle, whose diameter is about a third of that of

the "
skaif." By this means the whole surface becomes

covered with deep indentations, or scratches. Then a

fine hone or Turkey stone is rubbed over again in the

direction of the diameter, until the former marks are

nearly obliterated
;
and by the crossing of the scratches

a kind of soft grain is formed, which makes the metal

fit to receive and retain the diamond powder, which is

then spread on the skaif with olive oil, and the flat

surface of a finished diamond held against it whilst

in motion
j by these means the powder is forced into

the wheel.

The diamond to be polished is then inserted into a

stick having a handle made of brass, with a hollow

top filled with solder, into which the diamond is

pressed whilst melting, and then allowed to cool
;
the

diamond is thus fixed in its proper position. Of course,

when one facet of the stone is polished, the solder must

be melted, and the stone removed and replaced in an-

other position.

This process completes at the same time the required

shape of the diamond, and gives the necessary polish

when the stone is ready for use. The work, as may be

supposed, demands the greatest nicety : the least inat-

tention or irregularity may spoil the stone
;
and when

the minuteness of the facets required on a stone, some

of which are so small that a thousand only weigh one
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carat, Is considered, it will be readily understood that

this process demands workmen skilled in a high degree.

The stones which, from their formation, are not

adapted for the double cutting, as well as the splinters

from other diamonds, are made into single cut, a

description of which is given hereafter. The rest are

cut into brilliants or roses, of which the finest are sorted

out for this country, die second quality sent to the Paris

market, and the inferior descriptions to South America,

Poland, Turkey, etc.

The best and most experienced judges are however

unable to determine with certainty what any stone will

be when polished, as, in the process of cutting, flaws

and imperfections are often laid bare, which go much

deeper than the appearance of the rough diamond

would predict ; and, on the other hand, the colour, ap-

parent in the rough stone, is sometimes found to arise

from the presence of flaws or specks, which are re-

moved in cutting, thus leaving the stone white.

Diamond Crushing.

In order to reduce the boart to powder, it is placed

in a steel crushing-mortar, fitted with an air-tight

pestle j this, when struck violently with a hammer,

reduces the stone into splinters ;
it is then put into a

hardened steel mortar, with a little olive oil, to prevent

the powder from flying about. The pestle, also a

piece of hardened steel, is placed on it, and it is struck
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by a hammer, at the same time moving the pestle about

until the whole of the fragments are completely crushed

into an impalpable powder, which as well as the powder

rubbed off in the cutting process previously described, is

(when burnt to remove the oil) of a grey colour, and

is worth from i6.. to i8s. per carat.

Diamond Splitting.

The splitting or cleavage of diamonds has a double

purpose, namely, the removal of defective parts, fis-

sures, or specks in the stone, and the formation of

facets in the rough. This operation is only applied to

a diamond when its natural form does not admit of its

being cut in the regular way without a great expen-

diture of time and labour. Stones of a rhombic do-

decahedral form are nearly round, and the cutting is

immensely shortened by splitting the facets from the

rough; sometimes "usable" pieces are split off.

The workman must have an exact knowledge of the

structure and cleavage of the diamond, and as the

form of the brilliant corresponds nearly with that of

the octahedron or dodecahedron, the natural direction

of cleavage much assists the lapidary. In order to

split a diamond it is fastened into a stick, the top

of which contains cement, and the part required to

be split off is left uncovered} to avoid missing the

proper plane of cleavage, a line is scratched on the

surface with another diamond, to mark the exact
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place. To make this line, three diamonds are used

successively : the first a complete crystal, which marks

out the direction
;
then a sharp splinter, to deepen the

impression, and lastly a very fine splinter, to make a

very deep mark. The cement-stick is placed upright

in a piece of lead fastened to the workman's bench,

a very fine knife is then inserted in the mark made, and

the stone is split by a smart blow from the hammer.

There are some stones difficult to be split, and which

are sawn with fine iron-wires fitted in a saw-bow, and

anointed with diamond powder and olive oil. The

same is sometimes done with large stones, on which the

risk of splitting is too great to be incurred, or where

the natural cleavage direction would reduce the size

too much.

NAMES OF DIFFERENT FORMS INTO WHICH
DIAMONDS ARE CUT.

CUM.
Side View of side V iew of Dia- SideView of Double-

Rough Diamond. mond Partially Cut. Cut Diamond.

The woodcut annexed shows, first, a side view of a

diamond in its natural state
; next, when its upper and

lower facets, which are called respectively the table

and the culet, are made, the broadest part or edge of
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the stone being the girdle. The space from the upper

part or table to the girdle is called the bezil or bizil
;

that from the girdle to the lower part, the pavilion.

The facets on the bezil touching the table and form-

ing triangles, are called star-facets
;
those touching the

girdle are called skill-facets ;
and the lozenge-shaped

facets touching both table and girdle, are formed by the

meeting of the star and skill facets. The triangular

facets touching the girdle of the under part are the

under skill-facets
;
the culet is square or octagonal.

of Double-Cut Brilliant.

3
Hack View of Double-Cut Brilliant.

3

t. The Table.

'. The Girdle.

"d. The Pavilioi

I. The Star Facets.
c. The Skill Facets,
o. The Culet.

h. The Lower Sides.

/. The Under-Skill Facets

The double-cut brilliant is the most common form

at the present day. The general form of the rough

diamond is of two pyramids joined at the base: if a

diamond is not naturally of this form, it must be made

so by art; and in order to produce the table, there

must be taken away from the upper pyramid five-

eighteenths, and from the lower one-eighteenth of the

total thickness. The upper or flat part is called

the table, and from thence to the girdle or centre
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edge, and broadest part of the stone, are facets, called

star-facets; from the girdle to the lower or pointed

part, called the culet, and which is nearly pointed,

are facets, called skill-facets. These facets meet in

the middle of each side of the table and girdle, .and

also at the corners, forming regular lozenges on the

four upper sides or corners of the stone. The tri-

angular facets, on the under side from the culet to

the girdle, must be half as deep again as the upper or

star facets. The thickness of the stone should be in

this proportion, from the table to the girdle one-third,

and from the girdle to the culet two-thirds of the total

thickness
;
the diameter of the table four-ninths of that

of the girdle, the culet one-fifth of the table. The

girdle of the stone should be of the same dimensions

as the thickness or depth. A stone, if well cut, should

have a very thin edge at the girdle ; and any overweight

or substance retained to make a diamond heavier, only

detracts from its play or beauty.

Front View. Side Vie*

Single-Cut Diamond.

The Single-Cut Brilliant.

Jn this form of cutting the table is square and there

are sixteen triangular facets touching it on the girdle ,
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the under part has (touching the girdle) twelve triangular

facets, and underneath them eight long facets, making

altogether thirty-eight facets. This is the old form of

cutting.

Old English Single-Cut.

The old English single-cut, also called star single-cut,

has, however, the table cut in the form of a star, like

the above illustration.

Table Diamond.
Front View.

Table Diamond.
Side View.

The Table Diamond.

This form, which is occasionally seen on diamonds

dismounted from old ornaments and stones coming from

India, consists simply of a table, a culet, and eight or

sometimes sixteen facets.

The Rose Diamond.

This mode of cutting differs from that of the bril-

liant, in that, instead of a pointed culet, the under part

of the rose is quite flat, and the upper terminates in a
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point. The work on the stone consists of triangles,

whose apices meet at the point or crown of the rose,

and which are called the star-facets. The bases of these

Bose Diamond.

Side View.

touch another row of triangles reversed, so as together

to form lozenges ;
and the apices of these under tri-

angles touch the girdle of the stone, leaving spaces

which are each cut into two facets. To be well pro

portioned, the depth of the stone must be half the

diameter of its under side
;
the diameter of the crown,

three-fifths of the diameter of the base
;
and the per-

pendicular, from the base to the crown, three-fifths of

the depth of the stone.

The round form is the most adapted for this mode

of cutting, as this shape is much easier to cut well, and

when skilfully treated has a great deal of fire. Roses

are frequently cut drop-shaped, oval, and, indeed, any

form of which the rough piece admits, care always

being taken that the least waste of material is effected.

The rose diamond is frequently cut with many less

facets, particularly those called Antwerp roses
5

but
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these are much less brilliant, and are only used for the

commoner kind of work.

Rose diamonds have been unfashionable for a long

time, being superseded by the brilliant form
; lately,

however, many persons have been purchasing and wear-

ing rose diamonds, as the same amount of display is

thereby secured at less than half the cost of the brilliant.

The Brilliotette, or Briolet.

In this mode of cutting, die diamond is formed exactly

like two rose diamonds, joined together at the base
;

this

is a very beautiful form, particularly for pendeloques ;

but these stones are very rarely met with.
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THE BRAGANZA.

HE Braganza forms part of die Portuguese

crown jewels. It was found in 1741, in

Brazil; its weight is 1880 carats, but

great doubts exist of its being a dia-

mond. Indeed, many persons imagine it to be a white

topaz ; but, as the Portuguese government will not

suffer it to be examined, it is difficult to ascertain any

facts regarding it.

THE MATTAM DIAMOND.

This diamond belongs to the Rajah of Mauam, in

Borneo. It is of pure water, weighs 367 carats, and

is of a pear-shaped form, indented at the thick end.

It was found about the year 1760 at Landak, in

Borneo, and has been the cause of a sanguinary war.
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It still, however, remains in the possession of the

Rajah of Mattam. The Dutch governor of Batavia

offered two gunboats, with stores and ammunition com-

plete, and ,^50,000 for it; but the offer was refused,

the rajah replying, that on its possession depended the

fortunes of his family.

THE KoH-i-NooR.

The history of this gem has been so often told, that

it would be superfluous to give any lengthened notice

of it. The Hindoo accounts deduce it from the time

of the god Krischna. We know, however, for a cer-

tainty, that it was in the treasury of Delhi, and was

taken at the conquest of that city by Ala-ed-Din.

Thence it came into the possession of the Sultan

Baber, of the Mogul dynasty, in 1526. This prince

esteemed it at the sum of the daily maintenance of the

whole world. The jewel was seen by Tavernier

among the jewels of Aurengzebe ;
it had however been

reduced by the unskilfulness of Hortensio Borgio from

793 carats to 186 carats, the weight it possessed at the

Exhibition of 1851. The Emperor Aurengzebe was

so incensed, that he refused to pay Borgio the sum

agreed on for the cutting, confiscated the whole of his

possessions, and with great difficulty was persuaded to

leave him his head.

Nadir Shah, the conqueror of India, obtained by

means of an artful trick, possession of this stone, and

from the hands of his descendants it passed into the
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possession of Achmed Shah. His son, Shah Sujah,

was in turn forced to deliver it into the hands of Run-

jeet Singh. After die capture of Lahore, at the time

of the Sikh mutiny, it fell into the hands of the Bri-

tish troops, who presented it to Her Majesty Queen

Victoria, on the 3rd June, 1850.

This brilliant was shown at the Exhibition of 1851 5

it then had an irregular form, with several hollows in

its sides and base, and showed clear traces of natural

cleavage planes. There were also several fissures, or

cavities, in its surface. It was shown to several of the

first scientific men of the day, Sir David Brewster among
the number, who were of opinion that the stone pre-

sented great difficulties in the way of cutting. After

much consideration, it was entrusted to Mr. Coster, of

Amsterdam, who expressed himself confident as to the

result of re-cutting ;
and the event proved the correct-

ness of his judgment, for the stone, although of less

weight than before, possesses nearly the same size, and,

instead of being a lustreless mass, scarcely better than

rock-crystal, it has become a brilliant, matchless foi

purity and fire.

This diamond now weighs 106^5- carats, and forms

part of the crown jewels of England.

THE CUMBERLAND DIAMOND.

The sum of ^"10,000 was paid for this stone by the

City of London, who presented it to the Duke of

Cumberland after the battle of Culloden. It was one
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of the stones claimed by the crown of Hanover, and

recently has been restored by Her Majesty Queen

Victoria. It weighs 32 carats.

THE ORLOFF DIAMOND.

This diamond is set in the sceptre of the Czars of

Russia. It weighs 194^ carats
;
like the Koh-i-Noor, it

has the underside flat, and is rose-cut.

This diamond is supposed to have formed one of the

eyes of an idol in a Brahmin temple. It is also said to

have been set in the famous peacock-throne of Nadir

Shah. Be its origin what it may, it is certain that it

was stolen by a Frenchman, who sold it in Malabar for

5^2800. It was purchased by the Armenian Schaffras,

who sold it to the Empress Catherine II., in the year

1774, for 450,000 roubles, a pension of 20,000 roubles,

and a patent of nobility. It is now placed in the Rus-

sian Imperial sceptre.

THE POLAR STAR.

Remarkable purity and brilliancy are the characteris-

tics of this diamond, preserved among the Russian Crown

jewels. At one period it was owned in this country.

THE SHAH.

Cosroes, the son of Abbas Mirza, presented this

diamond to the Emperor of Russia. It weighs eighty-

six carats, and is perfectly pure and free from blemish.
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It is engraved with a Persian inscription, and has a

groove cut into its edge.

THE REGENT OR PITT DIAMOND.

This jewel forms part of the French crown jewels.

Its weight is i36f. It was bought by the Duke of

Orleans, then Regent of France, of Pitt, the Governor

of. Fort St. George, in the year 1717, for ^135,000.

When rough, the stone weighed 410 carats, and the

cutting cost a20oo. Pitt had purchased this stone in

Golconda, of Jamelchund, a Hindoo merchant, as he

informs us in a pamphlet published to clear himself

from the reports made about his having stolen it. Pope
mentions it :

"
Asleep and naked as the Indian lay,

An honest factor stole the gem away."

The Man of Ross.

This diamond was stolen from the Garde Meuble, in

1792, but was restored m a mysterious manner. Its

cutting cost 563500, and occupied two years. The Em-

peror Napoleon I. wore it in the pommel of his sword.

It was shown at the French Exhibition of 1855.

THE EUGENIE BRILLIANT.

The Empress Eugenie possesses a perfect brilliant of

fifty-one carats, of an oval shape, blunt at one end, very

beautifully cut. It was purchased some years ago, b>

the Emperor Napoleon III.
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THE FLORENTINE BRILLIANT.

This brilliant belongs to the Emperor of Austria. It

weighs 139! carats ;
it is of a yellowish colour, is rather

thick, and is covered with facets like a rose diamond,

being pointed both at top and bottom. The stone is sup-

posed to be one of those lost at the battle of Granson,

by Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy. It was found

by a Swiss soldier, who sold it to a priest for one florin.

It was then sold by a Genoese merchant to Ludovic

Sforza, Duke of Milan, and afterwards came into the

possession of Pope Julius II., who gave it to the -then

Emperor of Austria.

THE SANCV.

This diamond is of an almond shape, and weighs 53!
carats. The stone was found on the body of the Duke

of Burgundy, and was afterwards, in 1479, bought by

the King of Portugal. In 1489, he sold it to Nicolas de

Barly, Baron de Sancy, from whom it derives its name.

Sancy sent it to the King as a present, by the hand of a

servant, who being attacked by robbers, swallowed the

stone, and after his death the stone was found in his

body. It finally came into the hands of James II. of

England, who sold it to Louis XIV., for ^25,000. In

the French Revolution it disappeared, along with the

renowned blue diamond which, strange to say, has

never reappeared. Some years later the Sancy was sold

to Prince Paul Demidoff.
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THE PASHA OF EGYPT.

As its name denotes, this brilliant belongs or did be-

long to Ibrahim Pasha. It weighs forty carats
;

is of octa-

gonal form, and is brilliant cut
;

it is of very good quality

and lively.

THE NASSAK, OR NASSAC, DIAMOND.

This diamond weighs 78f, and before its recutting by

order of the proprietor, the Marquis of Westminster,

weighed Spf- carats. It is of triangular form, with

rounded facets, and was sold to Rundell and Bridge, in

1818, by the East India Company. Originally it was

taken by the Marquis of Hastings at the conquest of the

Deccan. When Messrs. Rundell and Bridge retired

from business it was sold by auction.

THE PIGGOTT DIAMOND.

Late in the last century this diamond was sold by

lottery for the sum of ^"30,000 j
it was subsequently

bought by Rundell and Bridge for ^6000. The weight

is 82^ carats. It was afterwards sold to the Pasha of

Egypt for ^"30,000. The present possessor is not

known.

THE HOPE DIAMOND.

This brilliant, formerly the property of the late Mr.

Hope, is of a most brilliant sapphire-blue colour, and is

unique of its kind. It weighs 44^ carats, is of an oval
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form, and is a well -cut and good-proportioned stone.

Since the disappearance of the French blue diamond,

it is the most beautiful and important blue diamond in

existence. At the Exhibition of 1851, it was univer-

sally admired.

THE STAR OF THE SOUTH.

This brilliant was found hi 1853 at Bogagem, in the

province of Minas Geraes, by a negro. When rough,

it weighed 254^ carats, but since the cutting only 125

carats. It is of an oval form, and was cut by, and is

the property of Mr. Coster, of Amsterdam. The fire

is considerable, and although not perfectly white and

pure, it is one of the finest large diamonds extant. At

the Exhibition of 1862, it was exhibited in the Dutch

department.

OTHER LARGE DIAMONDS.

One of the finest large diamonds at present in the

market, is a drop-shaped diamond, in the possession of

Mr. Dresden, a City merchant; it is perfectly pure, free

from defects, and has extraordinary play and brilliancy,

indeed the quality of the stone is superior to the Koh-i-

noor; the weight is /6j carats. It was lately found in

the Brazils.

Besides those specified here, there exist several very

large diamonds amongst the treasures of various coun-

tries. In the Russian treasury is a brilliant red diamond

of 10 carats, bought by Paul I. for 100,000 roubles.
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[n the " Grime Gewb'lbe," at Dresden, is a green dia-

mond, of 4.8^ carats, and of the most remarkable

beauty, which belonged to Augustus the Strong.

The crown of Portugal possesses one of 138 \ carats,

which was found in the river Abai'te, in Brazil, by three

convicts. The Brazilian government also possesses some

very large and curious stones. The Grand Duke of

Tuscany has one of a most beautiful blue, faceted all

over. The Sultan of Turkey has two, one of 84, one

of 147 carats in weight. In the interior oi Tndia, Pegu,

and China, there are said to exist some very large dia-

monds, but we have as yet no authentic particulars

of them.

ON THE VALUE OF DIAMONDS.

The diamond occupies the highest rank amongst

precious stones, and possesses an intrinsic value in

almost every part of the globe. The discrimination of

the various qualities, colours, etc., which exercise an

immense influence over its value, is however difficult,

and requires a long experience ;
but it is easy for the

most inexperienced to ascertain whether a diamond be

perfect or not, so that die undermentioned particulars,

and a comparison with the Table of Value and plate of

Sizes, will enable such persons to arrive at the value of any

particular stone if it be white and free from defect,

although it will not enable them to value inferior or

defective gems.

The value of the rough diamond is calculated at half
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its weight, as it is supposed to lose fifty per cent, in

cutting and polishing ;
and the price of cutting may be

estimated at about 155. per carat. The value depends

on the colour, size, and form of crystals, and for stones

under two carats in weight ranges from sGz los. to

$ per carat. Great caution must be exercised in pur-

chasing rough diamonds, as parcels frequently contain

colourless spinels, which have a similar form, pieces of

quartz, topaz, etc.

For the valuation of polished diamonds, the only

Tables used in the trade are those made by Jeffries,

1750, which are based on the assumption that a dia-

mond increases in value in proportion to its weight,

in the ratio to the square of its weight, that is to say,

supposing the value of a one-carat stone be g8, one

of two carats will be worth 2 X 2 X 8=^*32 ;
and he

continues the same mode of calculation up to stones

of 100 carats. Possibly these Tables may have been

correct in his time, but from various causes the price

of diamonds has enormously increased during die

last twenty years on all stones below five carats in

weight, although not so in the larger sizes, or at all

events in anything like the same proportion. Diamonds

follow the same laws which govern the value of every

other commodity those of supply and demand and as

the production of these gems has diminished, and die

number of wearers greatly increased, die price has gone

on augmenting, and no doubt will continue to augment,

unless some unforeseen occurrence, such as die disco-
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very of a new diamond mine, or other source of large

production, takes place.

The number of persons able and willing to invest the

sum of money required for the purchase of large stones

has not increased in anything like the same proportion,

and therefore their value has not advanced in the same

ratio as the smaller sizes. It is impossible to lay down

any rule by which to calculate the value according to any

arbitrary connection with the weight ; as any particular

size is in demand or not, so does that size augment in price

or diminish
;

for instance, at the present moment a per-

fect one-carat stone is worth ^18, but a five-carat stone

is not worth 450, which is the value it would have

according to Jeffries, but 5^320, and so on.

It is, therefore, a matter of infinite difficulty to fix a

price which shall be a reliable one both to buyer and

seller, and the prices given in the Table accompanying

this book are the market prices of the present day, sub-

ject, however, to the same changes as other articles,

although, from the scarcity of the rough material, and

increasing demand, they seem likely still further to rise.

For a diamond to be worth the price fixed against it

in my table, it must possess the following qualifica-

tions :

i . It must be perfectly free from the faintest tinge of

colour of any sort; from any flaws, specks, marks, or

fissures in any partj must be bright and lively, and free

from what is technically called
'
milk' or

'

salt,' which are

semi-opaque imperfections in the body of the stone. In
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order to ascertain this, it is sufficient to breathe on the

stone, when any defect or colour will be apparent. It

is necessary to look at a stone on all sides, as a defect

may exist which is not visible in looking at the table.

2. The stone must be well proportioned and properly

cut, and be of the size shown in die annexed plate.

The culet must be one-sixth of the size of the table,

from the table to the girdle must be one-third, and

from the girdle to the culet two-thirds of the whole

thickness of the stone. The size of the table should be

four-ninths of the extreme size of the stone
; any dia-

mond having its substance otherwise divided, is badly

proportioned, and therefore worth less than a properly

proportioned stone.

The value of stones above five carats is not attempted

to be given, as it is impossible to fix it with any accuracy,

this depending entirely on the demand for any particular

size, and the supply in the market. With regard to

very large stones, their price is always a matter of nego-

tiation, independent of any market rates, and in a great

measure depending on the necessity of the seller, and

the desire of the buyer.

When a diamond has a very decided colour, such as

blue, red, green, &c., it is called a fancy stone, and will

bring a most exorbitant price. A stone of five grains,

of a brilliant emerald-green, for which if white not

more than ^28 could be obtained, has been known to

sell for 36*3205 and the price could readily be obtained

again, did the possessor wish to part with it.
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The terms, FIRST WATER, SECOND WATER, etc., mean

only first and second quality. Diamonds when perfect

should be clear as a drop of the purest water
j
and they

are described as second or third water when more or

less clear, until decidedly yellow or brown, when they

are termed coloured. The value of coloured brilliants

under one carat, is from a?4 to ] per carat, depend

ing on the degree of tinge ; but, as it requires the judg-

ment of a practised eye to estimate the difference of the

shade, and consequently of value, it would be useless to

give any closer valuation.

The value of stones of the first quality, of a less

weight than two grains, isa^io to aio. los. per carat,

the second quality aS8. 155. per carat, the third ^7. IQS.

per carat.

The plates of sizes given in this work are drawn ac-

cording to the rules laid down. Unfortunately, the dia-

mond cutters of the present day turn their attention more

to the production of the greatest weight from a given

quantity ofrough diamond, than to the production of per-

fectly-proportioned stones, for which reason we often

meet with stones weighing three carats whose proper

weight should be two, which renders them less valuable

and not nearly so brilliant as one of two carats properlv

cut. Any over or under-weight only detracts from its

beauty.

One great reason of the exorbitant prices sometimes

charged to the public, is generally owing to the igno-

rance of the retailers of the real value. Consequently,
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they are at the mercy of the merchant, who makes them

pay far more than the market value ; and to the inex-

perienced purchaser, the best security for obtaining a

fair value for his money will be found in this com-

modity as in any other in the knowledge and character

of the vendor.

Many fluctuations have taken place in the value of

this gem, since the discovery of the art of cutting it in

1457, which first gave it a value in Europe. At first

the imperfect communication with India, and the small

number ofpersons sufficiently wealthy to purchase them,

confined their possession to the princes and nobles of

the period. The value of money, also, was so much

greater in proportion to the prices of the staples of life,

that even if the values then obtained were known to us,

it would give but a faint idea of their prices in compari-

son with those of this day. In 1606, at a sale by auction

at Venice, of the effects of a great diamond merchant

named Giovanni Ricardo, the price of a diamond weigh-

ing one carat, as recorded by Portileone. in his work

called 'Shilti Hageborim,' was sSzi. 13,9. 4^.5 in the

year 1750, just before the discovery of the diamond

mines in the Brazils, the price of a stone of the same

weight was 68; and, in 1791^ the commission of

French jewellers, appointed by the National Convention

to value the Crown jewels, fixed the price of diamonds

of one carat (which we may infer were of fine quality)

at no more than s6. Before this time, however, the

importation of diamonds from Babia had lowered the
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value still more, but the price of diamonds had then

risen in consequence of the uncertainties of life and pro-

perty in this time of trouble. After the fall of Napoleon,

and the peace that ensued, the price rose steadily until

the year 1848, when, on the outbreak of the revolution,

carat stones fell to between
^.
and $ each, in conse-

quence of the large quantities that were suddenly

forced on the market. As in the previous revolution,

however, they quickly began to rise in value, and since

that time a steady rise of about ten per cent, per annum

has taken place, and in consequence of the production

of the diamond mines decreasing, and the desire for

this gem becoming more universal, another augmenta-

tion is expected. Annexed is a Table of the present

values, and following this is a Comparative Table of the

values of diamonds in the year 1606 and 1750, which

may prove of interest to those who desire to study the

history of precious stones, or who care to note the rise

and fall of prices, as fashion on the one hand, and sup-

ply on the other, arrecl the value ot commodities.
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TABLE SHOWING
VALUE OF BRILLIANTS UP TO FIVE CARATS.

The Prices given below are those of perfectly white and pure Bril-

liants, free from defects or Jlaics, of the proportions shown, and

liable to variation with the changes of the market,

Palue in 1865.

A Brilliant weighing of a carat ... 60
f ,, ...no

i . . . 21 o

ti .-- .35 o

ii ... 45
if ... 55 o

,,2 . . . 80 O

2i ... 90 O

i\ ... no o

2-f- 1 2O O

3 H
3i ... 150 o

3i ... 175 o

3i ... 19

,,4 . . . 220 o

4i ... 240 o

4i ... 300 o

4* .

... 330 o

5 35

Weight by which Diamonds and precious stones are

calculated.

4 grains i carat.

151^- carats i oz. troy.
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ROSE DIAMONDS.

Rose diamonds are so called on account of the form

in which they are cut, and were until lately but little

used, except in the smaller sizes, to place in settings where

the space or depth was too small to admit of a brilliant

being employed. The rose-cut diamond has however

lately again come into fashion, and the prejudice which

has been entertained against them arises in a great mea-

sure from the ignorance of the purchasers, who, when

told that such a stone is a rose, imagine it to be no dia-

mond, being unaware that roses and brilliants are iden-

tically the same stone cut into different forms.

The rose-cut diamond is very lively, and makes a

great display at a small cost, roses being manufactured

from pieces of "rough" which from their thinness are in-

capable of forming brilliants. They are infinitely more

lustrous than those stones called spread brilliants,

which, irom their want of depth, are lustreless and

glassy. The smaller sizes are sold in packets containing

generally 500, and have to be handled with great

care, as the breath suffices to blow them away, and the

delicate edges are very liable to break. They have

sometimes been made so small, as to require 1500 to

weigh one carat
; and, when the number of facets on

each is considered, the delicacy and minuteness of the

work may be imagined.

Roses are still sometimes used for watch jewelling,

but rubies are now preferred. Large rose diamonds
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fluctuate considerably in value, and fjieir price can never

be depended upon. They are not much used or es-

teemed in Europe, and it would be impossible to give

any precise value, although they are supposed to be

worth as much as brilliants of the same weight.

The small rose diamonds, if under 40 to the carat, are

worth is. 6d. to 5*. each
j
above that size and up to one

carat, they fetch from gg. $s. to 11. us. the carat.

In the Green Vaults at Dresden, and in the treasure

chamber at Vienna, may be seen some very large and

fine rose diamonds.

THE BRILLIOLETTE, OR BRIOLET.

This is a beautiful form of diamond, but is so rarely

met with that it would be useless to give it any fixed

value. It is generally considered more valuable than a

brilliant of the same weight.

A description of Oie lorm fias alieaay been given.



ON THE CUTTING OF COLOURED STONES

SHORT description of the mode of cut-

ting and polishing gems, and an explana-

tion of the shapes into which they are

cut, may prove of interest.

Lapidary's Bench and Wheel.

The accompanyingwoodcut shows a lapidary's bench
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A is a handle which turns a large wheel on which runs

an endless band moving a smaller wheel, B, which turns

the disk or skaif, C, made of various metals at

a high rate of speed. The lapidary turns the handle

with one hand, and with the other, supported by the

rest, D, holds the gem to be cut (firmly inserted on a

cement-stick softened by heat) against the disk, which

is covered with the diamond-powder or emery, accord-

ing to the hardness of the stone. When one or two facets

are made, he again heats the cement, removes the stone,

and refixes it, exposing another part to the action of the

wheel until the stone Is completed ;
for polishing, a

similar wheel of lead, zinc, or wood, is used with tripoli,

rottenstone, vitriol, or rouge.

The names of the various parts and facets of a co-

loured! stone are precisely the same as those of the dia-

mond. The forms of the brilliant, rose diamond, single-

cut diamond, etc., have been already described under

the head of
" Diamond

"
it is therefore only necessary

to describe the following, which are shown in the wood

cuts. The first is the

Front V

The Trap or Step Cut.

This is the most usual, besides being the most advan-
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tageous form of cutting emeralds and other coloured

stones. In this mode of cutting, the facets run longi-

tudinally round the stone from the table to the girdle,

and from the girdle to the culet. There are generally

only two or three steps from the table to the girdle,

whilst the number of steps from the girdle to the culet

depends on the thickness and depth of colour of the

stone.

The Mixed or Brilliant Top Ct

The Mixed or Brilliant Top Cui.

In tnis form the gem preserves the trap-cut up' to

the girdle, while the upper part has an elongated bril-

liant cut.

Front View.

Cabochon r '

The Cabochon, or Tallow-Topped.

This form, which derives its name from the resem-

blance it bears to a drop of tallow, consists of two flat

H z
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arches, the upper one more arched than the under;

sometimes the edge and under side are faceted.

Back View. The Star Cut. Front View.

The Star Cut.

This form of cutting, which is only adapted for very

fine gems, requires the utmost nicety ;
the table is hexa-

gonal, and exactly a fourth of the whole diameter of the

stone. From this table spring six equilateral triangles,

wnose apices touch the girdle, and these triangles, by

a prolongation of their points, form a star.



THE RUBY, SAPPHIRE, ORIENTAL TOPAZ.

ETC.

Crystals of Ruby, Sapphire, etc.

LL the above stones are properlycotundums,

being identical in every particular but that

of colour, which difference may be said to

be the only cause of a change in the name-

The red sapphire is a ruby, the blue ruby a sapphire, th

yellow a topaz, etc. The name corundum itself is ofIndiai.

origin, derived from the Sanskrit korund, and is applied

only to the opaque massive varieties, which, however, pre-

sent the characteristic hexagonal crystal, and are generally

of a dull colour. The first European to class all die varie-
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ties of this gem under their proper names was Count

Bournon, in the year 1802. The Eastern nations had,

however, for several centuries adopted this classification.

A coarse variety of corundum is called emery, and is

largely used for polishing metals, gems, marbles, etc.

The principal source of this material is the island of

Naxos, although it is found in Cornwall, Spain, Italy, and

Asia Minor.

In the States of New York and New Jersey, red and

blue corundum is found in crystals, in a matrix of mica-

ceous limestone, accompanied by black spinels and other

gems j
these crystals are perfectly opaque, and although

of a fine colour cannot be used for jewellery. They are of

small size, seldom exceeding an inch in length.

The first and more important variety is the Ruby, or

red sapphire, which is the most valuable of all gems
when of large size, good colour, and free from flaws,

exceeding even the diamond itself in value. The spe-

cific gravity is 3*9 to 4*1 ;
its hardness is superior to any

known substance except the diamond, being numbered

9 in Mohs's scale. It is susceptible of electricity by

friction, and retains it for a considerable time. As will

be seen, it is composed of alumina, and coloured by

traces of metallic oxides, chrome, etc. :

Alumina 98-5

Oxide of Iron i'o

Lime o'5

The various analyses prove that it does not contain silica,

as has sometimes been erroneousiv stated.
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The ruby as well as all other corundums is infusible

alone, but in combination with a flux melts with diffi-

culty into a clear glass. It is possessed of double refrac-

tion, although not to a very high degree.

According to mineralogists, the system of crystalliza-

tion to which all these stones belong is rhombohedral.

The cleavage is basal, or in other words, the crystal

breaks across the prisms with nearly a flat surface.

The lustre is vitreous. Occasionally specimens are

found asteriated, or possessed of a star in the direction of

the axis, the points of which terminate at the flat plane

of the hexagonal prism, in a section across it.

Rubies are found associated with sapphires, zircons,

spinels, oxide of tin, magnetic iron, rutile, topaz, etc.,

sometimes in perfect crystals but slightly abraded,

taper at each end
;
often the crystal exhibits various co-

lours, in section across the prism, perhaps blue at both

ends, and white and red in the centre, sometimes re-

versed, sometimes with yellow instead of red ; fre-

quently the blue passes into black, at the extremities of

the prism. These stones are usually found in hexagonal

rounded prisms, in layers in the earth, or beds of rivers

and streams, in various parts ofthe globe, never in a trans-

parent crystal in any rock matrix, although the opaque

variety of corundum called emery, is found in rocks in

many countries. Where rubies and sapphires are met

with, gold is almost sure to be present.

The finest rubies occur in the kingdom of Ava, in

Siam, in the Capelan Mountains, ten days' journey from
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Syrian, a city in Pegu. They are also Ibund in Ceylon,

at Hohenstein on the Elbe, in the Rhine and Danube,

in Brazil, Hindustan, Borneo, Sumatra, in Australia, in

France, in the rivers Espailly in Auvergne and Iser in

Bohemia, etc. etc.

The ruby mines of Burmah, whence come the finest

stones, have long been known, and the king is said to

possess the rarest and most wonderful specimens. They
are worked by sinking shafts, until the ruby-producing

soil is met with, which occurs at various depths, some-

times within two feet of the surface, sometimes thirty

feet below it
; when this stratum is found it is followed

up until it becomes necessary to sink another shaft, or

until it is exhausted
;
the stones found are almost always

small, and seldom free from defects
j

the rhombohedral

crystals are rarely perfect, and usually worn down into

rounded surfaces. These mines are rigorously guarded,

no European being allowed to approach them on any

pretence. They are a royal monopoly, and fine stones

can only be smuggled away, as the order is to retain all

for the king's treasury. When a particularly large and

fine stone is found, it is usual to send out a procession

of grandees with soldiers and elephants to meet it. One

of the titles of the king of Burmah is Lord of the Rubies.

In Ceylon, whence occasionally come some fine rubies,

they are found in the beds of rivers ; the blue variety,

the sapphire, is much more frequently met with, and the

crystals are generally found of a much larger size than

those found in Burmah.
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Some specimens have lately arrived here from Austra-

lia, but they are not of good quality.

The colour of the ruby varies from the lightest rose-

tint to the deepest carmine. Those too dark or too

light are not esteemed. The most valuable tint is that

particular shade called by jewellers the
"
pigeon's blood,'

'

which is a pure deep rich red, without any admixture of

blue or yellow.

The stones called spinel and balas rubies are not ru-

bies at all, but belong to the class of spinels, a stone of

an entirely different nature, and form of crystallization.

Many of these stones are sold by fraud or error for the

true or Oriental ruby, but die difference may be easily

detected, both by the different specific gravity and hard-

ness. Several of die gems sold for Ceylon rubies are

spinels, and even many persons in die trade are not

aware of die difference. In 'ancient times die words

ruby and carbuncle were applied indiscriminately to all

red stones, and even now the words are frequendy ap-

plied to various gems. The tourmaline is called a Bra-

zilian ruby, when of a red colour ;
the same term is also

occasionally given to the artificially coloured topaz. This

loose nomenclature is very apt to deceive the inex-

perienced, who imagine a ruby only to mean die oriental

corundum. Some very interesting experiments have

lately been made by chemists, who have succeeded in

forming by artificial means, minute crystals of a red

colour, of precisely the same form of crystallization,

and of equal hardness to die natural ones, but as tht-
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crystals produced are invariably minute, and as small

rubies, such as are used for watch jewelling, are plenti-

ful in nature, it is doubtful whether the trouble and ex-

pense of manufacture will ever prove remunerative.

These crystals are produced by heating alumina for

a long period with borax in a platinum vessel. The

borax first dissolves the alumina, and then the elements

of the borax separate and disappear by volatilization,

leaving the alumina in a crystallized state. Coloured

crystals of alumina have also been made bj bringing

the gas, fluoride of silicon, into contact with the vapour

of boracic acid at a high temperature j
mutual decom-

position takes place, fluoride of boron escapes, and the

alumina is left distinctly crystallized. It is curious that

the same matter, under identical circumstances, commu-

nicates sometimes a red and sometimes a blue colour,

which fact corresponds with the conditions in which

both rubies and sapphires are found in nature, both blue

(sapphires) and red (rubies) crystals occurring together.

The asteriated corundums, which are called star ruby

and star sapphire (saphir, ou rulis asterie), according to

their colour, have a six-pointed star across the crystal,

similar to the woodcut page 101. This star appears to

be formed by a
"
silky

"
imperfection in the gem, and

when examined by the light of the sun, or of a candle,

shows forth with great distinctness. Large prices have

frequently been obtained for such stones, and when the

gem possesses a fine colour, the asteriation adds greatly

to its beauty. They are cut en cabochon, and care is
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taken to get the centre of the star as nearly as possible

in the middle of the gem. These stones are never

found of a green colour. This variety has always been

highly esteemed in the East. Brahmin traditions speak

of the abode of the gods lighted by enormous rubies and

emeralds, and one of the names of the kings of Pegu, as

we have seen, was " Lord of Rubies." In China, rubies

have been used from the earliest times for ornamenting
the slippers of women, and there, as in India, they are

to be met with incrusted into jade vases, sword handles,

or pipe mounts. In the authorized version of the

Bible they are spoken of in the Proverbs and in the

Book of Job, and there can be no doubt that the ruby

was well known to the ancient Greeks and Romans.

The anthrax of Theophrastus, and the Indian carbuncle

spoken of by Pliny, were no doubt rubies, and both

authors ascribe to it the power of giving light in the

dark. Ancient cameos and intaglios are still in existence,

engraved on this stone, about 500 years B.C., which, as

is well known, was the highest period of Greek art.

According to Pliny, the Ethiopians had a way of in-

creasing the splendour of rubies by laying them for

fourteen days in vinegar, which increased their lustre for

a time, but afterwards made them softer and more

brittle.

In later ages, the magical properties assigned to the

ruby were that it was an amulet against poison, plague,

sadness, evil thoughts, wicked spirits, etc. It also kept

the wearer in health, and cheered his mind
;
and it was
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thought that if he or the donor were in danger, it would

become black or obscure, and would not reassume its

pristine colour until the peril had passed away.

The ruby is cut by means of diamond powder on an

iron wheel or skaif, and polished on a copper one with

Tipoli and water. In the East they use corundum

wheels for the cutting, but the work is not flat and

sharp. The best and most usual form of cutting the

ruby is the mixed or half brilliant, although silky and

imperfect stones are frequently cut en calochon.

The number of large rubies in existence, of fine qua-

lity, is very small ;
one of the largest in the French crown

jewels adorns the order of the Golden Fleece, and is cut

into the form of a dragon with extended wings.

The two large stones which were shown amongst the

jewels of Her Majesty, at the Exhibition of 1862, as

rubies, are simply spinels ;
an examination of their spe-

cific gravity and hardness would soon show the truth of

this assertion.

In Tavernier's travels he speaks of a ruby in the pos-

session of the king of Vishapoor, weighing fifty carats

and of fine quality.

The king of Burmah is said to possess a ruby as large

as a pigeon's egg, of extraordinary quality j
but no Euro-

pean having seen it, its existence may or may not be a

fact. In the Russian treasury is said to be one of a very

large size, which was presented by Gustavus III., king

of Sweden
;
and among the crown jewels of Austria are

several of fine quality and considerable size
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The value of the ruby, as before mentioned, exceeds,

when perfect, that of any other gem. The rare occur-

rence of specimens of the desired vivid pigeon's-blood

colour, of any size,- causes the value to increase in an

even greater proportion than the diamond, as a glance

at the subjoined scale of prices will at once show, pre-

mising, however, that the prices given are for the Jinest

and purest rubies, well spread and proportioned :

A ruby of one-carat weight is worth . i^ to .20

One-and-a-half carats . 25 to 35

Two carats . 70 to 80

Three carats . 200 to 250

Four carats . 400 to 450

The value of rubies below the weight of one carat

ranges from sgz to ^8 per carat, whilst stones of greater

weight than four carats are of such exceptional occur-

rence as to command fancy prices.

Of course, rubies which are flawed, specky, or which

have any so-called silky or milky appearance, either ou

the table or beneath it, or which are of too deep or

too pale a colour, are worth far less. A ruby of four

carats, of a pale colour, might not be worth ai2 ;

violet-coloured and blackish rubies are also of very small

value in comparison with those of the true blood-red tint.

The price of violet and pale-coloured rubies is also

susceptible of great changes : at some times such stones

bring comparatively large prices, at others, very small

ones. Some years ago, the pale rubies were much sought

after for the Paris market ; but, latterly, the demand for
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them has slackened, and rubies of the same deep tint as

are here most esteemed are preferred

THE SAPPHIRE.

The Sapphire, as already mentioned, is identically the

same stone as the ruby. It has the same composition,

hardness, electrical and other properties. It differs in

name from the ruby on account of the colour, which

varies from white to the deepest blue and black. The

blue of the sapphire is very seldom pure, or spread over

the whole substance of the stone. Sometimes it is mixed

with black, which gives it an inky appearance ;
some-

times with red, which, although imperceptible by day-

light, yet by candle-light gives an amethystine appear-

ance. Two sapphires, which by daylight may appear of

the same hue, often differ extremely in colour by night.

In many of these stones, where the colour is partially

dark, the lapidary has a method of cutting, by which

he takes away the dark-coloured part, with the excep-

tion of a small spot reserved for the culet, whilst the

upper part of the stone is perfectly white; so that when

such a stone is looked at from the table, it will present

a most vivid blue hue, often superior in appearance to

those stones which are coloured throughout. If the

stone be held in a pair of ordinary forceps or "
corn-

tongs," as they are termed in the trade an inch beneath

the surface of clean water, the parts of the stone co-

loured and uncoloured will be distinctly apparent.

This remark applies to all other gems.
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The asteriated varieties, called star sapphires, are usually

of a greyish-blue tint, and the star is exhibited in its

greatest perfection when looked at by the light of the

sun, or of a candle.

The sapphire is found of all tints and shades of blue,

but the colour which approximates to blue velvet of the

_hade formerly called
"

lieu dit roi
"

is the most valuable
;

a really fine sapphire should appear blue by candle-light

as well as by day. This stone occurs generally in crystals

of much larger size than the ruby. It is found princi-

pally in Ceylon, where the red variety is of unfrequent

occurrence^ it seldom occurs in very minute crystals.

In Switzerland, sapphires of inferior quality are used in

large sizes for jewelling clocks.

The name 'sapphire' is perhaps the only one which runs

through all languages, with very slight alteration. The

Hebrew name is TDD, sapphir, the Chaldaic sapirinon,

the Greek zqffiros, the Latin sapphirus, etc.

The ancients applied the name of this gem indis-

criminately to all stones of a blue colour. Pliny, Theo-

phrastus, Aristotle, and others, speak of a blue stone,

spotted or veined with gold (which was most probably

lapis-lazuli), which they called Sapphirus, although they

were aware of the existence of the true or Oriental

sapphire. Isidorus remarks,
"
Sapphirus caeruleus est cum

purpura, habens pulveres aureos sparsos," the particles of

pyrites, which are frequently disseminated through lapis-

lazuli, having the appearance of gold.
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To the sapphire has been ascribed the following

magical properties : That it prevents evil and impure

thoughts. That it is such an enemy of poison, that if

put into a glass with a spider or venomous reptile, it

will kill it. St. Jerome, in his exposition of the ipth

chapter of Isaiah, says that the sapphire procures fa-

vour with princes, pacifies enemies, frees from enchant-

ment, and obtains freedom from captivity. This gem
was sacred to Apollo, and was worn when inquiring

of the oracle at his shrine. It was esteemed as a re

medy against fevers, and hence the old distich :

"
Corporis ardorem refrigerat interiorem

Sapphirus, et Cypriae languida vota facit."

Galen and Dioscorides also speak of its medicinal pro-

perties. Boetius says that on account of its attachment

to chastity, it was worn by priests.

The ancients called sapphires male and female, ac-

cording to their colours; the deep coloured or indigo

sapphire was the male j the pale blue, approaching the

white, the female.

The value of the sapphire does not, like that of the

ruby, increase so enormously in proportion with its size.

A fine, perfect, evenly coloured, spread sapphire, weigh-

ing one carat, of a deep rich blue colour by night as

well as by day, is worth 5^20 ;
whilst a sapphire equally

fine, of 100 carats, would not be worth more than ^2000

to g<iooo. A ruby of the same size and perfection

would De the most valuable gem n existence, surpassing

even that of the nnesi. diamond.
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When sapphires are of inferior quality they are worth

much less, but as the value entirely depends on the

degree of colour, which requires an experienced eye to

distinguish, it would be useless to give any valuation
j

but it must be remembered, that when a stone is too

thick in proportion to its surface, its value must not be

estimated by the weight it possesses, but by the weight

it should have were it properly proportioned.

The treasuries and regalias of Europe possess sap-

phires of very large size. In the green vaults at Dresden

are, or were, several of remarkable size and beauty. In

the Russian treasury are some of an enormous size,

amongst them one of a light-blue tint, which formerly

was in the possession of the late Mr. Hope.

In the Vienna Kronenschatze, there is one of mar-

vellous beauty and great size.

A noble lady in this country formerly possessed one,

which is perhaps the finest known. This lady, however,

sold it during her lifetime, and replaced it by an imita-

tion so skilfully made, as to deceive even the jeweller

who valued it for probate duty ;
and it was estimated at

the sum of sSio,ooo, and the legacy duty paid on it

by the legatee, who was doubtless chagrined when he

discovered the deception. At the last Paris exhibition

there might have been seen a collection belonging to

a lady, distinguished alike for her magnificent charity

and her wealth
;

also an oval sapphire and a drop of

enormous size and great purity, beloagmg to a Russian

countess.
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The white sapphire resembles the diamond to such a

degree, that when well cut and polished, it has been sold

to persons conversant with the trade as a diamond.

The difference, however, can be easily ascertained by

taking the specific gravity, or by testing the hardness with

another sapphire or with a diamond.

OTHER VARIETIES OF CORUNDUM.

The following varieties of corundum may be some-

times met with .and are distinguished in commerce by

the names which they acquire from their colour.

They are however, with the exception of the yellow

sapphire, of rare occurrence, and generally pass for, or

are confounded with, the gems whose name they bear.

THE ORIENTAL AMETHYST.

The Oriental amethyst is a ruby or sapphire possessing

MI amethyst colour
;

it may be distinguished from the

ordinary amethyst by its superior brilliancy and play, as

well as by its hardness, etc.
j

it is a gem of rare oc-

currence, and even jewellers frequently confound it

with the ordinary amethyst. There are some fine speci-

mens in the Griine Gewolbe at Dresden
;
there are also

in the Vatican one or two engraved intaglios of this

stone of very early date. Many sapphires, however,

have an amethystine tint, which becomes very apparent

by candle-light.
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THE ORIENTAL EMERALD.

The green variety, or Oriental emerald, is the rarest of

all gems, and is scarcely ever seen. In the whole course

of my experience, I have only met with one specimen.

THE YELLOW SAPPHIRE OR ORIENTAL TOPAZ.

This gem is of a yellow tint, seldom deep, but gene-

rally of a light straw-colour shade and is extremely bril-

liant
j

it is frequently mistaken for a yellow diamond,

and is of very little value in commerce : even jewellers

frequently confound it with the ordinary topaz.

THE ORIENTAL AQUAMARINE.

There exists also a pale greenish variety, called Orien-

tal aquamarine, which is only to be distinguished from

die ordinary stone of that name by its superior brilliancy,

hardness, and specific gravity. When the green is of an-

olive tint, it is termed an oriental peridot.

Crystals of Chrysoberyl.

THE CHRYSOBERYL, CYMOPHANE, AND CAT'S-EYE.

The chrysoberyl, or, as it is sometimes called, Oriental

chrysolite, is a very brilliant gem, of a yellow, greenish-
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yellow, or brownish-yellow colour, occasionally white;

some varieties showing a reddish tint by transmitted

light. Some specimens possess an opalescence, and these

are generally cut en cabochon, when they are called

chrysolite, or chrysoberyl cat's-eye, or cymophanes.

It belongs to the trimetric or rhombic system of crys-

tallization, and possesses a vitreous lustre
;

it varies from

being perfectly transparent to nearly opaque j
its cleavage

is not very perfect, and it breaks with a conchoidal frac-

ture rather uneven
j

its specific gravity varies from 3 '680

to 3 '754, and its hardness is numbered in the scale as

8 '5, being scratched by the sapphire, ruby, etc., and

scratching quartz easily, It possesses double refraction

to a high degree, and acquires positive electricity by fric-

tion, retaining it for several hours.

It is infusible before the blowpipe alone, but melts

with difficulty to a clear glass with borax or salt of

phosphorus. It is not affected by acids.

Its chemical composition is

Alumina 80*2

Glucina 19-8

with traces of protoxide of iron, oxides of lead and cop-

per, according to colour and locality where found.

This gem is found in rolled pebbles in the alluvial

deposits of rivers in Ceylon, near Saffragang, in the Rio

Americanas and Rio Piantic in Brazil, at Marchenberg

and Petersdorf, near Weisenberg, in Moravia
;

also im-

bedded in mica slate in the river Tajowaja in the Ural
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Mountains, fifty-nine miles from Ekatherinenberg, ac-

companied by emerald and phoenicite; this variety is

emerald-green by reflected light, and red by transmitted

light j
it is called alexandrite, after the Emperor of Russia,

and its colour is supposed to be caused by the presence

ofoxide of chrome. Chrysoberyls have also been found at

Haddam, Connecticut, at Greenfield, near Saratoga, New
York, and in the granite of Orange Summit, Vermont.

The semi-transparent stones are known by the name

of cymophane, and are the "cat's-eyes" of commerce,

having frequently the ray across the stone remarkably

distinct} they are sometimes of a dark colour, bordering

on the black, and occasionally greenish-grey or brown.

The transparent yellow chrysoberyl is the variety used

in jewellery. They are cut in brilliant-form, and are ex-

tremely lively and lustrous, almost resembling yellow

diamonds. They are, however, not fashionable, and are

now rarely mounted as ornaments. Although the stones

are frequently called chrysolites, and are mistaken for

diem, nothing can be easier than to detect the differ-

ence, the hardness and specific gravity being so dissi-

milar. They also differ from the yellow topaz in an-

other important particular, that of not becoming electric

by heat. The chrysoberyl is cut on a copper wheel with

emery, and polished with tripoli.

The name chrysoberyl is derived from the two Greek

words, x/awos, signifying golden, and /SiJpuXXos, beryl ;

and that of cymophane from the words KVJW., wave,

and <t>aiv<i), appear, in allusion to the variable colour.
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The chrysoberyl of the ancients appears to have been

a gem ofa different description, perhaps the chrysoprase.

They also confounded this gem with the chrysolite.

The value of the transparent chrysoberyl is quite

nominal, and for purposes of personal ornament there

is no demand for it. The cymophane, or chrysoberyl

depending on the distinctness and brilliancy of the ray

of light. These stones are considered in the East, and

even in Europe, as being lucky, and are becoming much

more valuable than formerly. They appear to the best

advantage when surrounded by brilliants or
"

rubies.

There have been instances known of cat's-eyes of extra-

ordinary size and beauty bringing most extravagant

sums of money ;
as much as ^1000 was lately paid by

an English nobleman for one, but of course such a value

is purely an illusion.

Crystals of Spinel.

THE SPINEL AND BALAS RUBY.

Under this head must be classed the gems called in

the trade spinel ruby, rubicelle, balas or balais ruby, and

almandine ruby, being all varieties of the same gem.

Uesides these, there exists a black opaque variety palled
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pleonast, or by some ceylonite, containing oxide of

zinc
;
the chloro-spinel, of a green colour, as its name

implies ;
the sapphirine, blue ;

the dyshnite, the her-

cenite, etc. The spinel ruby is of a fine lively red

colour, but has a cinnamon tint mixed with it, which

renders it far less brilliant than the true ruby or red

sapphire ;
in fact, the colour of the spinel is very similar

to that of the garnet, although not so deep in tone.

The spinel is found imbedded in granular limestone,

and with calcareous spar.

In Ceylon, Ava, Mysore, Beloochistan, and other East-

ern countries, it is found in rolled pebbles in alluvial de-

posits, and the beds of rivers. Hence come the stones of

the finest quality, which are used and sold by jewellers.

A pale blue spinel (sapphirine) is found at Aker in

Sweden, imbedded in limestone
;

also in Forland and

Straskau in Moravia. Small black crystals of extraordi-

nary lustre are found in company with mica and garnet,

in old lava, on Mount Somma. The chloro-spinel, or

green spinel, is found in the slate at Slatonht in the

Ural Mountains
;

it owes its green colour to the pre-

sence of peroxide of iron. The black spinel, or pleonast,

is found in Ceylon, in Bohemia, in the river Iser, in the

Tyrol, at Andernach on the Rhine, and in numerous

localities in the United States, where also the brown

spinels are plentiful.

The automalite, or zinc spinel, is found in Sweden.

A white variety occurs at La Riccia, near Rome.

The spinel belongs to the monometric or cubic system
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of crystallization, and is almost always found in octa-

hedral crystals : its lustre is vitreous
j

it is transparent in

various degrees, in some cases nearly opaque. The

spinel is of great hardness, being numbered eight in the

scale, scratching quartz readily, but being scratched by

sapphire. This stone does not acquire electricity, either

by friction or heat 5
it is possessed of simple refraction,

and is infusible before the blowpipe.

The chemical composition of the red spinel from Cey-

lon is

Alumina 69-01

Magnesia 26'2i

Protoxide of Iron . . . . 0-71

Oxide of Crome no
Silica 2'oz

The other varieties differ in composition in the propor-

tions of their constituents, and some possess an admix-

ture of other substances. The spinel and balas ruby

are of similar composition. The red spinel on being

heated becomes brown, but more opaque on cooling.

As the heat declines it changes to green, then passes to

an almost colourless state, and finally resumes its pristine

colour. With borax or salt of phosphorus it melts into

a glass, more or less coloured by chrome or iron. It is

soluble in powder when heated in sulphuric acid.

The rubicelle is the variety having an orange colour,

approaching that of the jacinth.

The violet spinel also bears the name of the alman-

dme ruby.
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The rulis L-a/ais, or balas ruby, is a spinel of that rose-

pink colour which often occurs in large crystals.

The original of the term "balas ruby" is the ancient

name of Beloochistan, Badakschan, or Balaschan. The

Persian name is Badakschiani. An ancient author, Se-

baldus Ravins, observes :

" Nomen ejus balachsch dici-

turque a Teifaschio adduci ex Balachschane, quam re-

gionem Barbari Badachschan vocant, estque secundum

cum pars terrae Turcarum, quae ad Tartarium vergit."

(Specimen Aralicum, p. 101.)

Marco Polo in his travels speaks of these stones as

being principally found in the mountains called Sheki-

nim.

The Persians have to this day preserved a tradition

that die mines of these gems were not discovered until

after an earthquake, which rent the mountain in twain
;

and that they were at first mistaken for the true rubies,

but their inferior hardness made known the error. One

of the finest gems of this kind was formerly in the pos-

session of the king of Oude
j

it was called Lal-i-jaladi

on account of die name Julal-u-din, with which it was

engraved ;
it was of the size of a pigeon's egg, and of

great lustre.

The ancient Greek version of die origin of the name is

that of Balassus or Palassus, which was supposed to be

the dwelling or palace in which die true ruby resided.

Andreas Baccius ascribes die origin of the name "
balas

ruby
"

to die word palatius (palace), as he supposes it to

be the matrix or palace wherein die true ruby Is found.
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The natives of India call the spinel Lai Rumani, or the

pomegranate ruby, and ascribe to it valuable medici-

nal properties. The spinels and balas rubies, which

are identically the same gems the term spinel being

applied to those of deeper hue are frequently sold in

error or by fraud for the true ruby ;
on the other hand,

instances have occurred where a true ruby of pale colour

has been sold for a spinel or balas ruby.

To any one acquainted with the characteristics of

these jewels, the mistake is impossible ;
the hardness oi

the ruby is far greater, and its specific gravity consider-

ably more, and nothing can be easier than to verify these

facts. An unset stone can be tested by taking its specific

gravity; or if set, by attempting to scratch a sapphire

with it
;
or by observing the refraction, which also dif-

fers, as a glance at Table A will at once show.

The spinel is also occasionally mistaken for the garnet,

on account of the similarity of colour in some of the

specimens ;
still more frequently for the jacinth, from

a like reason. Both these gems, however, are of in-

ferior hardness; besides which, the jacinth possesses a

strong double refractive power, whilst that of the spinel

is single. The brown topaz, which is somewhat similar,

may readily be distinguished by its property of acquiring

electricity when heated.

During the Middle Ages, the same supernatural

powers were attributed to this stone as to the true ruby.

Elianus, an ancient author who wrote a natural history

of animals, relates that a stork once presented a wo-
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man, named Heraclis, with one of these stones, in grati-

tude for her kindness to it in curing a fractured leg.

The spinel is cut on an iron wheel, with emery or

diamond powder, and polished on a copper one
;
the

form is generally the " mixed cut." The colour of this

gem frequently becomes more deep and intensified by

being carefully heated.

The value of the spinel, or balas rubies, is extremely

uncertain and variable. At times they are much sought

after for the Eastern markets, and then command a con-

siderable price ;
on other occasions they are worth com-

paratively little. As an instance, a stone weighing 40

carats, of good quality and clear, was sold in 1856 for

5^400 5
in 1862, it realized by public auction a8o, and

was lately sold for ^240. The present value of spinels

varies from icw. to ^8 per carat; but it is impossible

to say what the intrinsic worth of this gem may be, or

what one would fetch, as the value is fictitious, depen-

dent entirely on caprice and fashion.

I
THE TOPAZ.

This gem is not in vogue al die present day for the

purposes of the jeweller, although fifty years ago it

was exceedingly fashionable. The true topaz seldom
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occurs of a very large size without defects, and many of

the large stones commonly sold as such are merely

rock-crystal or quartz of a yellow colour, such as cairn-

gorm and others, between which and the true topaz,

however, there are many important differences, as a re-

ference to the chapter on quartz will show.

The topaz belongs to the trimetric system of crystal-

lization. Its cleavage is basal
;

that is, it breaks with a

flat surface, at right angles, with or across the prism.

Its specihc gravity is 3*5 to 3'6; it is numbered eight in

the scale of hardness, scratches quartz easily, and pos-

sesses double refraction in a slight degree.

Its chemical composition is

The Brazilian Topaz.

Silica 34'oi

Alumina 58*38

Fluorine 15*06

The Saxon Topaz.

Silica . . 34'24

Alumina . S7'4S

Fluorine *4'99

Monsieur St. Glair Deville has detected vanadium in

the variety from the first locality, and he states that

topazes may be formed artificially by the wet process.

The crystals are usually hemihedral, which is a term

used in mineralogy to signify (what its name infers) half-

form
j
that is, its angles are removed from the original

form; for instance, the hemihedral form of the cube is

the tetrahedron.
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The cleavage is basal and very perfect, having a

highly polished surface on the cleavage planes j the

lustre is vitreous. This stone is found of many colours :

the fine pink so often observed in topazes in many
articles of jewellery is never natural, but is produced by

exposing a brownish-yellow topaz to a low red-heat in

a sand-bath. The experiment can also be tried by

wrapping the stone up in German tinder, bound with

thin iron wire, and then setting fire to it, or with the

blowpipe. Those only of the peculiar brown colour

described can acquire this pink hue; the pale yellow

stones become perfectly white under the treatment. The

colour thus acquired is permanent. The topaz becomes

strongly electric by heat, friction, and pressure, retain-

ing and continuing in that state for several hours. This

characteristic is so marked as to afford an easy method

of ascertaining its identity ;
the application of this test

alone would at once prevent the stone being mistaken

for a chrysoberyl or a yellow sapphire. Before the

blowpipe, it is infusible on charcoal, but in a very

strong heat blisters form on the surface, which break as

soon as they rise. It fuses with borax into a clear glass,

and becomes blue with cobalt solution.

If sulphuric acid be applied to this stone it yields

hydrofluoric, but muriatic does not affect it.

The topaz is found in almost every part of the world,

generally in the granite and gneiss rocks which contain

fluor spar, but it varies in colour and aspect in almost

every district. Those from Villa Rica in Brazil have a
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deep brownish-yellow hue, and are found in a soft loose

sandy clay, which renders the search for them an easy

task. The crystals are usually not large, seldom ex-

ceeding two or three inches in length ;
the terminal

pyramids are often beautifully modified, and the crystals

are mostly well defined. They are more or less striated

longitudinally down die prism. Associated with the

topaz in this locality is sometimes found a very rare

mineral called euclase, which is of a pale blue or green

colour, somewhat similar to aquamarine.

Another locality in the Brazils whence they come, is

the district of Miuas Geraes
;

these topazes, found in

rounded pebbles, are perfectly pure and colourless, and

are called "pingas d'agoa" or "gouttes d'eau;" they

are also termed Nova Minas
;
the Portuguese call them

"slave diamonds." These stones bear a much higher

degree of polish than rock-crystal.

A precisely similar topaz has been found in Tasmania,

where some blue and green ones have been discovered,

but more water-worn than those of other localities.

Topazes of a fine pale blue colour are found in Siberia,

at Alabascka, near Murinsk, also at Odentochelong and

Miask, associated with quartz and beryl. They are

found in tolerable plenty at Altenburg, in Saxony, ge-

nerally of a pure yellow colour
j

also in Ceylon, Con-

necticut, U. S., Peru, Asia Minor, in England, Scot-

land, Ireland, and the Hebrides.

Topazes are cut on a leaden wheel with emery, and

polished with tripoli. The best form of cutting is the
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"
full brilliant/' leaving the table smaller and the bezil

rather deeper than in a diamond. Great care is required

on the part of the lapidary to obtain a good polish on

this stone. The cleavage surface, called by lapidaries

the grain, is extremely difficult, in fact almost impossible

to polish j
and it is necessary, instead of cutting them

riat, to take a small angle from the cleavage-plane, to

obtain that high degree of brilliancy of which it is sus-

ceptible. In the present day it is very rare to see a

topaz well cut, and displaying that intense whiteness

and brilliancy which it ought to have, as few lapidaries

bestow the care and attention necessary.

This stone is called by the following names, according

to the colour :

Nova Mina is colourless.

Brazilian Sapphire is light blue.

Aquamarine is greenish.

Brazilian Chrysolite is greenish yellow.

Brazilian Ruly is the artificially obtained pink or

rose-colour.

The Table C, in which stones are classed according

to their colours, will show in how many instances en-

tirely different stones are liable to be mistaken one for

the other, when colour alone is relied upon j
but the

different specific gravity and hardness will at any time

determine to which category a stone belongs. The

yellow quartz is so commonly sold for the topaz, al-

though of less brilliancy, specific gravity, and inferior

hardness, that it would be well for the amateur to put
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in practice the simple tests recommended before pur-

chasing, as few persons even in the trade are aware of

the difference.

A large mass of white topaz in one of the cases of

the British Museum was many years ago used as a door-

weight by a marine store-dealer in London
; he after-

wards sold the same for three shillings. It weighs

about izlb. avoirdupois.

It is supposed that the word topaz is derived from

the island Topazion, in the Red Sea, whence the

Greeks obtained a yellow stone
;

it is, however, doubtful

whether the topazion signified what we call topaz ;
but

there is no doubt that this stone was known in very

early times. Formed of this theie are still in existence

several intaglios of very early Greek workmanship. It

is also one of the stones mentioned in the Bible
j

in

the Middle Ages it was considered typical of St. James

the Less, the Apostle. The large so-called diamond in

the Portuguese treasury is supposed to be a white topaz ;

it is rather larger than a hen's egg, and weighs 1680

carats.

The following properties were ascribed to the topaz

by the ancients : It discovered poison by becoming

obscured when in contact with it
;

it quenched the

heat of boiling water, and its powers increased and de-

creased with the increase and decrease of the moon ;

it calmed the passions, and prevented bad dreams.

The Emperor Hadrian is reputed to have possessed

a topaz seal ring engraved with these lines :
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" Natura deficit,

Fortuna mutatur,

Deus omnia cernit."

Pliny describes it as being found in the mines of ala-

baster, near die Egyptian city of Thebes.

It is impossible to give any rules by which to fix die

value or tms stone, as it is now only used in the cheapest

jewellery, the jewelling of common Swiss clocks, and

for optical purposes. The commercial value of die

topaz, as a jewel, is entirely fictitious
; a-very fine stone

can at the present moment be bought for a few shil-

lings, which, when in fashion, would have brought

much more
;
for optical purposes, die rough stones fetch

about $s. to i os. per pound avoirdupois. The pink

topazes bring considerably more
j
from 40$. to 20 per

ounce, die price depending on die depth of die pink

colour.

Crystals of Emeralds.

THE EMERALD.

This stone and the beryl are of the same chemical

composition, differing only in colour. The beautiful

green colour of the emerald is unsurpassed by any other

gem; whilst the beryl, or aquamarine, is of a light blue

or sea-green as 'ts latter name implies. These stones

K
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are found crystallized in regular hexagonal prisms, and

belong to that system of crystallization. The top of

the crystal is flat at right angles to the prism, and

sometimes the angles and edges are beautifully trun-

cated or modified. The crystals of beryl are usually

found striated longitudinally often throughout the stone

as well as on the surface, which is not the case with

the emerald : both these gems in the natural state form

most beautiful specimens for the mineralogical student.

The rich green colour of the emerald contrasts with

the limestone matrix in which it is found imbedded.

The beryl is found in crystals, occasionally of immense

size, of many shades of green passing into yellow, and

sometimes perfectly transparent.

The physical characteristics of these stones are as

follows :

The cleavage is imperfectly basal. The hardness

varies from 7 '5 to 8 of Mohs's scale. They are scratched

by spinel, but scratch quartz with difficulty (although

specimens vary considerably in this particular). The

specific gravity is 2*67 to 275, so that the bulk is

very large in proportion to the weight ;
an emerald

being nearly double the size of a sapphire of equal

weight. The lustre is vitreous, rarely resinous. The

usual colour has been stated above, although the beryl

occurs of every shade of greenish-blue to brown, and

sometimes verging on pink.

These stones are extremely brittle, indeed, the eme-

rald, when first withdrawn from the mine, is so soft
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as to crumble by friction, but hardens by exposure to

the air.

The chemical composition is as follows :

The Emerald.

Silica 68-50

Alumina 15-75

Glucina J25O
Peroxide of Iron .... i'oo

Lime 0-25

Oxide of Chrome .... 0^30

Magnesia and Lime

Soda

The chemical composition of the bervl is as follows:

Silica 67-00

Alumina . . .... 16.50

Glucina . . .... 14.50

Peroxide of Iron . . . . roo

Lime 0-50

It will be observed that the emerald has more

glucina than the beryl ;
and chemists find that the

greater the quantity of glucina there is in a specimen,

the greener is the crystal.

Before the blowpipe, the emerald remains unchanged

sometimes, however, becoming a little cloudy ;
with

borax it fuses into a pale green substance not very un-

like glass. It is not affected by acids, but is slowly so-

luble with microsmic salt (or salt of phosphorus).

Formerly it was supposed that the colouring matter

of the emerald was the oxide of chrome, but the

quantity of chromic acid obtained by Mr. Lewy on
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analysis was so small as to be inappreciable ;
he gives

it as his opinion that the beautiful tint of the emerald

is produced by some organic substance, which he

imagines is a carburet of hydrogen, similar to that

termed chlorophylle, which constitutes the colouring

matter in the leaves of plants. The emeralds of the

darkest tint contain the largest amount of organic

matter
;
and it is remarkable as a test that the emerald

at a low heatjoses the colour and becomes white and

opaque, whilst the minerals of which the colouring

matter is chrome (as the chrome garnet, "uwarowite")

remain unaffected by intense heat. It is possible that

the organic colouring-matter of the emerald may be

derived from the decomposition of the animals whose

remains are now fossilized in the rock which forms the

matrix of the gem. This rock, as stated before, is a

limestone slightly bituminous, often black with white

veins, containing ammonites and other shells.

Mr. Lewy has also arrived at the conclusion that

the emerald has been formed in the wet way ;
that is

to say, it has been deposited from a chemical solution.

The finest emeralds are found at Muzo, inNew Granada,

near Santa Fe de Bogota, 5 28' N., in a limestone rock,

not unfrequently black and containing shells
;
some of

the crystals of carbonate of lime are vitrified and highly

transparent, and the emeralds found imbedded in the

rock are often in crystals of a large size. In the matrix

minute disseminated crystals of iron pyrites are occa-

sionally found.
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These mines are let for a term of years by public

tender
; they produce to the government about ^"8000

per annum, but it appears that this price could not have

repaid the speculators, as they declined to continue

their contract at the same rental, and the mines are

now, or were lately, to let. Associated with the eme-

rald in this locality is found that rare mineral "
paris-

ite;" it is a brown hexagonal crystal, quite opaque.

The emerald has also been met with at Henbachthal,

in Salzburg, imbedded in mica slate, at an altitude of

8700 feet above the sea, on a steep precipice, said to be

only accessible by means of ropes. At Odontchelong

in Siberia, and in the Burman Empire, near Ava, it is

found accompanied by spinel, generally of a fine grass-

green colour, rather lighter than the Peruvian emerald.

Monsieur Caillaud, a French traveller, discovered in

the mountain of Zabareh, when on a scientific excursion

for the Pasha of Egypt, an ancient emerald mine, with

large galleries bearing the marks of the miners' tools,

with various ancient appliances, as levers, etc. Pliny

appears to have been well acquainted with the emerald,

speaking of it with admiration, although he confounds

it both with the chrysoprase and jasper. He relates,

that in the island of Cyprus, on the tomb of Hermias

was a sculptured lion, with eyes of emerald, which

shone so brightly that they frightened away the fish,

but the fishermen had these gems replaced by others,

when the fish returned to their accustomed haunts.

Nero, it is well known, observed the feats of the
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gladiators though an eye-glass of emerald
;
hence the

name it sometimes bore, Neronianus. Isidorus (Bishop

of Seville, who has previously been referred to) says

of the emerald, that it not only surpasses any green herb

or plant in colour, but that it gives a green colour to

the surrounding air; and that the lapidaries who cut

emeralds have good eyesight, in consequence of the

agreeable reflection they have constantly before them.

This stone was also used in the Middle Ages in church

cups and chalices, and one of the principal ornaments

of the crown of Charlemagne was a lustrous emerald.

After the conquest of Peru, the emerald became

much more common. The Spaniards possessed them-

selves of the hoards which had accumulated for centuries

in the hands of the priests of the goddess Esmeralda,

who was supposed to reside in an enormous emerald,

of the shape and size of an ostrich egg. They per-

suaded the people that the goddess esteemed no offer-

ing so much as one of her own daughters ;
and on the

holy days, immense numbers were brought as devotional

offerings by the worshippers. It is said that the con-

querors of Peru came into the possession of many hun-

dredweights of this gem j
but a priest who accom-

panied the Spanish army persuaded the soldiers that

the test of their being genuine was to smite them with

a hammer on an anvil, which test of course destroyed

a vast number of fine stones. In spite of this, Cortez

presented one hundredweight to the King of Spain ;

and on the occasion of his (Cortez's) marriage, he gave
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his bride several emeralds carved into various forms

amongst them, an enormous stone shaped like a rose,

a gift which aroused the envy of the Queen, and caused

him to lose his favour at the Court.

There can be no doubt but that this stone was known

in the most remote ages. Necklaces of emeralds have

been found in Etruscan tombs, and at Herculaneum.

It is the fourth of the gems mentioned in the Bible as

worn in the breastplate of the High-Priest ;
and in

Ezekiel, chap, xxvii., the emerald is mentioned in the

following manner: "
Syria was thy merchant by reason

of the multitude of wares of thy making : they occupied

thy fairs with emerald, purple, and broidered work, fine

linen, agate, and coral." To this day the Orientals

have an immense veneration for the emerald, believing

that it imparts courage to the wearer and averts the

plague. Many fine stones are irretrievably spoilt by

having verses from the Koran engraved upon them, 01

by being carved by the Hindoos into figures of idols
j

also by having holes drilled through them to permit

their use as nose ornaments.

The following properties were ascribed to the eme-

rald by the ancients, who had dedicated the stone to

Mercury : It was supposed to be good for the eyes,

on which account it was worn as a seal ring ; it was

supposed to colour any water green in which it was

placed 5
to preserve women in childbirth, and to be an

infallible preservative of chastity. When ground down,

At was taken in doses of six grains, as a remedy for vari-

ous diseases.
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Its name appears to be very similar in most lan-

guages, whether Oriental or European ;
in Arabic it is

called Zamarut ; in Chaldean, Ismaragdon ; in Greek,

Smaragdos ; in Latin, Smaragdus; in Spanish, Esme-

ralda; in French, Emeraude ; in Italian, Smeraldo. The

Persians call it Pachee ; the Greeks sometimes called it

Prasinus, on account of its colour resembling the

greenness of leeks. The origin of the name is said to

be a Sanskrit word signifying green.

The emerald is so rarely found perfect, that the say-

ing, "an emerald without a flaw," has passed into a

proverb. It is the stone which ranks next in value to

the ruby, and on account of the pleasing effect it has,

both by day and candle-light, is a very favourite gem.

Latterly it has increased enormously in value. The

emeralds which now come into the market seem to be

far inferior to those found in former times. The value,

when of a deep rich grass-green, clear, and free from

flaws, is from IQ to ^40 the carat
;

those of lighter

shade are worth much less, the price ranging from 55.

to 3615 the carat; but experience is the only guide which

can enable any one to form a correct estimate of the ac-

tual worth of any but the very finest quality. The eme-

rald is cut on a copper wheel with emery, and polished

on a tin one with rottenstone ; it is most commonly trap

cut, and, when cut like a brilliant, with rounded tables,

it is generally to disguise flaws, which would otherwise

be apparent. In India, advantage is taken of the fa-

cility with which the emerald can be cloven at right
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angles to its axis
;
so that in Indian ornaments, we often

see very flat emeralds of large size. The one in the

possession of Dhuleep Singh is about three inches long,

two inches wide, and half an inch thick, of a fine colour,

with few imperfections. It is to be remarked, that the

size of the emerald does not increase its value in a cubic

ratio
;
that is to say, it does not progress in price like

the diamond or ruby.

The treasuries of Europe and Asia are rich in this

gem ;
the comparatively low price which it formerly

brought, and its pleasing colour, having caused it to be

collected and worn in every country. The Russian,

Saxon, and Papal crowns, contain emeralds of wonder-

ful beauty, and of large size. In the Austrian treasury

there is said to be a crystal of emerald weighing 2000

carats, and the Duke of Devonshire possesses one

weighing nearly 9 ounces. The mines now seem to

produce crystals very inferior to those formerly coming

thence, and at present it is rare to meet with fine stones.

Few, if any, emeralds possess an historic interest; a de-

scription, therefore, of the large emeralds known would

be useless.

The beryl, or aquamarine, is much more generally dif-

fused over the surface of the globe. Some magnificent

specimens are found in Siberia : this stone is also met

with at Invercauld and Kinloch Rannoch, Scotland
;

in the Mourne Mountains, county Down ; at Dalkey,

and the Three Rock Mountain, county Dublin, and

in Glen Macnap, county Wicklow
;

at Limoges, in
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France
;
Bodenmais and Rabenstein, Bavaria

;
Finbo and

Brodbo, Sweden
;
in Saxony ;

Bohemia
;

in the isle of

Elba
5

in Norway, Finland
;

in the Rio San Matheo,

Brazil
;

in the State of Massachusetts, N. A.
;
and in

Hindostan. An enormous beryl has been found in

America weighing five tons, but this has not been re-

moved from the spot where it was discovered.

A very large crystal of beryl from America was

shown in 18515 it weighed seventy-eight pounds, but

was unfit for jewellery purposes.

The name, like that of the smaragdus, or emerald,

appears to be the same in most Oriental languages ;

in Hebrew, Persian, Chaldee, and Arabic, it is Belur,

which signifies crystal. This will however be seen by

referring to the Comparative Names of Stones men-

tioned in the Bible, page 36.

The commercial value of the beryl, or aquamarine, is

trifling j
it is used principally in Birmingham, for imita-

tion jewellery, and as ornaments for metal work. The

yellow variety is called sometimes chrysolite, although

it differs greatly in every other character but colour

from the true chrysolite. The colourless variety is fre-

quently mistaken and sold for white quartz or rock

crystal, although the specific gravity, lustre, and hard-

ness differ materially.

The beryl was well known to the Romans. Pliny

mentions it as the gem green as the sea,
"
qui viri-

ditate puri maris imitantur," and hence its name
"
aquamarine." Beads of aquamarine have been found
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in Egyptian mummy-pits, and the Greeks employed the

stone for intaglios more than two thousand years ago.

THE ZIRCON, HYACINTH, OR JACINTH.

This gem belongs to the dimetric system of crystalli-

zation, and is very imperfectly cleavable. Its specific

gravity is 4*07 to 4*75 ;
in lustre it is nearly adamantine.

Crystals of Zircon.

although in the opaque varieties it is vitreous. It varies

in colour from red to yellow, brown, green, grey, and

white. Its fracture is conchoidal and brilliant. When
heated it becomes phosphorescent, and loses its colour,

and at the same time increases in specific gravity. If

allowed to cool, however, when reheated the phos-

phorescence does not reappear. This gem is unaffected by

any acids except sulphuric after long maceration. Before

the blowpipe it is infusible alone, but melts with borax

into a transparent glass. Its chemical composition is

Zirconia 66'8

Silica 33-2

Peroxide of iron o' t

The zircon or hyacinth is found in imbedded and

attached crystals in granite, syenite, and gneiss, and

also in beds of rivers associated with garnets in Ceylon,
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the East Indies, and New Granada
;

also in the river

Espa
:

ily in France, in the Iser in Bohemia, and in many

places in North America. Specimens of the hyacinth

have been found in the lava of Vesuvius.

This gem is seldom used for the purposes of jewel-

lery, although a solitary specimen, when free from de-

fects, and of a fine colour, may realize a high price. It

is sometimes confounded with the eponite or cinnamon-

stone, but is totally different in die most important

characteristics.

When the hyacinth is of a greyish or smoky-white

colour it is called a jargoon, and is frequently sold for

diamond, which gem it approaches more nearly than

any other in lustre. In the last century the jargoon

was supposed to be an inferior diamond, and was much

used in mourning ornaments. It is found in great

abundance at Matura, in die island of Ceylon, whence

die natives give it die name of Maturan diamond. It

is rarely found of large size, generally not exceeding

ten to twelve carats in weight.

This gem possesses the characteristic of double re-

fraction to a very high degree, and does not acquire

electricity by heat. The jargoon occurs of several

colours, and is rarely perfectly transparent.

The hyacindi or zircon, and jargoon, are identically

the same stone, differing only in colour. The red varie-

ties are sometimes sold for inferior rubies, aldiough diey

almost always have a more yellow tinge dian the ruby.

The word "
zircon' is supposed to be derived from
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the Arabic %erk (a gem) ;
the hyacinth, from the Arabic

yakut (ruby).

Although this gem was well known to the ancients,

it is doubtful whether the stone they called by this

name was the same as the true zircon
; by some it is sup-

posed to be the lyncurion of Theophrastus. Tn Hebrew

it is called techyleth, rPDH, or blue, whilst the hya-

cinth described by Pliny would appear to be the ame-

thyst or sapphire. The magical properties attributed to

it in the Middle Ages were as follows : it procured

sleep, riches, honour, and wisdom, and it drove away
the plague and evil spirits.

The present value of this gem is purely arbitrary, as

it is but rarely employed in jewellery ; formerly it com-

manded a very high price. The jargoon is frequently

cut in the form of a rose-diamond
;
that is to say, flat at

the bottom, and pointed at the top. The jacinth or

hyacinth is cut like a brilliant, with a rounded table.

Crystals of Garnet.

THE GARNET.

This gem, on account of brilliant colour and hard-

ness, is much used in jewellery, and although an abun-
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dant supply renders it of little value, the gem neverthe-

less possesses every quality necessary for ornamental

purposes. There are many varieties of this stone, which

are distinguishable by their colour, and also by the diifer-

ence of their chemical composition. The garnet belongs

to the monometric or cubic system of crystallization,

and is mostly found in rhombic dodecahedral crystals j

when in a matrix its cleavage is dodecahedral
;

it is

also found massive and in small pebbles in rivers and

alluvial deposits, occasionally (as in the pyrope) in la-

mellar cleavable masses. Its hardness varies from 6\5

to 7\5 j
it scratches quartz slightly, and is scratched

readily by ruby or sapphire. Its specific gravity varies

from 3 '5 to 4/3 j
its lustre is vitreous, in some varieties

resinous, as in colophonite a name applied to a garnet

found in Norway and America. This gem occurs in

many colours, red, brown, yellow, white, green, black;

the streak is white} the diaphaneity varies from trans-

parent to subtranslucent, or nearly opaque, and it has

a subconchoidal or uneven fracture. The garnet is

susceptible of positive electricity by friction, and has a

sensible effect on the magnetic needle. The varieties

used in jewellery are called carbuncle, cinnamon-stone

(or essonite), almandine, and pyrope or Bohemian gar-

net
;
besides these, there are the leucite, the melanite,

the colophonite, the grossularite, the uwarowite varie-

ties, which are only interesting to the mineralogist.

The chemical composition of the several varieties

differs according to the colours and peculiarities. The
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common garnet is essentially a silicate of alumina iron.

The others have various bases, such as lime, magnesia,

oxide of manganese, etc.

Mineralogists have divided them under the following

heads :

Alumina lime garnet.

Alumina magnesia garnet.

Alumina iron garnet.

Alumina manganese garnet.

Iron lime garnet.

Lime chrome garnet.

It will suffice here to give the analyses of the mosl

important varieties.

The composition of the almandine is

Silica 36-30

Alumina . 20*50

Protoxide of iron . . . 43*20

Of the essonite, or cinnamon -stone

Silica 38-80

Alumina 21*20

Lime . 27*20

Of the pyrope, or Bohemian garnet

Silica . 40*00

Alumina . . .... 28*50

Peroxide of iron 1 6-50

Peroxide of manganese . . . 0*25

Oxide of chrome . . . 2'oo

Magnesia lo'oo

Lime . . . . . 3*50
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Before the blowpipe the almandine and common

garnet fuse somewhat easily, forming a glass of various

colours. The pyrope, on the other hand, fuses with

difficulty before the blowpipe to a black glass. Both

varieties are imperfectly soluble in hydrochloric acid.

The first and most important variety is the common

iron-garnet, which is precisely the same stone as the

almandine, except that the common garnet is of a blood-

red colour slightly tinged with brown, whilst the al-

mandine has a blue tinge mingled with the red. The

term carbuncle is applied indiscriminately when they

are cut en cabochon or, to use the old English expres-

sion, tallow-topped which means cut, not in facets, but

with a flat or hollow base, and a smooth convex top.

The Syrian or Oriental garnet is found in alluvial soil,

in India, Pegu, Ceylon, Brazil, etc. The common garnet

occurs embedded in mica, slate, granite, gneiss, etc.,

sometimes in limestone, chlorite-slate, serpentine, and

lava
5 generally in dodecahedral crystal, sometimes six

or seven inches in diameter, in the Tyrol, at Fahlun

in Sweden, Arendal, Norway. These, however, are

only a few of the localities, as the garnet is found dis-

tributed in greater or less plenty all over the world
;

in

America alone, more than a hundred places might be

mentioned where it is found, so that it is unnecessary to

specify other places.

The Syrian garnets are so called, not because they

come from Syria, but after Syrian, the capital of Pegu.

The colour ranges from the deepest crimson to a violet-
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purple, resembling the Oriental amethyst . These stones

are found from a quarter of an inch to two and even

three inches in diameter
; they are cut with emery or

garnet-powder on a copper wheel, and polished on lead

with tripoli when faceted. It is the rule to keep them

rather thin, on account of the depth of their colour :

they are not infrequently cut into beads and strung as

necklaces. The term almandine is mentioned by Pliny

as derived from Alabanda, where these gems were cut

and polished. Frequently they are set with backs and

foiled to imitate rubies, and indeed, are sometimes sold

as such even to persons in the trade, although to those

acquainted with the physical peculiarities of the gem,
and who do not rely solely on the eye, the difference

is obvious.

Both the garnet and the almandine are frequently

cut in facets and polished, but although at one period

extremely fashionable they have now become obsolete

and possess but little commercial value. When cut en

cabochon, however, they bear the name of carbuncle,

and if of large size, pure and free from black spots,

they are worth as much as twenty pounds each.

The next variety is the pyrope, or Bohemian garnet,

found in Bohemia, Saxony, and other parts of Ger-

many ;
it has among its constituents a portion of lime

and chrome, and is one of the hardest of the garnet

family. In colour it is a deep-red. This stone is

found in alluvial soil, in a peculiar argillaceous and cal-

careous conglomerate (in Bohemia), often in company
L
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with granite, micaceous slate, and serpentine. It is

obtained by digging, and cleansed from the adherent

earth by repeated washings, and sorted according to size

and quality. These stones are greatly esteemed in

Austria, Transylvania, and Turkey, (but not in other

European countries,) and are sold at very high prices :

for a necklace of beads about the size of peas 600

gulden, or sS6o, was asked in Vienna.

The next variety is the essonite, better known in

commerce by the name of cinnamon-stone, which

comes under the head of lime garnet ;
it melts more

easily than the other kinds and is much softer, the

average hardness being only 6*5 to 7. As its name

implies, it is of a reddish-yellow tint, resembling the

colour of cinnamon. These stones come principally

from Ceylon, and are frequently sold for hyacinths

or jacinths, from which, however, they differ in many

important peculiarities.

The other varieties are not used for purposes of

jewellery j they are interesting only to mineralogists, and

may be briefly described as follows :

The grossularite, which belongs to the alumina-lime

garnet variety, is of a greenish colour, sometimes black.

Found in Siberia.

The succinite, a yellow garnet of the same composi-

tion. Found in Piedmont.

The colophonite and melanite, which are iron-lime

garnets, one brown, the other black.

The leucite, a silicate of alumina and potash, is
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white : it is found in the lava of Vesuvius and in Si-

beria.

The brown garnet or Spessartine, a manganese-alu-

mina garnet, found at Spessart in Germany ;
it is also

met with in Sweden and Finland.

And, lastly, the uwarowite, a lime-chrome garnet of a

bright green, found in Siberia. It is named afterUwarow,

President of the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg.

The garnet (particularly the pyropean variety) is

sometimes used in powder for the same purposes as

emery, although of inferior hardness. The ancients

were well acquainted with the garnet by the name of

carbuncle, which they applied to all stones of a red

colour. Pliny describes vessels of the capacity of a pint

formed out of carbuncle devoid of all lustre or beauty

of colour, but they were most probably fashioned of

some of the massive varieties of the garnet.

Theophrastus speaks of a Massilian carbuncle, which,

when held against the sun, resembled a glowing coal.

The old writers of the middle ages also ascribe great

value to this gem. The superstitious and magical pro-

perties attributed to it were similar to those ascribed to

the ruby.

THE TOURMALINE.

This gem is very little used for jewellery. Of the

many varieties, the only one occasionally employed is

that of a dark olive-green tint. It is found, however, of

various colours red and pink, when it takes the name

L a
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of rubelite blue, when it is called indicolite, white,

brown, and black. The tourmaline belongs to the

rhombohedral or hexagonal system of crystallization ;
the

crystals are usually found in triangular or hexagonal

prisms, generally with a flat three-faced termination at

each end
;
the cleavage being very difficult to obtain,

the fracture is imperfectly conchoidal
;
the hardness is

7*0 to 7-5 ;
the specific gravity 2*99 to 3-33 ;

the lustre,

Crystals of Tourmaline.

vitreous. It is found of all grades of diaphaneity, from

transparent to opaque; unequal in transparency across

the prism, and in the line of the axis it is pyro-electric

in a high degree, the refraction double, and exhibits di-

chroism
;

its powers of polarizing light are so great, that,

cut into slices, it is used in the polariscope for analysing

the optical properties of other minerals. If two slices

of tourmaline, cut parallel with their axes, be laid one

on the other in one direction, they are both transparent ;

if laid in another direction they become opaque ; and,

if a doubly refracting crystal be brought between two

plates of tourmaline, the part covered by the crystal is

transparent, whilst the other is opaque. The extremities

of the crystals frequently terminate in a different man-

ner, a circumstance of rare occurrence in other crystals.
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The red tourmaline is found in Ceylon, Ava, and

Siberia, and is known in commerce by the name of

Brazilian ruby, for which stone it is sometimes sold in

mistake. The yellow, grey, and brown varieties are

principally found in Ceylon ;
and the green and blue

in the Brazils. These latter are sometimes called the

Brazilian emerald and sapphire. The black tourmaline

occurs in granite formations in Bavaria, the United

States, Greenland, and in this country in Devonshire and

Cornwall. The white variety, which is very rare, is

found in the island of Elba, on Mount St. Gothard, and

in Siberia.

The chemical composition of the different varieties is

as follows :

Silica

Borac

Alumina

Peroxide of iron . . 4*63

Protoxide of iron . . 0*25 . . 5'96

Magnesia 9-51 i'6o

Lime 1*25 o'6z

Soda 2'oo 1-97

Potash 0-43 . . 3-59 . . 0-21

Phosphorus .... o'n 0^27

Fluorine 1^23 2-47

Peroxide ot manganese . ... 2-14 .. 2'6o

Loss by ignition 1-58

Lithia 0-48
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The tourmaline is also found in a massive state, some-

times fibrous or radiating. Under the blowpipe it swells

up, and fuses into a sort of slag. The crystals are occa-

sionally found parti-coloured for instance, red internally

and green externally, others blue and green, and fre-

quently in those found in Elba, red at one end, yellow

in the middle, and black or brown at the other extre-

mity. When heated or rubbed, the tourmaline ac-

quires a different degree of electricity at each extremity.

If broken whilst in that state, the fragments, like artificial

magnets, present opposite poles.

The tourmaline is cut upon a leaden or zinc wheel

with emery, and polished with tripoli. The transparent

varieties are generally trap cut
;
the opaque are faceted

both above and below the girdle.

The lapidary is obliged to bear in mind that this stone

is only transparent in one direction, and that, unless the

table be parallel with the axis of the crystal, an other-

wise transparent stone will appear opaque on looking

through it. This stone was first brought to Europe by

the Dutch from Ceylon, and they gave it the name of

aschentrekker, from its sometimes attracting and some-

times repelling hot ashes when laid near it for any

length of time. The tourmaline was considered a chry-

solite when yellow, a sapphire when blue, etc.
;
and

even now it is of no uncommon occurrence to find it

sold under other names, although the quality it possesses

of acquiring magnetic properties by means of heat af-

fords a ready means of distinguishing it from any other
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gem. The tourmaline has very little commercial value

except for optical purposes. Its name is undoubtedly

of Cingalese origin.

QUARTZ.

Amethyst, Cairngorm, Chrysoprase, Onyx, Sardonyx,

Cornelian, Chalcedony, Mocha-stone, Agate, Cat's

eye, Jasper, Blood-stone, Aventurine, Rock Crystal.

Under this denomination a large number of gems are

comprised, generally of small value, although a solitary

specimen of fine quality may bring a large price. The

gems named above, notwithstanding they are all of the

same composition, change their appellation as they differ

Crystals of Quartz.

in colour
; and, as the chiel characteristics of each are

similar, the physical peculiarities of the whole will be

first described, after which all the varieties can be men-

tioned separately.

Quartz belongs to the rhombohedral system of crys-

tallization
; many varieties, however, are found massive

and compact. Il occurs in hexagonal prisms, often

having pyramids at each end. Some appear to have

each alternate plane of the prism absorbed in the others,

giving the appearance of three-sided prisms or pyra-
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mids; some are found with only the two pyramids,

having no prism ;
and others with modifications of the

angles and edges ;
often in twin or double crystals. As

a rule, all crystals of quartz are more or less striated

across the planes of the prism ;
sometimes very distinct,

sometimes hardly perceptible ;
but never striated lon-

gitudinally down the prism, as with the topaz or beryl.

The specific gravity of all the members of this family

varies from 2-5 to 2'8 in hardness
j

it is numbered 7
in the scale, and scratches glass readily. The lustre is

vitreous when transparent, inclining to resinous when

opaque. The fracture is conchoidal, and the cleavage

very indistinct
j

the refraction is double, and it be-

comes positively electric by friction. The family of

quartz may be classed under three heads :

The vitreous or transparent ;

The resinous or opaque ;
and

The jaspery or the varieties having the dull colour

and opacity of the jasper.

All the varieties are found of various colours and

shades
;
the chemical composition is pure silica, or

Silicon 48*04

Oxygen 51-96

It is insoluble by all acids except hydrofluoric ;
it does

not melt before the blowpipe, but when exposed to the

flame of the oxyhydrogen jet it melts, so that it can be

drawn into fine threads, and at last becomes volatilized.

When two pieces of quartz are rubbed together they be-

come phosphorescent, and emit an empyreumatic odour.
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ROCK CRYSTAL.

The first variety of vitreous quartz is the colourless

one called Rock Crystal, which is found in beautifully-

formed crystals either detached or in groups, and in

rounded water-worn pebbles in various localities in

almost ever}' part of the globe : in the Isle of Wight,

at Bristol, on Snowdon, in Derbyshire, Cornwall, Cum-

berland, and on Cairngorm, in Scotland; in the moun-

tains in Wicklow and Donegal, Ireland
;

in Savoy

and Dauphine ;
in die Carrara Mountains, in Hungary,

and on the Alps, etc. It is also met with in the Easi

Indies, Ceylon, Brazil, Quito, Canada, and Australia.

Crystal sometimes contains admixture of mica, rutile,

tourmaline, topaz, asbestos, bitumen, and other foreign

matters, and is often found with a greenish mineral

called chlorite
; occasionally possessing a cavity contain-

ing water, with an air-bubble in it, which moves as the

crystal is turned about
;
sometimes containing gases and

liquids. Crystals of a very large size are occasionally

met with, but they are rarely perfect. One specimen,

in the Jardin des Plantes at Paris, measures three feet in

diameter, and weighs eight hundred pounds. Geodes,

or hollow globular masses of quartz, are found in many

trap rocks
;
some of them occur of as large a size as

two feet in diameter : small specimens are found at

Clifton, near Bristol, where they are known as potato

stones. This stone, under the name of pebble, is used by
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opticians for making the lenses of spectacles, on account

of its superior hardness and durability to glass, and its

coldness, as it, in common with all precious stones, feels

cool to the touch. The lenses, however, must be cut

at right angles to the axis of the crystal, in order to

avoid the effect of the double refraction of the mineral,

which is not only unpleasant, but prejudicial to the

eyesight ;
colourless quartz is also used in the polariscope,

in sections cut across the prism. Lately it has been

much used in jewellery, stones and enamel being in-

crusted in it. In India the natives hollow it out into

cups, goblets, and vases of a surprising thinness, and

frequently cover them with the most elaborate orna-

mentation. The Chinese also use this substance largely,

and attach great value to it, although the forms into

which they cut it are less graceful, and the ornamenta-

tion far inferior to that of the Indian workmen. In

Japan it is cut into large round balls, which are said

to be used for the purpose of cooling the hands. The

Eastern nations frequently make it into beads for neck-

laces. The natives of India believe the crystal to be

the mother, or external husk, of the diamond, and call

the diamond the ripe, and the crystal the unripe,

diamond. The ancient Egyptians used the crystal for

making cylinders, scarabaei, etc., some specimens being

elaborately engraved. The Greeks supposed it to be

water congealed by intense cold, as the name (KpwroAAos,

ice) signifies ;
and it was thought to be procurable only

in the frozen regions. In the Middle Ages it was be-
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lieved to be incapable of containing poisons, and that it

would betray their presence by becoming obscured, or

by breaking; consequently, cups and goblets of it were

highly esteemed, being frequently covered with the most

beautiful ornamentation.

The Emperor Nero is related to have possessed two

magnificent crystal cups, engraved with subjects from

the Iliad, which cost an enormous sum. When his

downfall took place he destroyed them, that no one else

might drink from them. Numerous specimens of the

Cinque Cento period are still extant, both of German

and Italian workmanship, in various museums and in

private hands. The large round balls, under proper ma-

nipulation, were supposed to possess magical powers,

and to disclose events which were to happen, and show

persons who were distant. The famous crystal globe

of Dr. Dee is an illustration of this belief. Crystal

was used medicinally in powder, mixed with wine, and

given in cases of dysentery; pieces, also, were held

against the tongue in fevers to assuage thirst.

The value of the ordinary crystal in the rough, for

such sizes as will cut into lenses, varies from 2s. to i$s.

per pound avoirdupois, depending on the quality ;
but

pieces of large size bring very high prices, particularly

when cut, as the operation of cutting so hard a substance

from the solid mass into a hollow vase, cup or dish, is,

of course, attended with danger, and requires a great

expenditure of time and labour. The stone is cut on

a copper wheel by means of emery, and polished with
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tnpoli. If required to be drilled, splinter of diamond

is used; for engraving, diamond-powder is necessary,

and sometimes a pattern or device is etched on it

with fluoric acid. Strass, or paste, is very often sold for

crystal when quite pure and free from air-bubbles, but it

is easily detected by its inferior hardness and greater

weight.

The green, pink, and other coloured beads which are

sold in Switzerland and Germany are made of crystal,

coloured by artificial means. They are heated to red-

ness, and then thrown into various chemical solutions,

according to the colour desired to be produced. The

sudden change of temperature causes the crystal to

fissure or crack all over, and the liquid permeates the

pores of the mineral. These cracks are very minute

and imperceptible to the naked eye, and give the crystal

the effect of being coloured through the mass.

At the time of the French revolution of 1791 the

Crown treasures were valued, and amongst them were

a great number of pieces ot crystal, in goblets, vases, urns,

etc.
j
some merely polished, and some beautifully carved

and engraved. The whole collection was, even then,

estimated at more than 1,000,000 francs.

THE AMETHYST.

The next variety of the vitreous portion of the quartz

family is called amethyst, which is of a fine violet

colour, passing from while to a deep purple, sometimes
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in the same specimen. The deep purple-coloured spe-

cimens are frequently called oriental, even by jewellers

and lapidaries, although the oriental amethyst is an en-

tirely different stone, which has already been described

under the head of sapphire. The colour of this gem is by

some supposed to be derived from a trace of the oxide of

manganese. Later analyses, however, have discovered

also silica, iron, and soda. Heintz obtained, from a

very deep purple Brazilian amethyst,

Oxide of iron .... 0-0187

Lime 0-6236

Magnesia 0-0133

Soda 0-0418

The amethyst is found in India, Ceylon, the Brazils,

Persia, Siberia, Hungary, Saxony, Spain, etc. A fine

vein is said to exist near Kerry, in Ireland. In Oberstein

it is found in a trap rock, in geodes of agate. These

geodes are sometimes as much as two feet in diameter,

hollow, and rilled with crystalized amethyst of a fine

colour. Similar geodes are also said to exist in India.

This variety of quartz, in common with some other of

the vitreous members of the family, possesses a pecu-

liarly minute, wrinkled, or wavy fracture on the fresh-

broken surface, resembling the impression of the skin

of the thumb on a waxy substance. Sir David Brew-

ster classes all kinds of quartz having this peculiarity as

amethysts, without regard to their colour.

This gem is found in pieces of considerable size, and,
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from its beautiful colour and play, is much used in

jewellery. Many years ago, amethysts were of consider-

able value, ranking next to the sapphire, and when fine

selling at 305. per carat
;
but immense quantities having

been sent from the Brazils, they became common, era

dually went out of fashion, and became nearly value-

less. Latterly, however, the taste for them has revived,

and at the present time they are gaining ground in

public estimation. A fine clear deep-coloured amethyst,

of the size of a two-shilling piece, is worth from a^io

to s6i$ ;
smaller sizes and inferior qualities are sold at

from 2s. to loo*.

The amethyst is cut in various ways ;
but the mode

which best shows the beauty of the stone is the brilliant-

cut with a rounding table, that is to say, cut like a dia-

mond, but with the table, or flat part ofthe stone, slightly

domed. Very few amethysts are cut in this country,

as the price of labour is too high : great quantities are

sent to Germany, where it is far cheaper. This stone

appears to the greatest advantage when set with diamonds

or pearls. By candlelight it loses a part of its beauty,

being apt to appear of a blackish hue. The amethyst is

cut on a copper wheel with emery, and polished on tin

with tripoli. This stone takes a very fine polish.

The name amethyst is from the Greek d/ieflvoros, de-

rived from a /ne$va>, "not to inebriate," in allusion to

the superstition that this stone had the power of dissi-

pating drunkenness. Pliny says that the gem was so

called from the fact of its approaching near to the colour
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of wine, but not quite reaching it. In the Middle Ages,

it was believed to dispel sleep, sharpen the intellect, and

lo be an antidote against poison. In 1652 an amethyst

was worth as much as a diamond of equal weight.

CAIRNGORM, CINNAMON STONE, FALSE TOPAZ, ETC.

As a variety of quartz, the cairngorm possesses pre-

cisely those physical characteristics mentioned at p. 152,

in treating of the subject generally. This stone takes

its name from the fact of its being found in the Cairn-

gorm mountains, in Scotland. It is commonly supposed

that only the smoky varieties have a right to the name

of " cairngorm"; but it really is very difficult to decide,

as the name appears to run through all shades of colour

from black to yellow. Jewellers and lapidaries call these

stones Brazilian topaz, Mexican topaz, Spanish topaz,

smoke-stone, etc., just as their fancy dictates, and always

appear to have a separate name ready for every tint of

colour. This, however, would not be of so much con-

sequence if they confined this loose nomenclature to the

varieties of quartz ;
but utterly regardless of chemical

composition, they call all pale green stones aquamarine,

all pale yellow stones topazes, etc. etc.

The lapidaries of Edinburgh cut the cairngorm in a

way which displays the colour of this stone in a most

remarkable manner, causing great brilliancy. They
cover the underside of the stone entirely with oblong

facets arranged in regular rows
;

while the table is .<?ur-
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rounded with triangular facets, keeping the stone as

thick as possible, which produces the deep orange-coloui

observed in them. Some lapidaries have a mode of

changing the colour of these gems by heat
;

in thin

stones, used by spectacle-makers for optical purposes,

there is a method employed of taking the colour en-

tirely away.

The cairngorm is found in every part of the world

in Brazil, Switzerland, Germany, Siberia, the United

States, and in Ireland and Scotland usually in crystals,

sometimes in water-worn pebbles. In Siberia, crystals

of smoky quartz are occasionally found penetrated by

crystals of beryl, in the same manner as crystals of

white quartz are found with crystals of topaz running

through them.

False topaz is only another name for cairngorm.

Cinnamon is the name applied to those deep-coloured

crystals, mostly fcmnd in the Brazils, and which differ

in no other respect from the cairngorm. The French

term this stone pierre de cannelle.

This stone is very little used for articles of jewellery,

except in Scotland, where it adorns the handles of snuff

mulls, dirks, powder-horns, and other articles of High-

land costume. It is also much used in Birmingham for

mounting in brass and gilt work.

AVANTURINE, OR AVENTURINE.

This is another vitreous variety of quartz, of a pearly
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grey, brown, or reddish-brown colour, and contains mi-

nute spangles of mica, which give it a glistening ap-

pearance. Its lustre is vitreous, inclining to resinous.

The stone is found on the shores of the White Sea,

in Bohemia, Silesia, and in India ; but the finest quality

comes from the Cape de Gata, in Spain, and from

Ekatherinenberg, in Siberia. The green variety is appa-

rently coloured by copper, but it has not the peculiar

nickel green of the chrysoprase. There is a kind of

mica schist, of a reddish colour, which is frequently

sold for aventurine. It occurs in many localities, but

both are used for snuff-boxes and cane-handles, although

very rarely for purposes of jewellery.

The artificial aventurine is far more beautiful than the

real. It is made by heating together, for a considerable

time, eight parts of ground glass, one part protoxide of

copper, and two parts of oxide of iron, the mixture

being allowed to cool very slowly. It is said that the

name of aventurine arose from a workman in the glass

factory at Venice letting fall by accident (per aventurd)

some brass filings into a pot of melted glass, and the

product thence received the name of " aventurine."

The Emperor of Russia had two large vases cut out

of this material, which he presented to Sir Roderick

Murchison.

CHRYSOPKASE.

This stone belongs to the chalcedonic variety of

quartz, and is found massive in thick layers, which are

M
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never crystallized. It has an even or fine splintery, or

a flat conchoidal fracture. Its hardness is slightly less

than the other descriptions of quartz. An analysis by

Klaproth obtained the following :

Silica 96-16

Oxide of nickel i 'oo

Lime 0-83

It is found at Kosemutz, in Silesia, imbedded in

serpentine, and associated with a metal called pimelite,

also with opal and chalcedony. The kings of Prussia

used only to allow the mines in which this stone was

found to be opened once in three years, and kept the

finest specimens for themselves. It is reported to have

been likewise discovered at the Belmont lead-mine, St.

Laurence, U.S.

The chrysoprase, although formerly valuable in this

country, is now nearly worthless, not being used for

jewellery. On the Continent it is made into snuff-boxes,

stick-tops, and even brooches and pins. It is cut en ca-

lochon, at the bottom, and with small facets round the

edge of the upper side. In the course of time the

chrysoprase loses its fine colour, but much more rapidly

when kept in a dry warm place : this loss is also occa-

sioned by the action of light. It is said that the colour

can be restored by a solution of nitrate of nickel.

The name chrysoprase is derived from two Greek

words, xpvo-os and irpaa-ov, signifying
"
golden leek," on

account of its colour. It was much used amongst the

ancient Greeks and Romans for rings, and fine intagiios
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and cameos are still in existence of the early Greek

period.

ONYX AND SARDONYX.

These, the most important members oi all the chalce

donic family of quartz, are distinguished from the agate

by the position of the stripes or layers. The onyx is

generally of a blackish or brownish colour, striped with

white
3 occasionally, also, with a greenish layer. The

sardonyx is of a deep rich brown, inclining to orange,

and, when held against the light, exhibits a deep-red hue.

Onyx is found at Yemen in Arabia, at Guzerat, at Ober-

stein in Saxony, in the southern part of Russia, in Perth-

shire, the Isle of Skye, and at various spots in Ireland.

The onyx derives its name from the Greek ow,

signifying
"

nail," it being supposed to have a resem-

blance to the human nail. The finest onyxes are

brought from India, in pieces of a circular or oval form,

rounded on the top, with the white stripe running

round the brown or black centre near the margin, like

the eye of a lynx, which the natives think it resem-

bles. These stones are also termed by jewellers
"
eye-

stones." The more concentric rings or layers a stone

possesses, the more valuable does it become. Onyxes

frequently reach this country in the form of beads
;

in

that case the white stripe runs through them diago-

nally. Sometimes these beads are elaborately carved, but

this destroys their value, instead of enhancing it. The
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Indian or Oriental onyxes realize a much larger price

than the German ones; and many lapidaries in this

country have the erroneous idea that all the translucent

ones are Oriental, that they are very much harder, and

that it is impossible to stain them artificially, which is

quite fallacious, as Indian or Oriental onyxes are of

precisely the same nature as the German ones, and are

equally susceptible of being coloured.

The trade in German onyxes is extremely large. At

Oberstein and Idar are regular works, established on a

large scale, for cutting, slitting, drilling, and staining

onyxes and agates ;
the mills are driven by the water-

power of the river Aar, which runs into the Rhine

opposite Bingen. The grinding and cutting wheels are of

very large size, some six or seven feet in diameter
j
and

labour being exceedingly cheap, these operations are

performed at an incredibly low cost. The labourers lie

on their faces, on a bench constructed for the purpose,

and hold the stones against the wheels, their feet rest-

ing against two supports firmly fixed to the bench, in

order to get greater purchase, and to be enabled to

work more rapidly.
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Onyxes, agates, etc., are without difficulty stained

to any colour by artificial means
;

for black, the stone

is first boiled in honey, oil, or sugared water, and then

in sulphuric acid, which carbonizes tne oil or sugar the

stone has absorbed
;

for" red, protosulphate of iron is

added, thereby leaving the iron in the form of an

oxide
5

for the deep blue colour sometimes seen on

onxyes, yellow prussiate of potash is added to the proto-

sulphate of iron. It must be remarked that it is only

the more porous parts of the stone which absorb the

sugar, and the carbonization heightens greatly the con-

trast between the white and black layers.

The stones styled nicolo or onicolo are a variety of

onyx, having a deep brown ground, overlaid by a layer

of bluish-white
;
the white layer being excessively thin,

the dark colour shows through. These stones are prin-

cipally found in Bohemia and the Tyrol. Amongst the

ancients they were much valued for engraving cameos

and intaglios. The name nicolo is derived from the

Greek Ni^oXaos.

The sardonyx is of a reddish-brown colour, consisting

of alternate layers of chalcedony and carnelion. The

name is derived from the union of the sard and the onyx.,

which were formerly considered to be different stones.

The sard is supposed to have derived its name from the

ancient Sardis, or from the Greek word (rap, flesh,

on account of its colour, which somewhat resembles

raw flesh. Both onyx and sardonyx are much used in

jewellery, especially for signet rings ;
the different layers
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of the stone affording good contrasts for the display of

the engraving ; they are also cut into cups, vases, knife

and sword handles, and are much used in beads foi

necklaces.

The onyx was the eleventh stone on the breastplate

of the high priest, according to the Authorized Version

of the Scriptures, although the almost complete uni-

formity of the other traaslations, given on page 36,

would lead to a supposition that the eleventh stone was

the beryl, and not the onyx. The piecious ring thrown

into the sea by die tyrant of Samos, Polycrates, was a

sardonyx. The chaplets or rosaries worn by the fakirs

of India, from the time of Pliny down to the present

day, were and are usually made of onyx beads.

With regard to the value of these stones, although

an onyx when known to be Oriental is of infinitely

higher commercial value than a German onyx, yet, as

they are identically the same stone, and as there is great

reason to believe that those coming from India are fre-

quently coloured by the process described on page 165,

one is at a loss to understand why there should be any

difference when the quality and translucency are iden-

tical, more particularly as no lapidary or jeweller can

tell one from die other. If a fine stone be shown to

a number of competent judges, it will most likely be

pronounced German by one half, and Oriental by the

other. The writer has seen onyxes sell for as high a

price as ,200 each, when of large size, beautiful co-

lour, and with many layers.
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The German beads fetch from 6d. to 6,y. each, ac-

cording to size and quality, and for those of Indian

origin the most widely divergent prices are asked and

obtained.

The onyx and sardonyx have been used for cameos

from a very early period ;
the darker shades are usually

left to form the ground, and the lighter shades cut

into figures. In the library of the Vatican at Rome
is the renowned cameo said to have belonged to the

Emperor Augustus; in the Imperial Library in Paris

are the well-known onyx cameos of Marcus Aurelius

and Faustina, Agrippina and her two children, Venus

rising from the sea surrounded with cupids, and many
others.

A marvellously fine antique sardonyx cameo of five

strata, representing the bust of Faustina, was sold at the

sale of the effects of the Marquis de Dree for 7000

francs.

The art of cutting cameos, which has long been neg-

lected, seems now about to be revived, as some creditable

productions have recently appeared both at Paris and at

Rome
;
and though still far behind the work of ancient

and mediaeval artists, are great improvements on the

wretched productions which were sent forth a few years

ago.

This stone was supposed in ancient times to cause

strife and melancholy, and to be a cure for epileptic

fits. Mithridates, king of Pontus, is reported to have,

had two thousand cups made of this material.
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THE SARD AND CARNELION.

These are two varieties of chalcedony, of bright red

and yellow tints; the liver-coloured or brownish-red

specimens being called sard, and the bright red, white,

and yellow ones carnelions. The best stones of this kind

are found at Cambay and Surat, in India, and in

Arabia
; they are also found in Saxony, Scotland, Ire-

land, and New Zealand. They take a most beautiful

polish, and are particularly adapted for seals, as they

"deliver" easily from the heated wax, without destroying

the impression. This quality was remarked by Pliny,

who extolled the stone beyond the sapphire. The name

carnelion is derived from the Latin carnis, flesh, on

account of its colour. The carnelions are very little

used in this country, although popular in Germany and

Poland. The specimens found in Europe are generally

of a muddy or cloudy tint, far inferior to those coming

from India. It is a fact that exposure to the sun for a

considerable period makes the colour of the stone brighter

and deeper; artificial heat fails to produce the same

effect, which would lead to the supposition that light

as well as heat exercises an influence in effecting the

change in colour, which must arise from the oxidation

of the iron contained in the stone.

CHALCEDONY, MOCHA-STONES, PLASMA, AND AGATE.

Chalcedony is a variety of quartz ; according to Fuchs,
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pure quartz, with opal disseminated through it. This

stone is usually of a greyish colour, but sometimes oc-

curs milky-white, pinkish, or of a smalt-blue : in the

latter case it is called sapphirine. It is never found

crystallized. Some Indian varieties are yellowish, which

is owing to the presence of oxide of iron. It is often

found lining agate geodes, in trap rocks, and sometimes

stratified, various tints alternating ;
it is semi-transpa-

rent, translucent (to nearly opaque) and as hard as

quartz, but much less fragile, being very tough, and

breaking with an even fracture, exhibiting little or no

lustre. Before the blowpipe it becomes an opaque

white. It is found in flints in most chalk-pits and

in Europe is met with in Cornwall, Transylvania, and

Iceland. From its hardness and toughness, this stone

is well adapted for engraving, and has been used for

this purpose from the most ancient period. White

chalcedony, with minute blood-red spots, is called St.

Stephen's-stone.

The chalcedonyx is a variety of chalcedony, having

alternate stripes of white and grey. Plasma is a faintly-

translucent variety which was much used in ancient

times for engraving. Many fine gems are extant in

this material
;

it is of a grass- or olive-green colour,

sprinkled with minute yellow and white specks, and

possesses a resinous sort of lustre j
it is found among

the ruins of Rome, in the Schwarzwald, in India and

China. The name is derived from the Greek

"image."
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The mocha- or moko-stone is a variety containing in-

filtrated dendritic oxides of manganese and iron, which

give it the appearance of containing vegetable remains.

It is found in Arabia, and is said to derive its name

from Mocha
;
others suppose the name mocha-stone to

be a corruption of moschas, or moss-stone.

AGATE.

The agate (another variety of chalcedony) is of dif-

ferent colours, arranged in bands of various thicknesses,

often variegated in small masses in a matrix of chal-

cedony. When the lines are thin and zigzag, it is called

fortification agate, from its fancied resemblance to the

outlines of a fortification
;
when in nearly straight

lines, it is called ribbon agate ;
when containing appa-

rent marks of vegetation, moss agate.

This stone is manufactured into articles of utility as

well as ornament
;

it is much used for making bur-

nishers, mortars for chemical purposes, balances of

scales (where great nicety is desired), cups, vases, seal-

handles, etc. It may be coloured artificially, in the

same manner as the onyx.

The principal manufactories are at Oberstein, where,

however, the supply has fallen off. The rough stones

are now brought from the Brazils, India, Australia, etc.,

coming to Hamburg and other ports in ships with light

cargoes as ballast. The numerous specimens termed

Brighton, Isle of Wight, Aberystwith, and Irish pebbles
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as well as those sold at Chamounix, Niagara, etc., are

in reality these Brazilian or Indian agates, and are dis-

tinguishable from the Oberstein agate by being water-

worn
j
whilst the Oberstein agates are generally covered

with a greenish mineral called delessite, a silicate of

iron, and frequently have some of the trap rock adhering

to them. The beach pebbles, found on the south coast

of England, are exported in great quantities to Germany 5

they always have the same mixture of colours, clouded

with a fine brown, with black and grey. In some spe-

cimens fine sections of choanites may be observed, thus

proving them to have been formed in the cretaceous age,

and to be totally different from real agate.

The Scotch pebbles, sold in Edinburgh as Scotch

jewellery, are frequently cut and mounted in Oberstein,

although many are really made from agate quarried

near Perth, and manufactured and mounted in Scotland.

The name agate, according to Theophrastus, is derived

from the river Achates, in Sicily, now called Drillo,

whence they were first brought. The agate was much

esteemed by the Greeks and Romans, more especially

those specimens wherein a fanciful resemblance to natural

objects occurred. Pliny relates that Pyrrhus possessed a

natural agate, in which was depicted Apollo playing on

the lyre, and the Nine Muses with their attributes.

CAT'S-EYE.

This is another chalcedonic variety of quartz, found
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of a yellowish-green, yellowish-brown,, blackish, and

hyacinth-red colour. It derives its name from possessing

a peculiar opalescent lustre, between resinous and vi-

treous, which shows most strongly when cut en cabochon.

When held towards the light, it resembles the contracted

pupil of the eye of a cat; this singular effect being

caused by fibres of amianthoid asbestos running parallel

across the stone. It is usually translucent, sometimes

quite transparent, very easily broken, and the fracture

imperfectly conchoidal. Before the blowpipe it loses its

lustre and transparency, and in powder is fusible, although

with difficulty. It occurs in a massive form in Bavaria,

the Hartz Mountains, and in Bohemia
;
but the good

quality only comes from Ceylon and the Malabar coast,

where it is found in small rounded pebbles. The cutting

is usually performed in Ceylon, and when exhibiting the

cat's-eye peculiarity in perfection, is much esteemed.

This gem is frequently confounded by jewellers and

lapidaries with the true or chrysoberyl cat's-eye, which

they also persist in calling
"
chrysolite cat's-eye." The

chrysoberyl (trrned
"
cymophane

" when opalescent) is

a much more beautiful gem, and may easily be distin-

guished by its superior hardness and greater specific

gravity.

The cat's-eye is much used in jewellery for rings and

pins, and its value has tripled in the last ten years. It

is impossible to fix any value which would guide a pur-

chaser, the price being a fancy one, dependent on the

size and beauty of the gem.
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The cat's-eye is usually set with a black or gold foil,

to heighten its play and brilliancy. This stone was de-

dicated to their god Belus by the ancient Assyrians, and

was called by classic authors oculus Beli, and XCVKO

o</>0oAu,os (wolf's-eye).

JASPER.

This stone another of the many varieties of quartz

is very compact, and is found of various colours dark

green, red, brown, yellow, greyish, and sometimes bluish

and black. It is very hard, and takes a fine polish. Oc-

casionally it is found banded, or in stripes of different

colours, when it is termed ribbon-jasper ;
the stripes are

usually red and green alternating. Jasper alone is infu-

sible before the blowpipe, but it will melt with the

addition of carbonate of soda. It is sometimes found

imbedded in trap rock, but more frequently in pebbles

in the beds of rivers.

The yellow jasper is found near the Bay of Smyrna,

in Greece and other places ;
the red in the plains of

Argos j the variety known as ribbon-jasper comes from

Siberia and Saxony ;
and another kind, termed Egyptian

jasper, is found on the banks of the Nile. This latter is

of a fine brown on the exterior, and clouded with brown

of various shades, frequently spotted with black
; the

markings in this variety occasionally resembling natural

objects. A specimen in the British Museum is thought

to exhibit a likeness of
t
the poet Chaucer. The yellow
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variety is used in the Florentine mosaic-work called

pietra dura.

The ancients were well acquainted with this stone, and

prized it most highly. Onomakritos, 500 years before the

Christian era, speaks of the "
grass-green jasper, which

rejoices the eye of man, and is looked on with pleasure

by the immortals." The emeralds spoken of by Roman
and Greek authors were most probably green jasper, as

we hear of pillars of temples cut out of one piece.

Pliny, who describes no less than ten kinds of jasper,

relates that it was worn by the natives of the East as an

amulet or charm. This stone was much used for cameos
;

many specimens are extant, having several layers, and

the objects represented are cut deep or shallow, so as to

bring the colours into contrast : for instance, in some

specimens may be seen the head of a warrior in red

jasper, the helmet green and the breastplate yellow. In

the collection of the Vatican are two marveUous vases of

this substance; one of red jasper with white stripes, the

other of black jasper with yellow stripes.

This stone is cut on copper wheels with fine sand and

emery, and polished on wooden or metal wheels with

pumice and tripoli.

Jasper is highly prized in China, the seal of the Em-

peror being made of it. In Europe its commercial value

in the rough is from is. to $os. per lb., depending on the

quality, evenness, and colour.

The jasper, according to the Authorized Version or'

the Scriptures, was the twelfth stone in the breast-plate
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of the High Priest.
;
and as the Hebrew name is

"
yasb-

peh," which is stiikingly similar to jasper, and almost all

the translations agree, there can be little doubt as to its

identity.

Galen, among other sage advice, relates that if a jasper

be hung about the neck, it will strengthen the stomach.

THE BLOODSTONE OR HELIOTROPE.

Bloodstone is another jasper-variety of quartz, of a

dark-green colour, and having those minute blood-red

specks disseminated throughout, which give its name.

The word heliotrope, from ^Xtos, the sun, and Tpoirrj,

a turning, is derived from the notion that, when immersed

in water, it changed the image of the sun into blood-red.

Pliny relates that the sun could be viewed hi it as in a

mirror, and that it made visible its eclipses. Marbodus,

in his poem on precious stones, thus speaks of it under

the name of heliotrope :

" Ex re nomen habens est heliotropia gemma,

Quae solis radiis in aqua subjecto basillo,

Sanguine reddit mutato lumine solem

Eclipsemque novam terris effundere cogit."

This stone is found in large quantities in India, Bo-

khara, Siberia, and Tartary, and also in the Isle of Rum
in the Hebrides, occurring generally in masses of con-

siderable size. It is translucent, and susceptible of a

beautiful polish ;
its commercial value, as in the case of

other stones, varies with the quality of the specimen.
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The bloodstone is used for the same purposes as agate

and onyx.

There is a tradition that at the Crucifixion the blood

which followed the spear-thrust fell upon a dark-green

jasper lying at the foot of the cross, and from this cir-

cumstance sprang the variety. In the Middle Ages the

red specks alluded to were supposed to represent the

blood of Christ
;
and this stone was thought to possess

the same medicinal and magical virtues as the jasper.

Crystal of Peridot.

THE CHRYSOLITE, PERIDOT, OR OLIVINE.

This gem is the true chrysolite, although not ac-

knowledged as such by jewellers and lapidaries, who

invariably confine that name to the chrysoberyl. It

belongs to the monetric system of crystallization, and is

the softest of all the gems (numbering from 6 to 7 in

the scale) and is easily scratched by quartz. Its lustre

is vitreous, and the fracture conchoidal. The specific

gravity varies from 3-33 to 3*5, and its chemical com-

position is as follows :

Silica 39.73

Magnesia 50-13
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Piotoxide of iron 9-19

Alumina 0*32

Protoxide of manganese .... O'OQ

Oxide of nickel o'22

Before the blowpipe it becomes darker, but is infusible,

except in the case of the variety called hyalosidente,

which melts into a black magnetic globule. This stone,

as its name implies, contains a large quantity of iron.

All the varieties give the iron and silica reactions, and

are easily and completely dissolved by sulphuric acid into

a jelly.

This stone is called peridot when of a deep olive-green,

olivine when of a yellowish-green, and chrysolite when

of a lighter, or of a greenish-yellow, colour. Mineralo-

gists enumerate many other varieties, but they are ot

little interest, except to the mineralogical student.

Peridots are found in Ceylon, Pegu, Brazil, and also

near Constantinople, in angular or worn pieces, very

rarely crystallized ; they are not, however, very plenti-

ful. The olivine and chrysolite occur in Egypt, Mexico,

in Auvergne, the Tyrol, Scotland, etc., usually in sub-

stances of volcanic origin. Specimens have been met

v/ith in the lava of Vesuvius.

None of the varieties of this gem are much used in

jewellery, although some of them possess a very beauti-

ful deep colour : perhaps the fact of its being scratched

very easily may be the cause. They are usually cut in

steps, or en cabochon. On the Continent the chrysolite is

often cut like a rose diamond, and set with a gold foil
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a copper wheel being employed in cutting it, and the

polish obtained by the use of tripoli and oil. The

peridot very closely resembles the green tourmaline,

from which, however, it may be readily distinguished

by its non-electrical properties when heated, and by its

softness. The name chrysolite is derived from xpuo-os,

gold, and Ai0os, a stone. Peridot in many oriental

languages signifies a gem. The chrysolite is conjectured

to have been the so-called topaz of Pliny, who, how-

ever, confounds it with the chrysoberyl as well as the

topaz.

The value both of the chrysolite and peridot is very

small
j

fine specimens of good size may be bought at

from is. to 15$. the carat. A few years ago they were

in tolerable demand for jewellery purposes, when they

commanded a much larger price than at present.

THE TURQUOISE.

This stone, in ancient times called the Turkis or

Turkey stone, is found in reniform or stalactitic masses,

never in crystals ;
it has a hardness of 6 in the scale

(although specimens vary considerably), and a specific

gravity of 2*6. It possesses a somewhat waxy lustre,

is occasionally translucent, although generally opaque,

and has a small conchoidal fracture, with a white

streak.

Its composition is as follows :
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Before the blowpipe it decrepitates violently, and yields

water
;

in the reducing flame it becomes brown, and

colours the flame green, but is infusible except with

borax or salt of phosphorus ;
it dissolves without effer-

vescence in muriatic acid.

The turquoise of commerce comes from Nichabour

in Khorasan in Persia, and is found varying from

white to a fine azure blue, occasionally greenish ;
but

it is only the fine blue stones that are of any value. The

turquoise is frequently supposed to be found in Russia,

but this is an error, and arises from the fact that great

numbers are sold to Russians at the fair of Nishni Nov

gorod by Persian, Kirghiz, and Tartar merchants j they

are stuck upon wax-sticks and sold in bundles like quills.

An inferior variety is found in Thibet, China, Silesia,

and at Oelnitz in Saxony. Lately there has been disco-

vered, by Major Macdonald, in Arabia Petraea, near

Mount Sinai, another variety, found in a stratum of

red sandstone. The colour of this turquoise is darker

and of a finer blue than the best Persian stones, but it

X 2
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has the unfortunate peculiarity of changing its hue in

the most rapid and mysterious manner
;
a fine blue stone

will turn on the lapidary's wheel to a sickly green

or whitish tint
;
other specimens retain their colour for

some weeks, breaking out afterwards in an eruption of

white specks, which gradually overspread the whole sur-

face, whilst others again begin to whiten or to become

green first round the edge ; some specimens regain their

colour by being soaked in water or weak uric acid, but

lose it again as the stone becomes dry. In certain rare

instances, however, the colour has remained unchanged

for many years ; but, as a rule, it would be well never

to give a large price for any turquoise from this mine.

They may be readily distinguished from the real tur-

quoise de vieille roche by the stratum (in most cases

apparent at the back) being of a pale yellowish-red

colour, instead of dark brown.

The Persian turquoise is also subject to change of

colour, although in nothing like the proportion of the

variety mentioned above
;

if not brought into contact

with acids, musk, camphor, or other scents, it retains its

hue for many years, turning at last to a green or a

white, although ancient cameos and intaglios are extant

which have retained their colour until the present day.

Many persons still hold to the belief that this gem by

its changes indicates the state of health of the wearer,

and perhaps the fact that turquoises do vary their colour

in the most unaccountable manner, may have something

to do with this old superstition.
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This stone is cut en cabochon on a leaden wheel, with

emery, and is polished on a wooden one, with rotten-

stone, and finished with rouge.

The bone or fossil turquoise (or odontolite) found in

Languedoc is composed of nothing but bones fossilized

and coloured by phosphate of iron
j

it is sometimes

called turquoise Bricard, from the name of the ori-

ginal owner of the mine. This so much resembles

the real stone as to
'

deceive many persons ;
the colour

is generally fine, but of an inky blue, which is never

seen on the Persian turquoise, and its texture, which is

very compact, shows in its fibrous lines, sometimes

straight and sometimes across each other, traces oi

animal structure. This turquoise is sometimes called

turquoise de nouvelle roche, but its value is very trifling ;

a fine ring-stone may be purchased for 20*., and smaller

stones at proportionately smaller prices.

The Persian turquoise is much used in jewellery, and

a great number are sold here and in Paris
;

small

clear stones bring from 6d, to 2os. each, whilst a fine

ring-stone will realize from sSio to ^"40. Large tur-

quoises of good quality and fine colour are extremely

rare, and realize most extravagant prices ;
a perfect stone

of the size of a shilling, and of good depth, was sold not

long ago for 5^400. The turquoise is much used in ori-

ental countries for ornamenting harness, girdles, swords,

daggers, and pipes, also for amulets and charms. It is

also frequently engraved with the name of Allah, a

verse of the Koran, or some device, and then filled hi
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with gold j faulty specimens are generally chosen, as the

defects can thus be concealed. The Shah of Persia is

supposed to have in his possession all the finest gems,

allowing those only of inferior quality to leave the coun-

try.

The turquoise, hi ancient times called the callaite,

was well known to the Greeks and Romans. Pliny

notices its changing colour from gradual decomposition,

and also shares in the oriental belief that this gem was

lucky, and brought health and fortune to the wearer

Several antique cameos and intaglios cut in this material

are extant in the Vatican, some of which still retain

their colour. Fragments of turquoise, which appear to

have been parts of amulets, are frequently met with in

the ruins of ancient towns in Egypt.

THE OPAL.

This magnificent gem is composed of silica in an

amorphous state, mixed with water, and is in reality the

same mineral as quartz, with the addition of 6 or 7 per

cent, of water : it never occurs in a crystallized form, it

has a vitreous lustre inclining to resinous, is numbered

in the table of hardness from 5*5 to 6*5, is scratched by

quartz, and has a specific gravity varying from 1*9 to 2-3.

There are many varieties, the "
noble," or precious

opal used by jewellers ;
the "fire," or reddish opal,

which has also occasionally a fine play of colours ;
the so-

called common opal j
the semi- or half-opal ;

the hydro-
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phane (known in commerce as the Mexican opal) ;

another variety of hydrophane called cacholong, of a

milk-white colour, nearly opaque, and containing a small

percentage of alumina, and about 3*5 per cent, of water
j

the opal jasper, which contains oxide of iron, and is-

found in the neighbourhood of the Geysers of Iceland
;

finally, the wood opal, or opalized wood, of which huge

masses are met with in Hungary, Tasmania, and other

parts, whole trees occasionally being found converted

into the ligneous structure called wood opal. There

are other varieties, but of such small importance that

they need not be enumerated here. The following are

the analyses of the varieties of opal :

The opal is infusible before the blowpipe, but gives

off water, and becomes opaque 3
those varieties contain-

ing iron turn red. It is almost entirely soluble in a cold
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solution of caustic potash ;
in other respects its chemical

characteristics are the same as quartz.

The precious opal is found in claystone porphyry at

Czernowitza; between Kaschau and Eperies, in Hun-

gary; occasionally near Frankfort
;
and at the mines in

the province of Gracias, Honduras, South America : the

"fire" opal at Zimapan and San Nicolas, in Mexico, the

Faroe Islands, etc. : the common opal in Hungary, Faroe

Islands, Iceland, Giant's Causeway, Ireland, Cornwall,

and near Smyrna : cacholong occurs in small masses on

the river Cach, in Bucharia whence its name and

also in Iceland.

The precious, or noble opal is one of the most beau-

tiful gems in existence; when held between the eye

and the light il .appears of a pale milky-reddish blue, but

when seen by reflected light it displays all the colours of

the rainbow, in flakes, flashes, or specks, in fact, ah
1

the

colours of the most beautiful gems are here united in

one. When the colours are in small flakes, distributed

over the surface, it is termed by jewellers "harlequin"

opal, on account of its resemblance to the motley tints

of the harlequin's dress. When fine, these are much

prized ;
but most persons prefer stones having the

variously-coloured fire in large flashes. This marvellous

play of colour is thought to be occasioned by nearly in-

visible fissures ;
the Abbe Haiiy, however, ascribes it to

thin films of air filling cavities in the interior. Opals

are always cut en cabochon on both sides, and the true

beauties of the gem only display themselves when the
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stone is moved about, as then a fine opal really appears

to have an actual life within itself.

They are very brittle, and are always much more bril-

liant on a warm day. A dealer in precious stones,

aware of this peculiarity, invariably holds an opal in his

hand before showing it, in order to impart warmth to

the gem. Fine stones of large size are rarely found
;

they seldom exceed an inch in diameter. At the

mines in the locality of Gracias a Dios, in Honduras,

specimens have been found equally as fine as the Hun-

garian stones, and certainly not to be distinguished from

specimens coming thence.

The hydrophane, or Mexican opal, loses its beauty when

exposed to water, and Sir Walter Scott has alluded to

this fact in 'Anne of Geierstein,' although in that romance

lie ascribes it to supernatural agency. Strange to say,

after the publication of the brilliant novelist's fiction,

the belief that opals were unlucky obtained such cur-

rency that they quickly went out of fashion. Of late years

they have again come into vogue, and now promise to

become, as they have always deserved to be esteemed,

universal favourites j
the more especially as they are the

only precious stones which defy imitation. In Eastern,

nations they have always been highly prized. The

Mexican opal can be restored to its original colour by a

moderate application of heat.

The common opal is used in Germany for cheap jew-

ellery cane-tops, snuff-boxes, etc.
;
the other varieties

are not used. The value of the precious opal depends
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entirely on the brilliancy and play of its colours, and any

attempt at pricing it would be an idle task
;

for large

fine gems of extraordinary beauty as much as siooo
has been paid; fine ring or brooch stones bring from

,40 to s^ioo, and smaller ones from $s. to 20 per

piece ; they are very rarely sold per carat.

The opal is cut on a leaden wheel with emery, and

polished on a wooden one with tripoli and water. Great

care must be taken not to heat the stone too much by

friction, and, from its fragility, very delicate handling

will be requisite.

The opal was known to the most ancient authors, and

was esteemed beyond any other precious stone. Pliny

describes it as uniting the colours of the ruby, the ame-

thyst, the topaz, and the emerald, in the most marvel-

lous mixture, and says that its fire is like the flame of

burning sulphur. He relates that a Roman senator,

Nonnius, was outlawed and sent into exile by Marcus

Antonius, because he refused to give up an opal. The

stone valued at 20,000 sesterces, about ,170,000
was of the size of a filbert, and set in a ring, but rather

than part with it Nonnius submitted to exile, carrying

his stone with him.

Amongst the French crown jewels are two wonderful

opals j
one is set in the clasp of the imperial cloak. The

finest known is in the museum at Vienna
;
itwas found

at Czernowitza, where mines have been worked since

A.D. 1400, and is of immense size and extraordinary

beauty. It is said that ^"50,000 has been refused for it.
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HIS beautitu] gem, formed by nature in

the shells of oysters and of mussels, is

found in the beds of rivers and in the

sea, in various places in Europe, Asia, and

America.

Its chemical composition is entirely carbonate of lime

and organic matter. It possesses a lustre peculiar to

itself, which is called pearly : it is easily affected by

acids and fetid gases, and calcines on exposure to heat.

The specific gravity is 2*5 to 2*7 ;
those found on the

coast of Souui America, termed Panama pearls, ate

somewhat heavier than the oriental ones.

Naturalists account for the formation of these gems
in the endeavours of the animal to rid itself of some

foreign body which has intruded into its shell, by cover-

ing it with a deposit similar to the interior of the oyster
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shell, commonly known by the name of mother-of-

pearl j
others ascribe it to a disease of the oyster. In

some instances, on bisecting a pearl it is found to be

composed of a series of layers or skins round a speck of

some darker substance
;

in others the middle of the

pearl is hollow and of a globular or spherical form
;

and in others again the pearl appears perfectly solid,

and of the same texl ure, colour, and formation through-

out. The Chinese, from a very remote period, have

been in the habit of inserting small beads, images, etc.,

in the shells of oysters and mussels, and these have cer-

tainly become coated with a pearly substance, but they

are generally of a blackish tint, with very little lustre,

and far inferior in appearance to the pearls formed in

the laboratory of nature.

The wonderful polish and consequent lustre of a fine

pearl, which in a great measure constitutes its value,

and has never yet been even passably imitated would

appear to be caused by the friction of the soft body of

the oyster for a considerable length of time
j
and this

polish in most cases exists only on the outer skin, as on

removing the exterior surface the next layers are usually

dull in colour and dead in lustre, resembling a fish's

eye In some cases, however, a pearl of very bad ex-

terior contains a fine and "
lively

"
kernel.

Pearls are found of almost every imaginable colour,

and of the most fantastic shapes j
in some instances of

considerable size, but tJhose of both fine quality and

large dimensions are very rare. Sometimes a shell will
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be opened containing several pearls detached, sometimes

with one or more adhering closely to the shell, and

occasionally with pearls conglomerated together in a

shapeless mass. The oriental pearls are seldom found of

any colour but yellow and white, and are usually of a

round or button form
;
whilst the American or Panama

are generally blackish or brownish, and mostly long and

drop-shaped.

The number of fine and large pearls is, however, as

may be supposed, very small.

The sea pearl-oyster, Meleagrina margaritifera, is a

large oyster of seven or eight inches in diameter, with

very thick shells, rather flat, and of a greenish-black ex-

terior
;
whilst the interior is of a silver-white hue re-

flecting various colours, being, in fact, the ordinary

mother-of-pearl of commerce, too well known to require

further description here. Some idea of the quantity of

this material produced may be gathered from the fact

that there are imported into Europe annually some

15,000 tons; and, calculating the average weight of a

pearl shell, we have the astonishing number of from five

to six million oysters which have been fished from the

ocean.

The principal pearl-fisheries are in the East, on the

west coast of Ceylon, in the Bay of Manaar, in the Per-

sian Gulf, and in the Sooloo Islands (which lie between

Borneo and Mindanao) . Pearl-fishing is also carried on

in the Aroo Islands
;
near the island of Papua, or New

Guinea; in the Red Sea; in America, on both the
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Pacific and Atlantic coasts (in California, and latterly on

the coast of New Jersey) ;
and in several other localities.

A short account of the pearl-fishery in Ceylon, which

is the property of and is conducted by the Colonial

Government, may interest the reader. When the sea-

son for the pearl-fishery arrives, a fleet of boats, some-

times as many as 150, put out, but not before they have

gone through numberless ceremonies, which the natives

will on no account forego. Under the command of

the adanapar, or head pilot, each boat is manned with

twenty men and a steersman, ten being rowers and ten

divers, besides a
'

pillal karras,' or shark charmer. The

government keep these men in regular pay, as no diver

would descend without their presence. Other conjurors

remain on the seashore, mumbling incantations until

the boats return. At each side of the boat is a stage,

from which the divers descend. The men go down

into the sea five at a time
;
when the first five come up,

the other five go down
;
and by this method of alter-

nately diving, they give each other time to recruit them-

selves for a fresh plunge.

In order to accelerate the descent of the divers, large

stones are employed : 'five of these are taken in each

boat for the purpose j they are of a reddish granite

common in this country, and of a pyramidal shape,

round at top and bottom, with a hole in the smaller

end sufficient to admit a rope. Some of the divers use

a stone shaped like' a half-moon, which they fasten

around their middle when they wish to descend, and thus
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keep their feet free. The stones generally weigh from

twenty to twenty-five pounds each.

The diver, when he is about to plunge, seizes the rope

to which one of the stones previously described is at-

tached with the toes of his right foot, while he takes

hold of a bag of network with those of his left it

being customary among all the Indians to use their toes

in working or holding as well as their fingers ;
and such

is the power of habit, that they pick up even the smallest

thing from the ground with their toes almost as nimbly

as a European could with his fingers. The diver, thus pre-

pared, seizes another rope with his right hand, and hold-

ing his nostrils shut with the left, plunges into the water,

and by the assistance of the stone speedily reaches the

bottom. He then with much dexterity and all possible

dispatch collects as many oysters as he can while he is

able to remain under water, which is usually about two

minutes. This done he resumes his former position,

makes a signal to those above by pulling the rope in his

right hand, and is immediately drawn up into the boat.

The serious effects of this continual submersion are

shown in the discharge of water, and occasionally blood,

which takes place from the diver's mouth, ears, and

nostrils. But this does not hinder the men from going

down again in their turn. They will often make from

forty to fifty descents in one day, and at each plunge

bring up about a hundred oysters.

Some rub their bodies over with oil, and stuff cotton

into their ears and noses to prevent the water from en-
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taring, while others use no precautions whatever. Al-

though from one to two minutes is the time generally

passed under water, yet instances are known of four,

five, and even six minutes' stay beneath the surface.

The great dread of the divers is the ground-shark, a

common inhabitant of the seas in those latitudes.

During the time of the fishery conjurors stand on the

shore till the boats return in the afternoon, muttering

prayers, twisting their bodies into strange attitudes, and

performing ceremonies. All this time they ought to

abstain from food or drink
;
but they occasionally regale

themselves with toddy, till they are no longer able to

stand at their devotions. If an alarm be given by one

diver, none of the others will descend that day.

Latterly, the diving bell has been adopted, which,

when it is brought into general use, will of course much

diminish the danger. On the return of the boats, they

are unloaded and the oysters left to putrify in pits or

closed vessels. When these are opened the pearls

are washed from the decayed oysters, in troughs, with

sea-water. On other occasions the shells are opened

immediately, and the pearls extracted. The oysters,

however, are generally sold unopened, and as their con-

tents are alike unknown to both buyer and seller, the

transaction takes more the form of a lottery than a com-

mercial exchange, in fact, the trade has in it much

of the spirit of gambling. Many oysters contain no

pearl, whilst others may produce a pearl worth ^200 or
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The government derive a large income from this

fishery, and protect it by the strictest regulations.

Those places to be fished are buoyed out carefully be-

fore the boats leave the land, and are examined from

time to time by experienced divers. Latterly, the sup-

ply has fallen off so greatly that a recent regulation has

directed the fishery to be discontinued for some years,

a precaution which is very necessary, as the beds are

becoming exhausted.

The fisheries in the Persian Gulf are carried on in

exactly the same manner as those of Ceylon. In ancient

times they were known to the Macedonians, and Seleu-

cus, king of the Syrians, gave the revenues derived

therefrom to one of his satraps. Here, besides the

sharks, the divers have to contend with the sword-fishes,

which are even more dangerous. Formerly the Portu-

guese had possession of the Persian Gulf fisheries, but

they are now in the hands of the native rulers
;
and it is

said that as many as 30,000 persons are employed on

them. The Persian Gulf pearls are inferior in colour to

those found at Ceylon ;
in commerce they are termed

"
Bombay pearls," as they are mostly sold there.

The produce of the fisheries on the coast of the Sulu

Islands principally goes to China. The Red Sea fisheries,

which in the time of the Ptolemies were immensely pro-

ductive, now produce very few pearls.

Great quantities of pearls come from Panama and

California, and there is good reason to believe that the

fisheries in these parts were well known to the ancient
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Mexicans, for we learn from the old Spanish histories

that the Aztec kings had in their possession immense

numbers of fine pearls, and appeared to be well ac-

quainted with the sources from whence they were de-

rived.* Pearls are also found in mussel-shells in the rivers

of Scotland, Germany, France, Sweden, and Russia.

These are generally of a dull and leaden hue, without

lustre even when white, and are known in commerce

by the name of Scotch pearls.

Many experiments have been made with the view of

ascertaining the length of time required to produce large

pearls, and the results would lead to the belief that

many years are necessary to develope them.

From the most remote ages the pearl has been con-

sidered one of the richest gifts of nature. It is spoken

of in the Book of Job, ch. xxviii., and in the Proverbs

of Solomon, ch. iii. Hindu mythology ascribes to the

god Vishnu the discovery or creation of pearls, and the

numerous idols or gods and goddesses connected with

this ancient faith were formerly adorned with them.

The ancient Persians, Egyptians, Babylonians, and other

oriental nations, held the pearl in great esteem. From

these the Romans became acquainted with them, and the

mania for their possession grew so great that they were

sold for the most fabulous prices : when Pompey con-

quered Mithridates, he found in his treasury, besides

* The Spaniards, by the conquest of Peru and Mexico, came

into possession of immense quantities . and the palace of Monte-

zuma is reported to have been studded with emeralds and pearls.
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several crowns of this material, a portrait of that king,

consisting of pearls in mosaic. Seneca exclaims against

die shameful extravagance of Roman ladies in this parti-

cular. They termed a drop pearl
"
unio," and wore a

pair in the ear just as ladies do at the present day. The

story of Cleopatra's pearls is too well known to require

repetition here. The two halves of the second gem, by

order of the Emperor Severus, went to adorn the statue

of Venus in the Pantheon. Pliny places the pearl next

to the diamond in value, and supposes the former to

proceed from drops of dew swallowed by the oyster.

In China, pearls are used as medicine
;

a belief exist-

ing among orientals that they possess great virtues in

syncopes, fluxes of blood, etc. The pearl in Hindo-

stanee is called "mod." In Bengal, at one time, virgins

wore them on their arms as a preservative of virtue.

One of the finest pearls at present in existence is called

La Peregrina. It was sold to Philip IV. of Spain, in

1625, and is said now to be in the possession of a Rus-

sian princess. The Shah of Persia has a pearl valued at

^"60,000, and the Imauin of Muscat one for which he

refused ^"30,000. The pearl necklace of the Empress

of the French is one of die finest known, a remark

equally applicable to diat presented to Her Majesty by

the East India Company. A very large necklace was

presented to die Princess of Prussia on her marriage,

but the pearls are misshapen, and of inferior quality.

The Marquis of Abercorn, it may be stated, possesses a

matchless drop-pearl of great size.
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ON THE VALUE AND DISCRIMINATION OF PEAKLS

The beauty and value of pearls depend on their form,

colour, texture (technically called
"
skin"), transparency

(or water) , and lustre. A pearl, to be perfect, must pos-

sess the following qualifications :

1. It must be perfectly round or drop-shaped, seeming

as if fashioned, or turned, into shape.

2. It must have a perfectly pure white colour.

3. It must be slightly transparent.

4. It must be free from specks, spots, or blemish.

5. It must possess, the peculiar lustre characteristic of

the gem.

These rules, however, only hold good in Europe, as

in India and China the bright yellow colour is preferred.

When a single round or drop-shaped pearl is examined,

it is easy, by means of comparison, for even an inexpe-

rienced buyer to judge for himself. Not so when, how-

ever, as is frequently the case, they are strung in a row

or as a necklace
j

in this case the pearl-stringer arranges

the pearls in such a gradation of colour that the tints

imperceptibly blending they appear of one hue, when

perhaps, if isolated, they would show several tints.

The American pearls, called in commerce " Panama

oearls," although appearing at first sight very white,

nave almost invariably a sort of blackness under the

skin, which renders their colour far inferior to the pure

white hue of the oriental pearl. In fact, the Panama

pearls have often a sort of quicksilvery appearance.
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In the annexed Tables it has been endeavoured to give

an approximate value of the different sizes
j
but it must

be remembered that the pearl, more than any other

gem, is liable to fluctuation in price. For the last six-

teen years the tendency has been towards a rise
; and,

in consequence of the Ceylon fishery being for a time

interdicted, the price of pearls seems likely still further

to increase.

It would be almost useless to give any value for drop

pearls, as when of large size and fine quality they are of

so rare occurrence as to command fancy prices ; still, as a

slight guide, it may be mentioned that perfect white drop

pearls, of 80 to 100 grains, may be estimated at from
*j

to sSi r per grain ;
those of 50 to 80 grains, at from \

to sB'j per grain ;
and those of 30 to 50 grains, at from

aS^ to g$ per grain ;
smaller sizes bring from 2O,y. to

6os. per grain. Misshapen pieces are called "barrok

pearl" (perles baroques), and are sold at per ounce; the

price varying from sSio to sS2oo per ounce, depending

on quality, colour, and size. Pearls of the commonest

description are exported in great numbers to China,

where they are used medicinally ;
the next quality are

sold in Poland, the south of Germany, Russia, and the

Danubian Principalities, where they are worn by the

peasantry. It may be mentioned that pearls are much

more generally worn on the Continent than in this

country.

The pink pearls, which are found principally in

North America and the West India Islands, bring from
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$s. to 40,9. per grain. They seldom occur of regular

shape, or even form, and when bad are not very unlike

decayed teeth. Although termed "pink," they ate of

all colours, from red to pale yeHow, and not unfre-

quently of a dead white, like a polished fish's eye.

Black and lead-coloured pearls bring a large price

when fine in shape, and of even colour
;
some persons

prefer the leaden or plumbago tint, others, the shining

greenish-black ; they bring from 3^. to 6os. per grain.

Grey pearls are worth very little, being nearly useless

for mounting in jewellery.

Pearls deteriorate by age, contact with acids, gas, and

noxious vapours of all sorts. Various means for restor-

ing them to their pristine beauty have been suggested

and tried, but experience shows these to be useless,

and only more likely still further to injure than to re-

store. The best way to preserve pearls is to wipe them

with a clean linen cloth after being worn, depositing

them carefully wrapped in linen in a closed box.

Unbored pearls are termed "virgin," and those which

have suffered from wear receive the name of "widows."

Tiie^operation of boring requires great care, and is far

better done in India than here
;
the holes there being

drilled much smaller and more straight. In drilling, a

bow and string is used with a very fine drill, the pearl

being held between two pieces of wood. This operation

must be performed slowly and with great caution, so as

not to run the risk of breaking the pearl in halves.

Occasionally a pearl adheres to the shell
;

in this case
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.t is cut out, and the shell part polished off; thisr

however, notwithstanding the care that may have been

employed, leaves a certain portion of mother-of-peail

adherent, which reduces its value immensely. Occa-

sionally the pearl is a sort of wart, hollow inside
;
in this

case it is called cog de perle, and is of very little value.

The curious articles of jewellery by Dinglinger, in the

Green Vaults of Dresden, mounted in gold and enamel,

to carry out the fanciful resemblance of the pearl to

some object, are made of this substance. A pearl of

this description, of the form of a strawberry, was shown

at the Exhibition of 1862, and was subsequently sold to

an English merchant for a ridiculously exorbitant price,

its intrinsic value being very trifling.

When round pearls are used for setting in articles oi

jewellery, they are split in halves. Those flat on one

side, and convex on the other, are much used
; they are

called button pearls (perles boutons), and are worth

about 25 per cent, less than round pearls of the same

size and quality.

Jeffries adopted the same mode of valuation for pearls

as for diamonds, namely, multiplying the square of the

weight by 8$., at which he values a 4-grain pearl. His

method of estimation may have been a correct one at

that time
; but as it would not be so now, I have sim-

ply given the market price of the day, which, it must

be noted, may rise or fall according to circumstances.

Annexed is a list of the valuation of the pearls taken

possession of by the Directory of France in 1791, made,
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at their order, by the most celebrated jewellers of the

time, which may prove interesting.

Valuation of Pearls in the Crown Treasury of France,

1791.

A perfect white round virgin pearl of 388 grains . . 8000

2 pear-shaped pearls each ... 214 . i2>ooo

4 together ... 399 . . 2560

6 round pearls ,, ... 772$ . 2400

3 . . . 232 . . 880

5 . . . 4o8Tif . . 1200

7 . . . 464^ . . 1320

8 . . . 628* . . 960

6 . . . 392* . . 728

11 . . . 7121 . . 448

At the present day, these pearls, which doubtless

were of the purest and finest description, would be

worth a far larger sum than the amounts named.

The prices given in the following Table are approxi-

mate ones for perfectly white pure round pearls, of a

smooth and lustrous skin, perfectly free from specks or

discoloration of any sort.

A pearl of i grain is worth from . . . . zs. to zs. 6d.

z 6s. 6d. 75. 6d.

,,3 .... i2s. i6s.

,,4 225. 28s.

5 35*- 45-

6 55*. 655.

,,8 gos. nos.
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A pearl of 10 grains is worth from 8 to 9

12 12 ,,15

H > ..... 15 18

16 ..... 20 30

1 8 ..... 30 40

>, 20 40 50

24 ,, ..... 60 72

THE SLIGHTEST TINGE OF COLOUR, SPECKS, IN-

EftUALITY OF SHAPE OK OF LUSTRE, REDUCE THESE

VALUES CONSIDERABLY.

Round pearls above this weight are of such rare occur-

rence, and command such exceptional prices, that it

would be useless to attempt any scale of valuation.

The above Table of Value refers to the year 1865.

A new Table, showing the present value of pearls, is

given in the additional matter at the commencement

of the work.



SUBSTANCES USED IN JEWELLERY NOT

PROPERLY PRECIOUS STONES.

LTHOUGH such substances as jet, coral,

moon-stone, lapis lazuli, malachite, etc.,

do not properly belong to the family of

gems ; yet, as they are used for personal

adornment, and possess some value, a short description

of them may not be out of place in this treatise.

MOON-STONE.

Formerly the moon-stone was in fashion in this coun-

try, although it is now seldom seen. This variety of

felspar or orthoclase has a chatoyant reflection, resem-

bling that of the cat's-eye, and is of a pearly-white

colour. A description called "adularia," from the

name of one of the peaks of the St. Gothard, where
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it is found, is of inferior colour to the best moon-stones,

which come principally from Ceylon.

In hardness it is 6 hi Mohs's scale
3
the specific gra-

vity, 2 '4 to 2 '6; the lustre vitreous, inclining to pearly.

Crystals of large size are seldom found.

The chemical composition is :

Silica . . 64-00

Alumina . 19-43

Lime 0-42

Potash 14-8 r

Magnesia 0-20

Water 1-14

The stones are cut en calochon, and at present are of

very trifling value. An opaque and green variety of

the orthoclase, deriving its tint from an admixture of

copper, comes from Siberia, where it is called
" amazon-

stone;" but it is very little known in England. The

moon-stone is also known by the name of water or

Ceylon opal. At one period considerable value was at-

tached to this stone, the ancients employing it frequently

in their works of art.

LAPIS LAZULI.

This beautifully-coloured stone has been employed

from the earliest times for various ornamental purposes.

It is rarely found in crystals, and when it does so occur

the specimens are small, and of the rhombic dodecahe-

dron form. It has an imperfect dodecahedral cleavage,
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and is found in masses; it has a hardness of 5*5, a

specific gravity of 2*38 to 2*45, a subvitreous lustre of

a rich blue colour, and is opaque. .

The composition of the Persian variety is, according

to Klaproth :

Silica ..... ... 46-0

Sulphuric acid 4-0

Alumina 14*5

Peroxide of iron 3^0

Lime . 17*5

Water z'o

Carbonic acid jo'o

It fuses to a white glass, and, if calcined and reduced

to powder, loses its colour, and gelatinizes in muriatic

acid
j
with borax it effervesces, and forms a colourless

glass.

Lapis lazuli is usually found in granite or calcareous

limestone, with iron pyrites, often disseminated through

the mass, which, when polished, gives it the gold-

spotted appearance it often exhibits : the finest quality

comes from Persia and Beloochistan
;

it is also found in

China, Bucharia, and in Siberia. Latterly large quan-

tities of very inferior quality and colour have been

brought from Chili. The deep-coloured pieces are the

most esteemed, being extensively used for studs,

brooches, and other articles of jewellery, as well as for

vases, ornamental furniture, mosaic work, etc.
;
when

ground to powdei, they form the valuable pigment

called ultramarine. Latterly, however, chemists have
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discovered an artificial substitute, possessing exactly

the same constituents and almost the same colour,

which can be sold for a three-hundredth part of the

price of the genuine ultramarine. This stone was well

known in ancient times, and was, doubtless, the sap-

phire of the Greeks and Romans.

Pliny says: 'In sapphiris aurum punctis collucet

coerulis ;
similis est coelo sereno, propter aurea puncta

stellis ornato :

'

which may be translated
' In the blue

sapphire shine golden specks ;
it is like a serene sky

adorned with stars, on account of the golden points.'

In China and India this stone is carved into cups, vases,

dagger-handles, etc. Many fine specimens still exist in

the old Italian and Spanish churches, in slabs, pillars,

and various adornments to the altars and shrines; also

as panels, on which the pictures of saints, etc., have

been painted. In the Russian palace of Zarskoe-Selo

there is a room, made by order of Catherine II., the

walls of which are entirely covered with slabs of lapis

and amber. At the present day it is much used in de-

corative furniture and mosaic work.

In ancient times lapis was used in medicine as a purge.

The Aiabic name is Azul, meaning blue, whence pro-

bably is derived the name lazuli.

The value of the finest lapis of a deep blue, not

too dark, without any admixture of white or golden

specks varies from 10,9. to $os. per ounce, according

to the size of the piece. Formerly, when used for the

manufacture of ultramarine, it was worth much more.
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MALACHITE.

This beautiful copper ore, in such great demand for

ornamental purposes, is a hydrous carbonate of copper,

and, apart from its value as a stone, yields so large an

amount of metal that it is extensively used for smelting.

According to Klaproth, its analysis is

Carbonic acid .... . . i8'o

Protoxide of copper 70*5

Water 11-5

In a glass tube before the blowpipe it blackens, and

yields a globule of copper ;
in acids and ammonia it

dissolves with effervescence. Its hardness is 3*5 j spe-

cific gravity 375 lustre vitreous, sometimes nearly ada-

mantine, occasionally silky, and often dull
;
colour green,

spotted and banded with other shades of the same co-

lour
;

it takes a very high polish. Out of the thousands

of tons annually found, a very small proportion is ad-

apted for ornamental purposes, the compact variety sus-

ceptible of a high polish being very rare. The finest

quality comes from the mines of Prince Demidoff, in

Siberia. The doors and vases of malachite exhibited by

the Prince in the Exhibition of 1851 created a great

sensation, and first drew public attention to the sub-

stance. It is also found in the Burra-Burra mines in

Australia, in Africa, Cornwall, Hungary, and the Tyrol ;

but all these varieties are far inferior in solidity and beauty

of marking to Siberian malachite. This stone is some-
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times used in jewellery and in cabinet work, but is not

of any great value.

LABRADORITE, OR LABRADOR FELSPAR.

Although not commonly used in jewellery, this

stone is well known; and possesses in some degree

the brilliant multicoloured light-flashes of the opal.

It belongs to the triclinic system of crystallization, and

is found massive. Its hardness is 6; specific gravity,

2-675 lustre vitreous (in one direction pearly); easily

cleavable, and is usually greyish in colour, sometimes

nearly white. The chemical composition of the variety

from Labrador is, according to Klaproth

Silica 5575
Alumina 26-50

Peroxide of iron 1*25

Lime 1 1 'oo

Soda 4-00

Water 0-50

Before the blowpipe on charcoal it acts like felspar,

but fuses rather more easily to a colourless glass. When

pulverized, it is easily dissolved by heated muriatic acid

which does not attack felspar. It is found variously

transparent, from translucent to semi-opaque.

This stone is met with on the coast of Labrador, also

in Canada, Norway, and Sweden; occasionally in the

lava of Etna and Vesuvius. It is susceptible of a fine

polish, and some specimens, owing to their chatoyant

reflection, are very beautiful.
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JET.

This substance is a variety of coal much used in

England for mourning jewellery : it is much blacker,

tougher, and harder than the ordinary Cannel coal, and

has a considerable lustre when polished. Its hardness

is i\5, and specific gravity 1*3, and it has a conchoidal

fracture. Jet is found in detached pieces in clay on

the coast of Yorkshire, near Whitby, on the Baltic

coast (where it is called black amber), in the forest of

Ardennes, and in the Pyrenees. Great quantities of the

manufactured jet are sold in Spain and Turkey. This

substance is the gagates known to Pliny, Theophrastus,

and other ancient authors, and look its name from the

river Gagus, in Syria, where in ancient times it was

found. Boetius says of this stone, that it secures men

from nocturnal fears, spectres, and ghosts ;
and Cardanus

relates that the saints wore bracelets and rosaries of this

substance to number their prayers. In manufacturing

this material it requires to be frequently moistened with

water, for if it be allowed to get hot by the friction of

the cutting or polishing-wheel, it flies into pieces. It is

polished with tripoli and oil
;
the final polish being given

by the hand, with dry tripoli powder.

JADE, OR NEPHRITE.

Although seldom used for purposes of jewellery in

this country, throughout the whole of Asia this stone
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is an extremely favourite one. It is a hard, compact,

translucent, and very tough stone, breaking with a

splintery fracture and glistening surface. The colour

varies from a creamy white to a dark green j
die hard-

ness is 6*0 to 7*0; specific gravity, 2*9 to 3-15 it is

slightly unctuous to the touch, and fuses with difficulty

before the blowpipe at the thinnest edges.

Its composition is variable
j as it is not a distinct

mineral, two analyses are given here :

Analysis by Analysis by
Kattner. Schafhautl.

Silica 5'5 58*91

Magnesia .... 31*00 . . . 22*42

Lime ... 12*28

Alumina lo'oo . '. . 1*32

Peroxide of iron . . 5-50 . . . 2*70

Oxide of chrome . . 0*05 ...
Water 2*75 . . . 0*25

Peroxide of manganese ... 0*91

Potash
'

. . . o'8o

Jade is found in Egypt, New Zealand, Corsica, in

North America, and in China. The name nephrite

is derived from the Greek vf(j>pos, a kidney, from the

power it was reputed to possess of curing diseases of

that organ. In India, China, and Turkey it is carved

into dagger- and sword-handles, cups, ornamental vases,

etc., and frequently inlaid with precious stones. The

most favourite colour is the pale greenish-grey, good spe-

cimens realizing a large price. Some fine examples of

jade are exhibited* in the South Kensington Museum,
and large quantities of ornamental objects in this sub-

p
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stance have lately come to Europe from Japan. In New
Zealand it is carved into axe- and spear-heads, which are

ground to a very fine edge. The variety called soft jade,

which is frequently sold for the real, is a kind of stearite,

or soapstone ; its inferior hardness will, however, show

the difference to the most inexperienced observer.

AMBER.

This fossilized gum or resin is found in irregular

masses without cleavage, having a very low degree of

hardness 2' to 2*5, and a specific gravity of only ro8i ;

its lustre is resinous or waxy, and varies from trans-

parent to opaque.
*

Its composition is

Carbon 80*99

Hydrogen 7-31

Oxygen . . . 6-73

Calcium 1*54

Alumina no
Silica 0-63

It burns readily with a bright yellow flame and gives

an agreeable odour, leaving a black carbonaceous residue.

At 287 it fuses and is decomposed, yielding water, an

empyreumatic oil, and succinic acid. It acquires nega-

tive electricity by friction, and is soluble in alcohol.

Amber is found in abundance on the Prussian coast of

the Baltic, from Dantzig to Memelj also on the coast of

Denmark, in Sweden, Norway, Moravia, Poland, Swit-

zerland, and in France ; it also occurs embedded in clay,
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on the coast of Essex, Suffolk, and Norfblic
j

in various

parts ot Asia, and many other places. In the United

States it has also been found in the Greensand, both

imbedded in the soil and in lignite. The colour varies

from white and pale yellow to a deep brownish-orange.

It is very brittle, and yields to the knife.

The experiments made by Sir David Brewster, Goe-

pert, and others, have established the fact of its vegetable

origin, which was surmised by Pliny. Goepert calls

the trees which produced it Pinites succinifer, and he

supposes amber to have been derived from at least eight

other kinds of plants, and enumerates not less than 163

species of insects, most of which are unknown to us,

except by what we can learn from their remains encased

in amber.

Yellow amber beads used formerly to be in fashion

:n this country, and in Turkey and other Asiatic coun-

tries the material is still prized, saddles, bridles, and

arms being adorned with it. In Oriental countries it may

frequently be seen inlaid with gold and precious stones.

It is also much used for the mouthpieces of pipes, it

being the custom in the East to have the pipe lighted by

a servant, the amber being thought incapable of trans-

mitting infection. The most valuable variety is nearly

opaque, and resembling fresh butter in colour.

Amber is also employed in chemistry ;
the oil of

amber and succinic acid being obtained from it by dis-

tillation, the residue serving for the manufacture of

black varnish. The name amber is probably derived

P 2
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trom the Aratxc word 'anabaron,' which designates this

substance.

Amber was well known to the ancients
;

its name in

Greek was rjkeicrpov, from its power of attracting small

substances when rubbed j in Latin succinum, from a

supposition that it was the gum of a tree
j
also lynciirion,

because some supposed that it was a deposit of the urine

of the lynx that of the males giving a deep, and that

of the females a pale tint. Pliny records its medicinal

use, and relates that necklaces used to be hung about

the necks of young children, to preserve them against

the powers of witchcraft and sorcery. The Greeks

had a tradition concerning the origin of amber, that

it arose from the tears of the sisters of Phaeton, who,

lamenting his death, were turned into poplar-trees, and

poured forth perpetual tears into the river Eridanus or

Padus, which were congealed into the succinum or

amber. Hence the lines in Ovid's fable of the Heliades.

as given in the second book of his Metamorphoses :

' Inde fluunt lachrymae ; stillataque sole rigescunt

De ramis electra novis, quae lucidus amnis

Excipit et nuribus mittit gestanda Latinis.'

Amber is sometimes found in large masses : a piece

weighing fourteen pounds is, with other fine specimens,

in the Royal Museum at Berlin : the Prussian govern-

ment reserves the sole right of searching for amber

within its dominions, guarding the monopoly with very

stringent regulations. It produces, however, not more

than 10,000 dollars, about ^"1500, yearlv.
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CORAL.

Coral is the production of gelatinous mollusks belong-

ing to the family of 'polypi.' They form submarine

forests of leafless branches in many parts of the globe,

and in the Southern hemisphere increase occasionally to

such an extent as to form islands, and to- seriously ob-

struct navigation. Coral is found of several colours

all shades of red and pink, green, brown, and yellow,

as well as white and black. Its peculiar plant-like form

formerly caused the belief that it was of vegetable origin,

a belief which is even now current amongst some,

although the researches of distinguished naturalists have

identified the form of the insects which produce this

wonderful phenomenon of nature. These '

polypi
'

re-

semble an eight-pointed star, notched on each point,

with the mouth in the centre, and appear to have a

marvellous organization common to all the others on the

same branch
;

if one of them be disturbed, the others

instantly draw back along with the one touched, so that

the separate mollusks on the branch seem to form one

body. In certain respects these insects vary in different

localities. The coral islands and enormous reefs, which

are growing every day with wonderful rapidity, are the-

work of these minute objects. Although, as said above

coral is found in the seas of many parts of the globe, yet

the coral adapted for purposes of ornament comes almost

entirely from the Mediterranean, and is found principally

on the African coasts. The beds lie at a considerable
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depth, sometimes 700 or 800 feet beneath the surface oi

the sea, which depth causes the operation of fishing

for it to be a difficult and tedious operation ;
it is ob-

tained by means of nets and iron drags. Although at

present the coral fishing is carried on principally by the

Italians and Maltese, the industry is of French origin.

As early as the year 1450 there existed at Calle a French

establishment for the fishery of coral, and this company
had a monopoly, on the condition of only employing

Proven9al sailors. In 1791 the trade was thrown open ;

in 1/94, however, the French ships were protected by a

duty laid on those of all other nations. At the present

time, more than 150 barques from various ports are

employed every season in this fishery. The amount of

business carried on in this substance is surprising. Im-

mense quantities are yearly exported to China, India,

and Persia, where coral is ranked as one of die most

precious productions of nature. In some parts of India

ivorm-eaten coral is in great demand, and thousands of

pounds worth of this commodity, which in European

estimation would be worthless, is yeaily sent there.

One house in Naples alone exports ^8000 worth to

Calcutta, and the total value yearly imported by India

is said to amount to ,200,000.

Coral is principally cut into beads, and boutons or

pieces cut en calochon ; drops for earrings ;
also in leaves,

flowers, and various other shapes, for making the carved

ornaments seen in Naples and Genoa
;
into charms, worn

in bunches, which are supposed to avert the influence
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of the evil eye, occasionally into cameos, although not

so frequently as was the case fifty years ago ;
and into

stick and whip mounts and handles. The cutting and

working of coral occupies a considerable number of per-

sons ;
the three most important factories being at Ge-

noa, Leghorn, and Marseilles. The branches of coral are

cut in the most advantageous manner, according to their

shape and freedom from fissures and defects, and after-

wards ground into beads, etc., and polished with oil.

The red coral, once the most valuable, is now worth

far less than the colour which formerly was nearly worth-

less the pale delicate pink, similar to that of the inside

of a pale rose-leaf. Coral of this tint is very valuable
;

a large bead or drop will realize gS^o to \Q, and

smaller pieces are worth from ^120 to ^150 the ounce.

This stone or substance is not nearly so much sought

after in Europe as formerly ; and, as mentioned before,

the great bulk goes to the East, where coral is much

worn in turbans, and on the handles of daggers and swords.

The beads are used by the Brahmins and Fakirs for ro-

saries, and the dead are frequently adorned with coral

ornaments, to prevent evil spirits from taking possession

of the corpse. The deep red colour, which harmonizes

well with the olive skin of the Indian, is preferred ;
and

few of the richer sort of Indian girls are without one

or two coral ornaments. Coral is also worn in Spain,

and in the West India Islands by the negroes. The

white, yellow, and black varieties are of very little value.

Coral is affected by heat and acids, and is frequently
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imitated by bone, horn, and ivory, stained with cinnabar,

also by a composition of gypsum, gum, and cinnabar.

One of the Greek names of coral was yopyeia, from

the tradition that the blood dropping from the head of

Medusa, which Perseus had deposited on some branches

near the sea-shore, becoming hard, was taken by the

sea-nymphs and planted in the sea. Pliny calls it

'
dendrites' and '

corallum,' and it was dedicated by the

Romans to Jupiter and Apollo. In the Middle Ages

it was used in medicine as an astringent, and given to

newly-born infants
;

it was also thought to deepen in

colour when worn by a man, and to become paler when

worn by a woman. Both Boetius and Dioscorides sagely

report it as efficacious against the delusions of the devil

tvhen worn in the form of an amulet.

ON THE MEANS OF ASCERTAINING THE
IDENTITY OF GEMS.

The details given under the head of each stone

afford ready and simple means for determining, un-

aided, the identity of any particular stone ; and a com

parison of the results of the experiment, with the dif-

ferent headings in Table A, will show at a glance in

which division the crystal or cut-stone experimented on

should be classed.
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The pink topaz is frequently confounded with the

balas ruby, the tourmaline with the emerald, the ja-

cinth with the cinnamon stone, and the jargoon and

white sapphire with the diamond
;
not only by ama-

teurs, but even by persons supposed to be acquainted

with precious stones. A very little attention to the

facts noted under each head, both in the Table A
and in the description of each stone, will prevent the

errors into which many persons fall, and the possibility

of the frauds to which they are occasionally liable.

In the first place, it may be taken as a general rule

that stones, either rough or cut, which are affected by

die file, are not precious stones
;
and to persons who

are accustomed to its use, the difference of the resist-

ance, and of the grating sound occasioned, affords a

fair criterion of hardness. In the use of this tool,

however, care must be taken not to file the delicate

edges 5
as even the diamond, the hardest of bodies,

might chip, if subjected to the tool on the girdle, which,

as has before been said, is as thin as the edge of a knife.

For example, supposing it were wished to ascertain

what gem a white stone was : if it were scratched by

a sapphire, it would at once be seen, on reference to

the Table A, that it could not be a diamond
;

if its

specific gravity were less than 3 '9, it could not be a

ruby or sapphire ;
if it did not acquire electricity by

heat, it could be neither a topaz nor a jargoon ;
and

if it scratched glass, it would be seen that it must be

eithei a beryl, or quartz, or rock-crystal. For the pur-
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pose of ascertaining these facts, a crystal of sapphire

(which may be obtained easily and without expense),

a piece of quartz or rock crystal, a piece of hard flint-

glass, and a pair of scales for the purpose of taking

the specific gravity, are all that is necessary. Those

persons who are in possession of an electrometer or

a polarizing apparatus, have valuable adjuncts to the

simple tests here indicated.

A very common mode of fraud, practised on inex-

perienced persons in cut stones, is the "doublet," or

" semi-stone." In this case the top of the stone is ge-

nuine and the under-part glass, joined together artisti-

cally with cement
j sometimes, for instance, the top is

sapphire, and the under-part a gem of less value, such

as garnet. When set, these stones are very difficult to

detect, and frequently deceive the most experienced.

When the under-part is of glass, however, the applica-

tion of the file to the under as well as upper surface

will, of course, at once show the imposition. Set stones

which are set with a back are generally of pale colour

or small lustre, often set with coloured foil, to enhance

their beauty. Sometimes, however, stones which are set

open, or, to use the technical term,
'

azur,' have the in-

terior of the setting enamelled or painted, to throw a

tint of colour into the gem j or, in the case of the dia-

mond, have the inside of the setting of polished silver,

to correct a yellowish tinge. In all these cases, to be

forewarned is to be forearmed, and a careful examination

will prevent any one being deceived by these means.
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"Doublets" are frequently sold by the Cingalese at

Colombo to Europeans, and to the passengers by the

Peninsular and Oriental steamers
;
sometimes blue glass,

cut into facets, and sent there from Birmingham and

Paris, are palmed off for the real stones.

Persons residing in countries producing precious

stones may find these hints of service, and, if attended

to, prevent their incurring expense in sending home

worthless pebbles, with the mistaken idea that they are

valuable gems. In one instance, a man actually left his

business, and, at a very considerable expense, came to

this country to sell a quantity of 'stones, which he was

assured were diamonds; but which, on examination,

proved to be ' nova minas/ or nodules of rock-crystal.

In the case of pearls, which are frequently imitated

with marvellous skill, it will be seen that false pearls are

much lighter than real ones
;

that generally the former

are brittle (although some are made solid, of fish-scales,

and do not break so easily) ;
and the holes, which in

the real pearl are drilled very small, and have a sharp

edge, in the false are larger, and have a blunt edge.

In concluding these hints on the identity of gems,

the author would remark that to no honest and respect'

able jewel merchant can the publication of such facts

prove prejudicial ;
on the contrary, he is convinced that

the more the public are enabled to test by their senses,

or such simple means as may be readily available, the

truth of statements made to them, the more will their

appreciation of jewels increase.
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Bourdon (Count), 102.

Braganza diamond, account of, 78.

Brazil, diamonds found there, 56
6 1

;
diamonds belonging to Bra-

zilian Government, 85.

Brilliants, 70.

Brilliolette, or briolet, form of, 77

value, 96.

1ABOCHON, or tallov

t cut, 99.

-topped
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Cacholong, variety of opal, 183,

184.

Caillaud, discovered emerald mine,

133.

Cairngorm, 159-160.
Callaite, ancient name of turquoise,

182.

Cameos, onyx used for, 167 ; jasper
used for, 174; turquoise, 182.

Carbonate, or diamond carbon, 62.

Carbuncle, in High Priest's breast-

plate, 36, 39, 40; Scriptural

mention, 46 ; variety of garnet,

142, 144.

Carnelion, 1 68.

Cat's eye, 115, 117, 172.

Ceylon, account of pearl fishery in,

i90- 193 .

Ceylonite, 119.

Chalcedonyx, variety ofchalcedony,

169.

Chalcedony, found with chryso-

prase, 1 62
;
account of, 1 69.

Characteristics of gems, table of,

220.

Chemical properties of gems, 3-20
analyses of ruby, 102; chryso

beryl, Il6j spinel, 120; topaz

124; emerald and beryl, 131

hyacinth, 139; garnet, 143

tourmaline, 149; quartz, 152
amethyst, 157} chrysoprase

162; chrysolite, 177; turquoise
I 79> opal, 183; moonstone

203 ; lapis lazuli, 204 ;
mala

chite, 206 ; labradorite, 207 ;

jade, 209; amber, 210.

Chloro-spinel, 119.

Chrysoberyl, 115-1185 confounded

with cat's eye, 172.

Chrysolite, in High Priest's breast-

plate, 44; account of, 176178.
Chrysolite, oriental, 115.

Chrysoprase, chrysoberyl of the

ancients, 118; account of, 162.

DIA
Cinnamon-stone, variety of garnet,

142, 146, 160.

Classification of gems, 32.

Colophonite, variety of garnet, 142,

146.
Colour of gems, 8

;
table of stones

arranged according to their

colours, 229.

Combustibility of the diamond, 51.

Coral, Scriptural mention, 46 ;
ac-

count of, where found, &c. 2 1 3-
216.

Corundums, 101, 114.
Coster's diamond-cutting mills, 67.

Crushing diamonds, 70.
Cumberland diamond, account of,

80.

Cutting gems, art of, 31; diamond

cutting, 63-68; cutting coloured

stones, 97-100; ruby, 108
;

sapphire, no; chrysoberyl, 117;

spinel, 123; topaz, 126; eme-

rald, 136; garnet, 145; tour-

maline, 150; rock crystal, 156;

amethyst, 158 ; cairngorm, 160;

chrysoprase, 1 62
; onyx, 1 64 ;

jasper, 175; chrysolite, 177;
turquoise, 181; opal, 184, 1 86;

moonstone, 203 ; coral, 215.

Cymophane, 115-118.

DIAMOND,
its material, 3 ;

refractive power, 10
;
men-

tion by Plato, 24; Pliny, 25, 29;

Serapius, 29 ;
in High Ptiest's

breastplate, 36, 41 ; Scriptural

mention, 47 ;
account of, its

properties, varieties, &c. 48-96 ;

cutting, 67 ; polishing, 68
;

crushing, 70; splitting, 71;
names of forms, 72 ;

account of

large diamonds, 78-86 ; value,

8796 ;
resemblance of sapphire

to, 114.
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Diaphaneity of gems, 19.

Dioscorides, mention of coral, a 16.

Double cutting of brilliant, 66;
form of, 73.

"
Doublets," false gems, 218, 219.

Dresden (Mr.), account of a large
diamond in his possession, 85.

Dyshnite, 119.

ELECTRICAL
properties of

gems, 1 6-1 8; of the dia-

mond, 50.

Emerald, in Hig'i Priest's breast-

plate, 36, 40, 44; account of,

where found, Sec. 129137.
Emerald, oriental, 115.

Emery, 102.

Essonite, variety of garnet, con-

founded with jacinth, 140 ;
ac-

count of, 142, 143, 146.

Euclase, found with topaz in Brazil,

126.

Eugenie brilliant, account of, 82.

'^yestones, jewellers' name for onyx,

163.

FACETS
in diamond, formation

of, 67, 68, 72.
Florentine brilliant, account of, 82.

Fusibility of gems, 19.

G AGATES, ancient name of

jet, 208.

Galen, mention of jasper, 175.
Garnet, spinel mistaken for, 1 21

;

account of, where found, &c.

141-147.

Gems, definition of, I
;

where

found, 2
; requisites for value,

3 ;
material of, 3 ;

used for

medical purposes, 31.

Goepert, mention of amber, in.

JAD
Golconda, mines of, 54.

Grossularite, variety of garnet, 142,

146.

HARDNESS
of gems, 6.

Hauy, Abbe, work on gems,

!?
Hebrew names of gems, 22, 34

47-

Heliotrope, 175.

Hercenite, 119.

Herman, diamond cutter, A.D.

1407, 64.

Herodotus, mention of gems, 25,

High Priest, stones in his breast-

plate, 21, 22, 38-47.

Homer, mention of gems, 23.

Hope diamond, account of, 84.

Hyacinth, in High Priest's breast-

plate, 43 ;
account of, where

found, &c. 139-141 ; garnet

sold for, 146.

Hyalosiderite, variety of chrysolite,

177.

Hydrophane, variety of opal, 183,

185.

TDENT1TV of gems, means of

A ascertaining, 216-219.

Indecolite, variety of tourmaline,

147.

India, diamonds found there, 54 j

diamond washing in Sumbal-

phore, 55 ;
diamond cutting, 66.

Isidorus, mention of sapphire, in j

emerald, 134.

JACINTH,

spinel mistaken for,

122 ;
account of, where

found, &c. 139-141; girnet

sold for, 146.

Jade,
or nephrite, 209.
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JAH

Jahalum, or diamond, description I

of, 41.

}argoon,

140, 141.

ashpeh, or jasper, description of,
'

Jasper, in High Priest's breastplate,

36, 45; account of, 173175.
Jeffries (David), work on diamonds,

57, 87.

Jet,
208.

Jewish use of gems, 21, 28.

KOH-I-NOOR
diamond, ac-

count of, 79.

LABRADORITE,
or Labrador

felspar, 207.

Lapis lazuli, 203205.
Leshem, or ligure, description of,

42.

Leucite, variety of garnet, 142,

146.

Ligure, in High Priest's breastplate,

;*> 4*.

Lobo, discovered diamonds in Brazil,

57-

Lucan, mention of gems, 27.
Lustre of gems, 7.

MALACHITE,
206.

Marbodus, mention of

heliotrope, 175.
Mattam diamond, account of, 78.

Maturan diamond,jargoon so called,

140.
Mazarin diamonds, 65.

Melanite, variety of garnet, 142,

146.
Minerals forming gems, 3.

Mixed or brilliant top cut, 99.
Mocha stone, variety of chalcedony,

170.

ORP

Moh, scale of hardness, 6.

Moonstones, 202-203.
Mother-of-pearl, 188, 189.

Mythological allusions to gems, 2 1
,

23.

NAMES
of gems, table of

translations from Hebrew,

36; Indian diamonds, 55 ;
Bra-

zilian, 56 ;
forms of cut dia-

monds, 72 ;
varieties of topaz,

127; emerald, 136; beryl, 1385

garnet, 142; cairngorm, 159;

agate, 170 ; opal, 182
;

table of

names of stones in different lan-

guages, 226.

Nassack diamond, 54 ;
account of,

84.

Nephrite, or jade, 209.

Nicolo, or onicolo, variety of onyx,

165.

Nophek, or emerald, description of,

40.

ODEM,
or sardius. description

of, 38.

Odontolite, fossil turquoise, 181.

Olivine, 176178.
Onomakritos, mention of jasper,

174-

Onyx, in High Priest's breastplate,

36, 43, 44; account of, 163-
168.

Opal found with chrysoprase, 162
;

account of, where found, &c.

182-186.

Optical qualities of gems, 10.

Oriental knowledge of gems, 33.

Orloff diamond, account of, 81.

Orpheus, or onamacriton, mention

of gems, 23.
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PARASITE,
found with eme-

rald in New Granada, 133.
Pasha of Egypt diamond, account

of, 83.

Pearl, swallowed by Cleopatra, 27 ;

account of, 187195 ;
value and

discrimination of, 196-201 5
false

pearls, 219.

Pebble, 154.

Peridot, 176-178.
Peridot, oriental, 115.

Peruggi, or Peruzzi, introducer of

double cutting. 66.

Pierre de cannehe, French name
for cinnamon, 1 60.

Pietra dura, jasper used in, 174.

Piggott diamond, account of, 84.
Pimelite found with chrysoprase,

162.

Pitdah, or topaz, description of, 39.
Pitt diamond, account of, 8 1.

Plasma, variety of chalcedony, 169.

Plato, mention of gems, 24.

Pleonast, 119.

Pliny, mention of gems, 25; ruby,

107 ; sapphire, 1 j I
; topaz, 129 ;

emerald, 1335 beryl, 138; al-

mandine, 145; carbuncle, 147;

amethyst, 159; carnelion, 1 68;

agate, 172; jasper, 174; helio-

trope, 175; turquoise, 182;
opal, 1 86; pearl, 195; lapis,

205; amber, 211, 212; coral,

216.

Polarization of light in gems, 10

12.

Polar Star diamond, account of,

81.

Polishing, diamond, 68
;

coloured

stones, 97.
Polo (Marco), mention of balas

ruby, 121.

Portaleone, his work " Shilto Hage-

borem," on value of diamonds,

91.

Portuguese diamond, 85 ; supposed
to be a white topaz, 128.

Pyrope, or Bohemian garnet, 142,

H3, 145-

OUARTZ,
varieties of,

176.

151-

of light in

;
in the dia-REFRACTION

of

gems, 10-12

mond, 49.

Regent or Pitt diamond, account

of, 81.

Rock crystal, sold for topaz, 124 ;

account of, where found, &c.

1 5 3-i 5 6
:

Roman, ancient, taste for gems, 26.

Rose diamond, 70 ;
form of, 76 ;

value, 95.

Rubelite, variety of tourmaline, 147.

Rubicelle, 118, 120.

Ruby, account of, where found, &c.

1 02, no ; garnet made to imi-

tate, 145.
Russian treasury, diamond in, 85.

ST.
STEPHEN'S STONE,

variety of chalcedony, 169.

Sancy diamond, cut by Van Ber-

ghem, 65 ;
account of, 83.

Sapphire, its colour, 9 ;
mentioned

in Scripture, 22
;
in High Priest's

breastplate, 36, 40 ;
account of,

where found, Sec. 110114.
Sapphire, yellow, 115.

Sapphirine, 119, 169.

Sappir, or sapphire, description of,

40.

Sard, 1 6 6, 168.

Sardius, in High Priest's breastplate,

36, 38.

Sardonyx, account of, 163-168.
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and Chapters on the Being and
Faculties of Man, and Additional
Phenomena of Natural Magic, by
J. A. SMITH. Post Svo, cloth extra,
4s. 6d.

Brillat-Savarin. Gastronomy
as a Fine Art. By BRILLAT-SAVARIN.
Translated by R. E. ANDERSON, M.A.
Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Burnett (Mrs.), Novels by :

Surly Tim, and other Stories. Post

Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Kathleen Mavourneen. Fcap. Svo,
picture cover, Is.

Lindsay's Luck. Fcap. Svo, picture-

cover, Is.

Pretty Polly Pemberton. Fcap. Svo,

picture cover, Is.

Burton (Robert) :

The Anatomy of Melancholy. A
New Edition, complete, corrected
and enriched by Translations of tin--

Classical Extracts. Demy Svo, cloth

extra, 7s. 6d.

Melancholy Anatomised : Being an

Abridgment, for popular use, of BUR-
TON'S ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY.
Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Burton (Captain), Works by:
To the Gold Coast for Gold : A Per-

sonal Narrative. By RICHARD F. BUR-
TON and VERNEY LOVETT CAMERON.
With Maps and Frontispiece. Two
Vols., crown Svo, cloth extra, 21s.

The Book of the Sword: Being a

History of the Sword and its Use in

all Countries, from the Earliest

Times. By RICHARD F. BURTON.
With over 400 Illustrations. Square
Svo, cloth extra, 25s. [In preparation.

Bunyan's Pilgrim s Progress.
Edited by Rev. T. SCOTT. With 17

beautiful Steel Plates by STOTHARD,
engraved by GOODALL ;

and numerous
Woodcuts. Crown Svo, cloth extra,

gilt, 7s. 6d.
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Byron (Lord) :

Byron's Letters and Journals. With
Notices of his Life. By THOMAS
MOORE. A Reprint of the Original
Edition, newly revised, with Twelve
full-page Plates. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, gilt, 7s. 6d.

Byron's Don Juan. Complete in One
Vol., post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Cameron (Commander) and
Ca 'tain Burton. To the Gold Coast

|

for Gold : A Personal Narrative. By
RICHARD F. BURTON and VERNEY
LovtTT CAMERON. With Frontispiece
and Maps. Two Vols., crown 8vo, |

cloth extra, 21s.

Cameron (Mrs. H Lovett),
Novels by:

Juliet's Guardian. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s. ; crown bvo, cloth

extra, 3s. 6d.

Deceivers Ever. Post 8vo, illustrated

boards, 2s. ; crown 8vo, cloth extra,
3s. 6d.

Campbell. White and Black:
Travels in the United States. By Sir
GEORGE CAMPBELL, M.P. Demy 8vo,
cloth extra, 14s.

Carlyle (Thomas) :

Thomas Carlyle: Letters and Re-
collections. By MONCURE D. CON-
WAY, M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,
with Illustrations, 6s.

On the Choice of Books. By THOMAS
CARLYLE. With a Life of the Author

by R. H. SHEPHERD. New and Re-
vised Edition, post 8vo, cloth extra,

Illustrated, Is. 6d.

The Correspondence of Thomas
Carlyleand Ralph Waldo Emerson,
1834 to 1872. Edited by CHARLES
ELIOT NORTON. With Portraits. Two
Vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 24s.

Century (A) of Dishonour: A
Sketch of the United States Govern-
ment's Dealings with some of the
Indian Tribes. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 7s. 6d.

Chapman's (George) Works :

Vol. I. eontains the Plays complete,
including the doubtful ones. Vol. II.,

the Poems and Minor Translations,
with an Introductory Essay by ALGER-
NON CHARLES SWINBVRNE. Vol. III.,

the Translations of the Iliad and Odys-
sey. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 18s. ;
or separately, 6s. each.

Chattofc Jackson. A Treatise
on Wood Engraving, Historical and
Practical. By WM. ANDREW CHATTO
and JOHN JACKSON. With an Addi-
tional Chapter by HENRY G. BOHN

;

and 450 fine Illustrations. A Reprint
of the last Revised Edition, Large
4to, half-bound, 28s.

Chaucer:
Chaucer for Children : A Golden

Key. By Mrs. H. R. HAWEIS. With
Eight Coloured Pictures and nu-
merous Woodcuts by the Author.
New Ed., small 410, cloth extra, 6s.

Chaucer for Schools. By Mrs. H. R.

HAWEIS. Demy 8vo, cloth limp,2s.6d.

Cobban. The Cure of Souls :

A Story. By J. MACLAREN COBBAN.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Collins (C. Allston). The Bar
Sinister: A Story. By C. ALLSTON
COLLINS. PostSvo, illustrat

Collins (Mortimer & Frances),
Novels by :

Sweet and Twenty. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2a.

Frances. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

Blacksmith and Scholar. PostSvo,
illustrated boards, 2s. ; crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

The Village Comedy. Post 8vo, illust.

boards, 2s. ; cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

You Play Me False. Post 8ro, illust.

boards, 2a.; cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Collins (Mortimer), Novels by :

Sweet Anne Page. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s. ; crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 3s. 6d.

Transmigration. Post 8vo, illustrated

boards, 2s. ;
crown 8vo, cloth extra,

3s. 6(1.

From Midnight to Midnight. Post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. ; crowt.

8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

A Fight with Fortune. Post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Colman's Humorous Works
" Broad Grins,

1 ' " My Nightgown and

Slippers," and other Humorous Works,
Prose and Poetical, of GEORGE COL-
MAN. With Life by G. B. BUCKSTONK,
and Frontispiece by HOGARTH. Crown
gvo, cloth extra, gilt, 7s. 6d.
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Collins (Wilkie), Novels by.
Each post 8vo, illustrated boards, Zs;
cloth limp, 2s. 6(1. ;

or crown 8vo,
eloth extra, Illustrated, 3s.6d.

Antonina. Illust. by A. CONCANEN.
Basil. Illustrated by Sir JOHN GIL-
BERT and J. MAHONEY.

Hide and Saek. Illustrated by Sir

JOHN GILBERT and J. MAHONEY.
The Dead Secret. Illustrated by Sir

JOHN GILBERT and A. CONCANEN.

Queen of Hearts. Illustrated by Sir

JOHN GILBERT and A. CONCANEN.

My Miscellanies. With Illustrations

by A. CONCANEN, and a Steel-plate
Portrait of WILKIE COLLINS.

The Woman in White. With Illus-

trations by Sir JOHN GILBERT and
F. A. FRASER.

The Moonstone. With Illustrations

by G. Du MAURiERand F. A. FRASER.

Man and Wife. Illust. by W. SMALL.

Poor Miss Finch. Illustrated by
G. Du MAURIER and EDWARD
HUGHES.

Miss or Mrs.? With Illustrations by
S. L. FiLDEsand HENRY WOODS.

The New Magdalen. Illustrated by
G. Du MAURIER and C. S. RANDS.

The Frozen Deep. Illustrated by
G. Du MAURIER and J. MAHONEY.

The Law and the Lady. Illustrated

by S. L. FILDES and SYDNEY HALL.

The Two Destinies.

The Haunted Hotel. Illustrated by
ARTHUR HOPKINS.

The Fallen Leaves.

Jezebel's Daughter.
The Black Robe.

Heart and Science : A Story of the

Present Time. Three Vols., crown
8vo, 31s. 6d.

Convalescent Cookery : A
Family Handbook. By CATHERINE
RYAN. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Conway (Moncure D.), Works
by:

Demonology and Devil-Lore. Two
Vols., royal 8vo, with 65 lllusts.,28s.

A Necklace of Stories. Illustrated

by W. J. HKNNESSY. Square 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

The Wandering Jew. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

Thomas Carlyle : Letters and Re-
collections. With Illustrations.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Cook (Dutton), Works by:
Hours with the Players. With a

Steel Plate Frontispiece. New and
Cheaper Edit., cr. 8vo, cloth extra,6s.

Nights at the Play: A View of the

English Stage. Two Vols., crown
Svo, cloth extra, 21s.

Leo: A Novel. Post Svo, illustrated

boards, 2s.

Paul Foster's Daughter. Post Svo,
illustrated boards, 28.

; erown Svo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d. [Shortly.

Copyright. A Handbook of
English and Foreign Copyright in

Literary and Dramatic Works. 15y
SIDNEY JERROLD, of the Middle
Temple, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. Post
Svo. cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Cornwall. Popular Romances
of the West of England; or, The
Drolls, Traditions, and Superstitions
of Old Cornwall. Collected and Edited

by ROBERT HUNT, F.R.S. New and
Revised Edition, with Additions, and
Two Steel-plate Illustrations by
GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Creasy. Memoirs of Eminent
Etonians: with Notices of the Early
History of Eton College. By Sir
EDWARD CREASY, Author of " The
Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World."
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, with 13

Cruikshank (George) :

The Comic Almanack. Complete in

Two SERIES : The FIRST from 1835
to 1843; the SECOND from 1844 to

1853. A Gathering of the BEST
HuMOURof THACKERAY, HOOD, MAY-
HEW, ALBERT SMITH, A" BECKETT,
ROBERT BROUGH, &c. With 2,000
Woodcuts and Steel Engravings by
CRUIKSHANK, HINE. LANDELLS, &c.
Crown Svo, cloth gilt, two very thick

volumes, 7s. 6d. each.

The Life of George Cruikshank. By
BLANCHARD JERROLD, Author of

"The Life of Napoleon III.," &c.
With 84 Illustrations. New and
Cheaper Edition, enlarged, with Ad-
ditional Plates, and a very carefully

compiled Bibliography. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d. [Shortly.

Robinson Crusoe. A choicely-printed
Edition, with 37 Woodcuts and Two
Steel Plates, by GEORGE CRUIK-
SJIANK. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

A few Large Paper copies, carefully

printed on hand-made paper, with
India proofs of the Illustrations,

price 36s.

per, wit
stration;

[In preparation.
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Crimes and Punishments. In-
cluding a New Translation of Becca-
ria's "De Delitti e delle Pene." By
JAMES ANSON FARRER. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

Cumming. In the Hebrides.
By C. F. GORDON GUMMING, Author
of " At Home in Fiji.'

1 With Auto-
type Facsimile and Illustrations. Demy
bvp, cloth extra, 8s. 6d. [Preparing.

Cussans. Handbook of Her-
aldry; with Instructions for Tracing
Pedigrees and Deciphering Ancient
MSS., &c. By JOHN E. CUSSANS.
Entirely New and Revised Edition,
illustrated with over 400 Woodcuts
and Coloured Plates. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Cyples. Hearts of Gold : A
Novel. By WILLIAM CYPLES. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Daniel. Merrie England in
the Olden Time. By GEORGE DANIEL.
With Illustrations by ROBT. CRUIK-
SHANK. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s 6d.

Daudet. Port Salvation; or,
The Evangelist. By ALPHONSE
DAUDET. Translated by C. HARRY
MELTZER. Two Vols., post 8vo, 12s.

Davenant.. What shall my
Son be ? Hints for Parents on the
Choice of a Profession or Trade for
their Sons. By FRANCIS DAVENANT,
M.A. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Davies' (Sir John) Complete
Poetical Works, including Psalms I.

to L. in Verse, and other hitherto Un-
published MSS., for the first time
Collected and Edited, with Memorial-
Introduction and Notes, by the Rev.
A. B. GROSART, D.D. Two Vols.,
crown 8vo, cloth boards, 12s.

De Maistre. A Journey Round
My Room. By XAVIER DE MAISTRE.
Translated by HKNRY ATTWELL. Post

8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Derwent (Leith), Novels by:
Our Lady of Tears. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra, 3s. 6d.
; post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s. [Shortly.

Circe's Lovers. Three Vols., crown
8vo, 313. 6d. [Shortly.

Dickens (Charles), Novels by :

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Sketches by Boz.

The Pickwick Papers.
Oliver Twist.
Nicholas Nickleby.

The Speeches of Charles Dickens.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Charles Dickens's Speeches, Chro-
nologically Arranged : with a New
Life of the Author, and a Biblio-

graphical List of
'

his Published
Writings in Prose and Verse, from
1833 to 1883. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 6s. [In preparation.

About England with Dickens. By
ALFRED RIMMER. With 57 Illustra-

tions by C. A. VANDERHOOF, ALFRED
RIMMER, and others. Sq. 8vo, cloth

extra, 10s. 6d.

Dictionaries:
A Dictionary of Miracles : Imitative,

Realistic, and Dogmatic. By the
Rev. E. C. BREWF.R, LL.D. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. [Preparing.

A Dictionary of the Drama: Being
a comprehensive Guide to the Plays,

Playwrights.Players,
and Playhouses

of the United Kingdom and America,
from the Earliest to the Present
Times. By W. DAVENPORT ADAMS.
A thick volume, crown 8vo, hall-

bound, 12s. 6d. [In preparation.

Familiar Allusions: A Handbook
of Miscellaneous Infopmation ; in-

cluding the Names of Celebrated
Statues, Paintings, Palaces, Country
Seats, Ruins, Churches, Strips,

Streets, Clubs, Natural Curiosities,
and the like. By WM. A. WHEELER
and CHARLES G. WHEELER. Demy
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

The Reader's Handbook of Allu-

sions, References, Plots, and
Stories. By the Rev. E. C. BREWER,
LL.D. Third Edition, revised

throughout, with a New Appendix,
containing a Complete English Bib-

liography. Crown 8vo, 1,400 pages,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Short Sayings of Great Men. With
Historical and Explanatory Notes.

By SAMUEL A. BENT, M.A. Demy
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

The Slang Dictionary: Etymological,
Historical, and Anecdotal. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s. 6d.
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DICTIONARIES, continued

Words, Facts, and Phrases: A Dic-

tionary of Curious, Quaint, and Out-

of-the-Way Matters. By ELIEZER
EDWARDS. Crown 8vo, half-bound,
12s. 6d.

Dobson (W. T.), Works"by~!
Literary Frivolities, Fancies, Follies,
and Frolics. Post 8vo, cloth limp,
2s. 6d.

Poetical Ingenuities and Eccentri-
cities. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Doran. Memories of our
Great Towns; with Anecdotic Glean-
ings concerning their Worthies and
their Oddities. By Dr. JOHN DORAN,
F.S.A. With 38 Illustrations. New
and Cheaper Edition, crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 7s. 6d.

Drama, A Dictionary of the.
Being a compreheasive Guide to the

Plays, Playwrights, Players, and Play-
houses of the United Kingdom and
America, from the Earliest to the Pre-
sent Times. By W. DAVENPORT
ADAMS. (Uniform with BREWER'S

Handbook.") Crown 8vo,
half-bound, 12s. 6d. [In preparation.

Dramatists, The Old. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, with Vignette Por-

traits, 6s. per Vol.

Ben Jonson's Works. With Notes
Critical and Explanatory, and a Bio-

graphical Memoir by WM. GIFFORO.
Edited by Colonel CUNNINGHAM.
Three Vols.

Chapman's Works. Complete in
Three Vols. Vol. I. contains the

Plays complete, including the doubt-
ful ones; Vol. II., the Poems and
Minor Translations, with an Intro-

ductory Essay by ALGERNON CHAS.
SWINBURNE; Vol. III., the Transla-
tions of the Iliad and Odyssey.

IVIarlowe's Works. Including his
Translations. Edited, with Notes
and Introduction, by Col. CUNNING-
HAM. One Vol.

Massinger's Plays. From the Tet ef
WILLIAM GIFFORD. Edited by Col.
CUNNINGHAM. One Vol.

Dyer. The Folk -Lore of
Plants. By T. F. THISELTON DYER,
M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

[In preparation.

Edwards, Betham-. FeliciaT
A Novel. By M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. ;

crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Early English Poets. Edited,
with Introductions and Annotations,
by Rev. A. B. GROSART, D.D. Crown
fivo, cloth boards, 6s. per Volume.

Fletcher's (Giles, B.D.) Complete
Poems. One Vol.

Davies' (Sir John) Complete
Poetical Works. Two Vols.

Herrick's !Roberf> Complete Col-
lected Poems. Three Vols.

Sidney's (Sir Philip) Complete
Poetical Works. Three Vols.

Edwardes (Mrs. Annie), Novels
by:

A Point of Honour. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Archie Lovell. Post 8vo, illustrated

boards, 2s.
;
crown 8vo, cloth extra,

Eggleston. Roxy : A Novel.
By EDWARD EGGLESTON. Post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s. ; crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Emanuel. On Diamonds and
PreciousStones : their History,Value,
and Properties ; with Simple Tests for

ascertaining their Reality. By HARRY
EMANUEL, F.R.G.S. With numerous
Illustrations, tinted and plain. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, gilt, 6s.

Englishman's House, The : A
Practical Guide to all interested in

Selecting or Building rf House, with
full Estimates of Cost, Quantities, &c.
By C. J. RICHARDSON. Third Edition.
With nearly 600 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6(1.

Ewald (Alex. Charles, F.S.A.),
Works by:

Stories from the State Papers.
With an Autotype Facsimile. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

The Life and Times of Prince
Charles Stuart, Count of Albany,
commonly called the Young Pre-
tender. From the State Papers and
other Sources. New and Cheaper
Edition, with a Portrait, crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Fairholt. Tobacco: Its His-
tory and Associations ; with an Ac-
count of the Plant and its Manu-
facture, and its Modes of Use in all

Ages and Countries. By F. W. FAIR-
HOLT, F.S.A. With Coloured Frontis-

piece and upwards of 100 Illustra-

tions by the Author. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 6s.
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Familiar Allusions: A Hand-
book of Miscellaneous Information;
including the Names of Celebrated
Statues, Paintings, Palaces, Country
Seats, Ruins, Churches, Ships, Streets,

Clubs, Natural Curiosities, and the
like. By WILLIAM A. WHEELER,
Author of " Noted Names of Fiction ;

"

and CHARLES G. WHEELER. Demy
Hvo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Faraday (Michael), Works by :

The Chemical History of a Candle :

Lectures delivered before a Juvenile
Audience at the Royal Institution.

Edited by WILLIAM CROOKES, T '.C.S.

Post 8vo, cloth extra, with numerous
Illustrations, 4s 6d.

On the Various Forces of Nature,
and their Relations to each other:
Lectures delivered before a Juvenile
Audience at the Royal Institution.

Edited by WILLIAM CROOKES, F.C.S.
Post 8vo, cloth extra, with numerous
Illustrations, 4s. 6d.

Francillon (R. E.), Novels by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;

post 8vo, illust. boards, 2a. each.

Olympla.
Queen Cophetua.
One by One.

Esther's Glove. Fcap. 8vo, picture
cover, Is.

Frost (Thomas), Works by :

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

Circus Life and Circus Celebrities.

The Lives of the Conjurers.
The Old Showmen and the Old
London Fairs.

Fin-Bee. The Cupboard
Papers : Observations on the Art of

Living and Dining. By Fix-EEC. Post

Svo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Fitzgerald (Percy), Works by :

The Recreations of a Literary Man ;

or, Does Writing Pay? With Re-
collections of some Literary Men,
and a View of a Literary Man's
Working Life. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 6s.

The World Behind the Scenes.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Bella Donna.
Never Forgotten.
The Second Mrs. Tillotson.

Polly.

Seventy five Brooke Street.

Fletcher's (Giles, B.D.) Com-
plete Poems: Christ's Victorie in

Heaven, Christ's Victorie on Earth,
Christ's Triumph over Death, and
Minor Poems. With Memorial-Intro-
duction and Notes, by the Rev. A.

K. GROSART, D.D. Crown 8vo, cloth

boards, 6s.

Fonblanque. Filthy Lucre: A
Novel. By ALBANY DB FONBLANQUE.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

French Literature, History of.

By HENRI VAN LAUN. Complete in

Three Vols., demy 8vo, cl. bds., 22s. 6d.

Gardening Books:
A Year's Work in Garden and Green-
house : Practical Advice to Amateur
Gardeners as to the Management f

the Flower.Fruit, and Frame Garden.
By GEORGE GLENNY. Post 8vo, cloth

limp, 2s. 6d.

Our Kitchen Garden : The Plants we
Grow, and How we Cook Them.
By TOM JERROLD, Author of "The
Garden that Paid the Rent," &c.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Household Horticulture: A Gossip
about Flowers. By TOM and JANE
JKKROLD. Illustrated. Post Svo,
cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

The Garden that Paid the Rent.
By TOM JERROLD. Fcap. 8vo, illus-

trated cover, 18 I Cloth limp, la. 6d.

My Garden Wild, a d What I Grew
there. By FRANCIS GEORGE HEATH.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 5s. ; gilt

edges,Jte.

Garrett. The Capel Girls: A
Novel. By EDWARD GARRETT. Post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

; crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s 6d.

Gentleman's Magazine (The)
for 1883. One Shilling Monthly.
"The New Abelard," ROBERT BU-
CHANAN'S New Serial Story, was begun
in the JANUARY Number of THE GEN-
TLEMAN'S MAGAZINE. This Number
contained many other interesting
Articles, the continuation of JULIAN
HAWTHORNE'S Story,

"
Dust," and a

further instalment of "Science Notes,"
by W. MATTIEU WILLIAMS, F.R.A.S.
** Now ready, the Volume for JULY to

DKCEMBER, 1882, cloth extra, price 8s. 6d. ;

Cases for binding, 2s. each.
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German Popular Stories. Col-
lected by the Brothers GRIMM, and
Translated by EDGAR TAYLOR. Edited,
with an Introduction, by JOHN RUSKIN.
With 22 Illustrations on Steel by
GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. Square 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s. 6d. ; gilt edges, la. 6d.

Gibbon (Charles), Novels by :

Each in crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.;
or post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Robin Gray.
For Lack of Gold.

What will the World Say?
In Honour Bound.
In Love and War.
For the King.

Queen of the Meadow.
In Pastures Green.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

The Dead Heart.

Golden Library, The:
Square i6mo (Tauchnitz size), cloth

limp, 2s. per volume.

Ballad History of England. By W.
C. BENNETT.

Bayard Taylor's Diversions of the
Echo Club.

Byron's Don Juan.
Godwin's (William) Lives of the
Necromancers.

Holmes's Autocrat of the Break
fast Table. With an Introduction

by G. A. SALA.

Holmes's Professor at the Break-
fast Table.

Hood's Whjms and Oddities. Com-
plete. With all the original Illustra-

tions.

Irving's (Washington) Tales of a
Traveller.

Irving's (Washington) Tales of the
Alhambra.

Gilbert (W. S.), Origina Plays
by: In Two Series, each complete in

itself, price 2s. 6d. each. FIRST SERIES
contains The Wicked World Pygma-
lion and Galatea Charity The
Princess The Palace of Truth Trial

by Jury. The SECOND SERIES con-
tains Broken Hearts Engaged
Sweethearts Gretchen Dan') Druce
Tom Cobb H.M.S. Pinafore The

SorcererThe Pirates of Penzance.

Glenny. A Year's Work in

Garden and Greenhouse: Practical

Advice to Amateur Gardeners as to

the Management of the Flower, Fruit,
and Frame Garden. By GRORGE
GLENNY. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Godwin. Lives of the Necro.
mancers. By WILLIAM GODWIN.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Pope's Poetical Works. Complete.

Rochefoucauld's Maxims and Moral
Reflections. With Notes, and In-

troductory Essay by SAINTE-BEUVE.

St. Pierre's Paul and Virginia, and
The Indian Cottage. Edited, with
Life, by the Rev. E. CLARKE.

Shelley's Early Poems, and Queen
Mab. With Essay by LEIGH HUNT.

Shelley's Later Poems: Laon and
Cythna, &c.

Shelley's Posthumous Poems, the
Shelley Papers, &c.

Shelley's Prose Works, including A
Refutation of Deism, Zastrozzi, St.

Irvyne, &c.

White's Natural History of Sel
borne. Edited, with Additions, by
THOMAS BROWN, F.L.S.
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Golden Treasury of Thought,
The : An ENCYCLOPEDIA OF QUOTA-
TIONS from Writers of all Times and
Countries. Selected and Edited by
THEODORE TAYLOR. Crown 8vo. cloth
gilt and gilt edges, 78. 6d. v

Gordon Cumming In the
Hebrides. By C. F. GORDON GUMMING,
Author of "At Home in Fiji." With
Autotype Facsimile and numerous
lull-page Illustrations. Demy 8vo,
cloth extra, 8s. 6d. [/ preparation.

Graham. The Professor's
Wife : A Story. By LEONARD GRAHAM.
Fcap. 8vo, picture cover, Is.; cloth

extra, 2s. 6d.

Greeks and Romans, The Life
of the, Described from Antique Monu-
ments. By ERNST GUHL and W.
KONER. Translated from the Third
German Edition, and Edited by Dr.
F. HUEFFER. With 545 Illustrations.
New and Cheaper Edition, demy 8vo,
cloth extra, Is. 6d.

Half-Hours with Foreign Nov-
elists. With Notices of their Lives
and Writings. By HELEN and ALICE
ZIMMERN. A New Edition. Two Vols.,
crown 8vo, cloth extra, 12s.

Hall. Sketches of lrth Cha-
racter. By Mrs. S. C. HALL. With
numerous Illustrations on Steel and
Wood by MACLISE, GILBERT, HARVEY,
and G. CRUIKSHANK. Medium 8vo,
cloth extra, gilt, 7s. 6d.

Halliday. Every-day Papers.
By ANDREW HALLIDAY. Post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Handwriting, The Philosophy
of. With over 100 Facsimiles aad Ex-
planatory Text. By DON FI:LIX i;
SALAMANCA. Post 8vo, cloth limp,2s. 6d.

Hanky- Panky: A Collection of

Greenwood (James),Works by:
The Wilds of London. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Low-Life Deeps : An Account of the

Strange Fish to be Found There.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Dick Temple: A Novel. Post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Very EasyTricks.Very Difficult Tricks,
White Magic, Sleight of Hand, &c.
Edited by W. H. CREMER. With 200
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,
4s. 6d.

i Hardy (Lady Duffus). Paul
Wynter's Sacrifice: A Story. By
Lady DUFFUS HARDY. Post 8vo, illust-

boards, 2s.

Guyot. The Earth and Man
;

or, Physical Geography in its relation
to the History of Mankind. By
ARNOLD GUYOT. With Additions by
Professors AGASSIZ, PIERCE, and GRAY;
12 Maps and Engravings on Steel,
some Coloured, and copious Index.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt, 4s. 6d.

Hair (The): Its Treatment in

Health, Weakness, and Disease.
Translated from the German of Dr. ].

PINCUS. Crown 8vo, Is. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

Hake (Dr. Thomas Gordon),
Poems by :

Maiden Ecstasy. Small 4to, cloth

extra, 8s.

New Symbols. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 6s.

Legends of the Morrow. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

The Serpent Play. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 6s.

j Hardy (Thomas). Under the
Greenwood Tree. By THOMAS HARDY,
Author of " Far from the Madding
Crowd." Crown 8vo, cloth extra,
3s. 6d.

; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Haweis (Mrs7H7R~)7works by :

The Art of Dress. With numerous
Illustrations. Small 8vo, illustrated

cover, Is. ;
cloth limp, Is. 6d.

The Art of Beauty. Square 8vo,
cloth extra, gilt edges, with Co-
loured Frontispiece and nearly 100

Illustrations, 10s. fc'd.

The Art of Decoration. Square 8vo,
handsomely bound and profusely
Illustrated, 10s. 61.

Chaucer for Children: A Golden
Key. With Eight Coloured Pictures
and numerous Woodcuts. New
Edition, small 4(0, cloth extra, 6s.

Chaucer for Schools. Demy 8vo,
cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Haweis (Rev. H.
R.). American

Humorists. Including WASHINGTON
IRVING, OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES,
JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, ARTKMUS
WARD.MARK TWAIN, and BRET HARTE.
By the Rev. H. R. HAWEIS, M.A.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.
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Hawthorne(Julian), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d each

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Garth
Eliice Quentin
Sebastian Strome.

Mi's. Gainsborough's Diamonds
Fcap. 8vo, illustrated cover, la. ;

cloth extra, 2s. 6d.

Prince Saroni's Wife, &c. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 33. 61.

Dust: A Novel. Three Vols., crown
8vo, 31s. 6d.

Heath (F. G.). My Garden
Wild, and What I Grew There. By
FRANCIS GEORGE HEATH, Author of
" The Fern World," &c. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 5s. ; cloth gilt, and gilt

Helps (Sir Arthur), Works by :

Animals and their Masters, Post
8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Ivan de Biron : A Novel. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Heptalogia (The); or. The
Seven against Sense. A Cap with
Seven Bells. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,
6s.

Herbert. The Poems of Lord
Herbert of Cherbury. Edited, with
an Introduction, by J. CHURTON
COLLINS. Crown 8vo, bound in parch-
ment, 8s. ; Large-Paper copies (only
50 printed), 15s.

Herrick's (Robert) Hesperides,
Noble Numbers, and Complete Col-
lected Poems. With Memorial-Intro-
duction and Notes by the Rev. A. B.
GROSART, D.D., Steel Portrait, Index
of First Lines, and Glossarial Index,
&c. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth

boards, 18s.

Hesse - Wartegg (Chevalier
Ernst von), Works by :

Tunis: The Land and the People.
With 22 Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

The New South West: Travelling
Sketches Irein Kansas, New Mexico,
Arizona, and Northern Mexico.
With 100 fine Illustrations and 3
Maps. Demy 8vo, cloth extra,
Us. IIit preparation.

Hindley (Charles), Works by:
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

Tavern Anecdotes and Sayings: In-

cluding the Origin of Signs, and
Reminiscences connected with
Taverns, Coffee Houses, Clubs, &c.
With Illustrations.

The Life and Adventures of a Cheap
Jack, By One of the Fraternity.
Edited by CHARLES HINDLEY.

Holmes(OliverWendell),Works
by:

The Autocrat of the Breakfast-
Table Illustrated by J. GORDON
THOMSON. Post 8v9, cloth limp,
2s. 6d.

;
another Edition in smaller

type, with an Introduction by G. A.
SALA. Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s.

The Professor at the Breakfast-
Table ;

with the Story of Iris. Post

Svo, cloth limp, 2s.

Holmes. The Science of
Voice Production and Voice Preser-
vation: A Popular Manual for the
Use of Speakers and Singers. By
GORDON HOLMES, M.D. Crown Svo,
cloth limp, with Illustrations, 2s. 6d.

Hood (Thomas):
Hood's Choice Works, in Prose and

Verse. Including the Cream oi the
Comic Annuals. With Life of the

Author, Portrait, and 200 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Hood's Whims and Oddities. Com-
plete. With all the original Illus-

trations. Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s.

Hood (Tom), Works by:
From Nowhere to the North Pole:
A Noah's Arkaeological Narrative.
With 25 Illustrations by VV. BRUN-
TON and E. C. BARNES. Square
crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt edges, 6s.

A Golden Heart; A Novel. Post Svo,
illustrated boards, 2i.

Hook's (Theodore) Choice Hu-
morous Works, including his Ludi-
crous Adventures,Bons Mots, Puns and
Hoaxes. With a New Life of the

Author, Portraits, Facsimiles, and
Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra,
gilt, 7s. 6d.

Home. Orion : An Epic Poem.
in Three Books. By RICHARD HEN-
GIST HORNE. With Photographic
Portrait from a Medallion by SUM-
MERS. Tenth Edition, crown 8v,
cloth extra, la.
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Howell. Conflicts of Capital
|and Labour, Historically and Eco-
|

nomically considered : Being a His-
lory and Review of the Trade Unions
ot Great Britain, showing their Origin,
Progress, Constitution, and Objects, in
their Political, Social, Economical,
and Industrial Aspects. By GEORGE
HOWELL. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,
7s. 6d.

Hueffer. The Troubadours:
A History of Provencal Life and
Literature in the Middle Ages. By
FRANCIS HUEFFER. Demy 8vo, cloth

Hugo. The Hunchback of
Notre Dame. By VICTOR HUGO.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Hunt. Essays by Leigh Hunt.
A Tale for a Chimney Corner, and
other Pieces. With Portrait and In-

troduction by EDMUND OLLIER. Post

8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Hunt (Mrs. Alfred), Novels by:
Thornicroft's Model. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post Svo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

The -Leaden Casket. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post Svo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Self-Condemned. Three Vols., crown
Svo, 31s. 6d.

Ingelow. Fated to be Free : A
Novel. By JEAN INGELOW. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, .-|S. 6d.

; post Svo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Jreland under the Land Act:
Letters to the Standard during the

Crisis. Containing the most recent
Information about the State of the

Country, the Popular Leaders, the

League, the Working of the Sub-Com-
missions, &c. With Leading Cases
under the Act, giving the Evidence in

full
; Judicial Dicta, &c. By E. CANT-

WALL. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Irving (Washington),Works by:
Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s. each.

Tales of a Traveller.

Tales of the Alhambra.

James. Confidence : A Novel.

By HENRY JAMKS, Jtm. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post Svo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Janvier. Practical Keramics
for Students. By CATHERINE A.
JANVIER. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Jay (Harriett), Novels by. Each
crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; or post
Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

The Dark Colleen.

The Queen of Connaught.

Jefferies. Nature near Lon-
don. By RICHARD JEFFERIES, Author
of "The Gamekeeper at Home.' 1

Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Jennings (H. J.). Curiosities
of Criticism. By HENRY J.JENNINGS.
Post bvo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Jennings (Hargrave). The
Rosicrucians: Their Rites and Mys-
teries. With Chapters on the Ancient
Fire and Serpent Worshippers. By
HARGRAVE JENNINGS. With Five full-

page Plates and upwards of 300 Illus-

trations. A New Edition, crown Svo,
cloth extra, la. 6d.

Jerrold (Tom), Works by :

The Garden that Paid the Rent.

By TOM JERROLD. Fcap. Svo, illus-

trated cover, Is. ;
cloth limp, Is. 6d.

Household Horticulture: A Gossip
about Flowers. By TOM and JANB
JERROLD. Illustrated. Post Svo,
cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Our Kitchen Garden: The Plants
we Grow, and How we Cook Them.
By TOM JERROLD. Post Svo, cloth

limp, 2s. 6d.

Jesse. Scenes and Occupa-
tions of a Country Life. By EDWARD
JESSE. Post Svo. cloth limp, 2s.

Jones (William, F.S.A.), Works
by:

Finger Ring Lore: Historical, Le-

gendary, and Anecdotal. With over
200 Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth

extra, 7s. 6d.

Credulities, Past and Present; in-

cluding the Sea and Seamen, Miners,
Talismans,Word and Letter Divina-

tion, Exorcising and Blessing of

Animals, Birds, Egps, Luck. &c.
With an Etched Frontispiece. Crown
Svo. cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Crowns and Coronations : A History
of Regalia in all Times and Coun-
tries. With about 150 Illustrations,

many full-page. Crown fvo, cloth

extra, 7s. 9d. [In preparation.
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Jonson's (Ben) Works. With
Notes Critical and Explanatory, and
a Biographical Memoir by WILLIAM
GIFFORD. Edited by Colonel CUN-
NINGHAM. Three Vols., crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 18s. ; or separately, 6s. per
Volume.

Joseph us.TheCompleteWorks
of. Translated by WHISTON. Con-
taining both " The Antiquities of the
Jews

" and " The Wars of the Jews."
Two Vols., 8vo, with 52 Illustrations
and Maps, cloth extra, gilt, 14s.

Kavanagh. The Pearl Foun-
tain, and other Fairy Stories. By
BRIDGET and JULIA KAVANAGH. With
Thirty Illustrations by J. MOYR SMITH.
Small 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s.

Kempt Pencil and Palette:
Chapters on Art and Artists. By
ROBERT KEMPT. Post 8vo, cloth limp,
2s. 6d.

Kingsley (Henry), Novels by :

Each crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ;

or post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Oakshott Castle.

Number Seventeen.

Lace (Old Point), and How to

Copy and Imitate it. By DAISY
WATERHOUSK HAWKINS. With 17
Illustrations by the Author. Crown
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. 6d.

Lamb (Charles) :

Mary and Charles Lamb : Their
Poems, Letters, and Remains. With
Reminiscences and Notes by W.
CAREW HAZLITT. With HANCOCK'S
Portrait of the Essayist, Facsimiles
of the Title-pages of the rare First
Editions of Lamb's and Coleridge's
Works, and numerous Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 10s. 6d.

Lamb's Complete Works, in Prose
and Verse, reprinted from the Ori-

ginal Editions, with many Pieces
hitherto unpublished. Edited, with
Notes and Introduction, by R. H.
SHEPHERD. With T\vo Portraits and
Facsimile of a Page of the "Essay
on Roast Pig.

1 ' Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 7s. 6d.

The Essays of Elia. Complete Edi-
tion. Post 8vo, cloth extra, 2s.

Poetry for Children, and Prince
Dorus. By CHARLES LAMB. Care-
fully Reprinted from unique copies.
Small 8vo, cloth extra 5s.

Lane's Arabian Nights, &c. :

The Thousand and One Nights:
commonly called, in England, "THE
ARABIAN NIGHTS' ENTERTAIN-
MENTS." A New Translation from
the Arabic, with copious Notes, by
EDWARD WILLIAM LANE. Illustrated

by many hundred Engravings on
~~~ood, from Original Designs byW.
WM. H> RVF.Y. A New Edition, from
a Copy annotated by the Translator,
edited by his Nephew, EDWARD
STANLEY POOLE. With a Preface by
STANLEY LANE-POOLE. Three Vols.,
demy 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

Arabian Society in the Middle Ages:
Studies from "The Thousand and
One Nights." By EDWARD WM.
LANE, Author of "The Modern
Egyptians," &o. Edited by STANLEY
LANE-POOLE. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Lares and Penates ; or, The
Background of Life. By FLORENCE
CADDY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Larwood (Jacob), Works by :

The Story of the London Parks.
With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 3a. 6d.

Clerical Anecdotes. Post 8vo, cloth

limp, 2s. 6d.

Forensic Anecdotes. Post 8vo, cloth

limp, 2s. 6d.

Theatrical Anecdotes. Post 8vo, cloth

limp, 2s. 6d.

Leigh (Henry S.), Works by:
Carols of Cockayne. With numerous

Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth limp,
2s. 6d.

A Town Garland. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 6s.

Jeux d'Esprit. Collected and Edited
by HENRY S. LEIGH. Post 8vo, cloth

limp, 2s. 61.

Linton (E. Lynn), Works by:
Witch Stories. Post 8vo, cloth limp,

2s. 6d.

TheTrue Story of Joshua Davidson.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. Cd.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 3s. 6d. each
; post

8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Patricia Kemball.

The Atonement of Learn Dundas.
The World Well Lost.

Under which Lord ?

With a Silken Thread.
The Rebel of the Family.

"My Love!"
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Maclise Portrait-Gallery (The)
of Illustrious Literary Characters;
with Memoirs Biographical, Critical,

Bibliographical, and Anecdotal illus-

trative of the Literature of the former
half of the Present Century. By
WILLIAM BATES, B.A. With 85 Por-
traits printed on an India Tint. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. [/ the press.

Magician's Own Book (The):
Performances with Cups and Balls,

Eggs, Hats, Handkerchiefs, &c. All

from actual Experience. Edited by
W. H. CREMER. With 200 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 4s. 6d.

Magic No Mystery : Tricks with
Cards, Dice, Balls. &c., with fully

descriptive Directions; the Art of
Secret Writing ; Training of Perform-

ing Animals, &c. With Coloured
Frontispiece and many Illustrations.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 4s. 6d.

Magna Charta. An exact Fac-
simile of the Original in the British

Museum, printed on fine plate paper,
3 feet by 2 feet, with Arms and Seals
emblazoned in Gold and Colours.
Price 5s.

Mallock (W. H.), Works by :

The New Republic; or, Culture, Faith
and Philosophy in an English Country
House. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. ;

Cheap Edition, illustrated boards, 2s.

The New Paul and Virginia ; or, Posi-

tivism on an Island. Post 8vo, cloth

limp, 2s. 6d.

Poems. Small 410, bound in parch-
ment, 8s.

Is Life worth Living ? Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

A Romance of the Nineteenth Cen-

tury. Second Edition, with a Pre-

face. Two Vols., crown 8vo, 218.

Mallory's (Sir Thomas) Mort
d'Arthur : The Stories of King Arthur
and of the Knights of the Round Table.
Edited by B. MONTGOMERIE RANKING.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Marryat (Florence), Novels by:

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each ; or

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Open ! Sesame !

Written in Fire.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

A Harvest of Wild Oats.

A Little Stepson.

Fighting the Air.

Marlowe's Works. Including
his Translations. Edited, with Notes
and Introduction, by Col. CUNNING-
HAM. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Mark Twain, Works by:
The Choice Works of Mark Twain.

Revised and Corrected throughout by
the Author. With Life, Portrait, anil

numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer.
With 100 Illustrations. Small 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d. CHEAP EDITION,
illustrated boards, 2s.

An Idle Excursion,and other Sketches.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

The Prince and the Pauper. With
nearly 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

The Innocents Abroad ; or, The New
Pilgrim's Progress : Being some Ac-
count of the Steamship

"
Quaker

City's
" Pleasure Excursion to

Europe and the Holy Land. With
234 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 7s. 6d. CHEAP EDITION (under
the title of" MARK TWAIN'S PLF.ASI- RI:

TRIP"), post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.

A Tramp Abroad. With 314 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

The Stolen White Elephant, &c
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Life on the Mississippi. With about
300 Original Illustrations. Crown,
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Massinger's Plays. From the
Text of WILLIAM GIFFORD. Edited
by Col. CUNNINGHAM. Crown 8vo.
cloth extra, 6s.

Mayhew. London Characters
and the Humorous Side of London
Life. By HENRY MAYHEW. With
numerous Illustrations. Crown 8v;.

cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Mayfair Library, The:
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. per Volume.
A Journey Round My Room. By
XAVIER DE MAISTRE. Translated

by HENRY ATTWELL.

Latter-Day Lyrics. Edited by W.
DAVENPORT ADAMS.

Quips and Quiddities. Selected by
W. DAVENPORT ADAMS.

The Agony Column of "The Times,'"
from 1800 to 1870. Edited, with an
Introduction, by ALICE CLAY.

Balzac's "Comedie Humaine"anr}
its Author. With Translations by
H. H.WALKER.
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MAYFAIR LIBRARY, continued

Melancholy Anatomised: A Popular
Abridgment of " Burton's Anatomy
of Melancholy."

Gastronomy as a Fine Art. By
BRILLAT-SAVARIN.

The Speeches of Charles Dickens.

Literary Frivolities, Fancies, Follies,
and Frolics. By W. T. DOBSON.

Poetical Ingenuities and Eccentrici-
ties. Selected and Edited by W. T.
DOBSON.

The Cupboard Papers. By FIN-BEC.

Original Plays by W. S. GILBERT.
FIRST SERIES. Containing: The
Wicked World Pygmalion and
Galatea Charity The Princess
The Palace of Truth Trial by Jury.

Original Plays by W. S. GILBERT.
SECOND SERIES. Containing: Broken
Hearts Engaged Sweethearts
Gretchen Dan'l Druce Tom Cobb
H.M.S. Pinafore The Sorcerer
The Pirates of Penzance.

Animals and their Masters. By Sir

ARTHUR HELPS.

Curiosities of Criticism. By HENRY
J. JENNINGS.

The Autocrat ofthe Breakfast Table.

By OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES. Il-

lustrated by J. GORDON THOMSON.

Pencil and Palette. By ROBERT
KEMPT.

Clerical Anecdotes. By JACOB LAR-
WOOD.

Forensic Anecdotes ; or, Humour and
Curiosities of the Law and Men of

Law. By JACOB LARWOOD.

Theatrical Anecdotes. By JACOB
LARWOOD.

Carols of Cockayne. By HENRY S.

LEIGH.

Jeux d'Esprit. Edited by HENRY S.

LEIGH.

True History of Joshua Davidson.

By E. LYNN LINTON.

Witch Stories. By E. LYNN LINTON.

Pastimes and Players. By ROBERT
MACGREGOR.

The New Paul and Virginia. By
W. H. MALLOCK.

The New Republic. By W. H. MAL-
LOCK.

Muses of Mayfair. Edited by H.

CHOLMONDELEY-PENNELL.
Thoreau : His Life and Aims. By
H. A. PAGE.

Puck on Pegasus. By M.CHOLMONDE-
LEY-PENNKLL.

Puniana. By the Hon. HUGH ROWLEY.

MAYFAIR LIBRARY, continued

More Puniana. By the Hon. HUGH
ROWLEY.

The Philosophy of Handwriting. By
DON FELIX DE SALAMANCA.

By Stream and Sea. By WILLIAM
SENIOR.

Old Stories Retold. By WALTER
THORN-BURY.

Leaves from a Naturalist's Note-
Book. By Dr. ANDREW UILSON.

Merry Circle (The) : A Book of
New Intellectual Games and Amuse-
ments. By CLARA BELLEW. With
numerous Illustrations. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, to. 6d.

! Mlddlemass~(Jean), Novels by:
Touch and Go. Crown Svo, cloth,

extra, 3s. 6d. ; post Svo, illustrated

boards, 2s.

Mr. Dorillion. Post Svo, illustrated

boards, 2s.

1

Miller. Physiology for the
Young; or, The House of Life: Hu-
man Physiology, with its application
to the Preservation of Health. For
use in Classes and Popular Reading.
With numerous Illustrations. By Mrs.
F. FENWICK MILLER. Small Svo, cloth

limp, 2s. 6d.

j

Milton (J. L.), Works 'by :

The Hygiene of the Skin. A Concise
Set of Rules for the Management of

the Skin; with Directions for Diet,
Wines. Soaps, Baths, &c. Small Svo,
Is. ; cloth extra, Is. 6d.

The Bath in Diseases of the Skin.

Small Svo, Is. ;
cloth extra, Is. 6d,

The Laws of Life, and their Relation

to Diseases of tue Skin. Small Svo,
Is.

;
cloth extra, Is. 6d.

Moncrieff. The Abdication :

or, Time Tries All. An Historical

Drama. By W. D. SCOTT-MONCRIEFF.
With Seven Etchings byJoHN PETTIE,
R.A., W. Q. ORCHARDSON, R.A., J.

MACWHIRTER, A.R.A .COLIN HUNTER,
R. MACBETH, and TOM GRAHAM. Large
4to, bound in buckram, 21s.

Murray (D. Christie), Novels
by:

A Life's Atonement. Crown Svo, cloth

extra. 3s. 6d. ; post Svo, illustrated

boards, 2s.

Joseph's Coat. With Illustrations by
F. BARNARD. Crown Svo, cloth extra

3s 6d.
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D. C. MURRAY'S NOVELS, continued

Coals of Fire. With Illustrations by
ARTHUR HOPKINS and others. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

A Model Father, and other Stories.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post
8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. ifuly.

Val Strange : A Story of the Primrose
Way. Three Vols., crown 8vo, 31s.6d.

Hearts. Three Vols., crown 8vo,
31s. 6d.

By the Gate of the Sea. Two Vols.,
post 8vo, 12s. [Shortly.

North Italian Folk. By Mrs.
COMYNS CARR. Illustrated by RAN-
DOLPH CALDECOTT. Square 8vo, cloth

extra, 7s. 6d.

Number Nip (Stories about),
the Spirit of the Giant Mountains.
Retold for Children by WALTER
GRAHAME. With Illustrations by J.

MOYR SMITH. Post 8vo, cloth extra, 5s.

Oliphant. Whiteladies: A
Novel. With Illustrations by ARTHUR
HOPKINS and HENRY WOODS. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

O'Reilly. Phoebe's Fortunes :

A Novel. With Illustrations by HENRY
TUCK. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

O'Shaughnessy (Arth.), Works
by:

Songs of a Worker. Fcap. 8vo, cloth

extra, 7s. 6d.

Music and Moonlight. Fcap. 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Lays of France. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 10s. 6d.

Ouida, Novels by. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 5s. each ; post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s. each.

Held In Bondage.
Strathmore.
Chandos.
Under Two Flags.

Idalia.

Cecil Castlemaine's Gage.
Trlcotrin.

Puck.

Folle Farine.

A Dog of Flanders.

Pascarel.

Two Little Wooden Shoes.

OUIDA'S NOVELS, continued

Signa.
In a Winter City.
Ariadne.

Friendship.
Moths.

Pipistrello.

A Village Commune.

In Maremma. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 5s.

Bimbi : Stories for Children. Square
8vo, cloth gilt, cinnamon edges,7s.6d.

Wanda: A Novel. Three Vols., crown
8vo, 31s. 6d.

Wisdom, Poetry, and Pathos, Se-
lected from the Works of OUIDA.
By F. S. MORRIS. Small crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 5s. [In the press.

Page (H. A.), Works by :

Thoreau : His Life and Aims : A Study.
With a Portrait. Post 8vo, cloth

limp, 2s. 6d.

Lights on the Way : Some Tales with-
in a Tale. By the late J. H. ALEX-
ANDER, B.A. Edited by H. A. PAGE.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Pascal's Provincial Letters. A
New Translation, with Historical In-

troduction and Notes, by T. M'CRiE,
D.D. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Paul Ferroll :

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Paul Ferroll: A Novel.

Why Paul Ferroll Killed His Wife.

Payn (James), Novels by:
Each crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

; or

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Lost Sir Massingberd.
The Best of Husbands.

Walter's Word.
Halves.

Fallen Fortunes.

What He Cost Her.

Less Black than We're Painted

By Proxy.
Under One Roof.

High Spirits.

Carlyon's Year.

A Confidential Agent
Some Private Views.

From Exile.
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R. A. PROCTOR'S WORKS, continued

Our Place among Infinities: A Series
of Essays contrasting our Little
Abode in Space and Time with the
Infinities Around us. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

The Expanse of Heaven : A Series
of Essays on the Wonders of the
Firmament. Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Saturn and its System. New and
Revised Edition, with 13 Steel Plates.

Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 10s. 6d.

The Great Pyramid : Observatory,
Tomb, and Temple. With Illus-

trations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Mysteries of Time and Space. With
Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth

extra, 7s. 6d.

Wages and Wants of Science
Workers. Crown svo, Is. 6d.

Pyrotechnist'sTreasury(The);
or. Complete Art of Making Fireworks.
By THOMAS KENTISH. With numerous
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,
4s. 6d.

Rabelais' Works. Faithfully
Translated from the French, with
variorum Notes, and numerous charac-
teristic Illustrations by GUSTAVE
DORE. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

^ambosson. Popular Astro-
nomy. By J. RAMBOSSON, Laureate
of the Institute of France. Trans-
lated by C. B. PITMAN. Crown 8vo,
cloth gilt, with numerous Illustrations,
and a beautifully executed Chart of

Spectra, 7s. 6d.

Reader's Handbook (The) of
Allusions, References, Plots, and
Stories. By the Rev. Dr. BREWER.
Third Edition, revised throughout,
with a New Appendix, containing a
COMPLETE ENGLISH BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Crown Svo, 1,400 pages, cloth extra,
7s. 6d.

Reade (Charles, D.C.L.), Novels
by. Each post Svo, illustrated

boards, 2s. ; or crown Svo, cloth

extra, Illustrated, 3s. 6d.

Peg Wofflngton. Illustrated by S. L.

FILDES, A. R.A.

Christie Johnstone. Illustrated by
WILLIAM SMALL.

It is Never Too Late to Mend. Il-

lustrated by G. J. PINWELL.
The Course of True Love Never did
run Smooth. Illustrated by HELEN
PATERSON.

CHARLES READE'S NOVELS, continued

The Autobiography of a Thief: Jack
of all Trades; and James Lambert.
Illustrated by MATT STRETCH.

Love me Little, Love me Long. Il-

lustrated by M. ELLEN EDWARDS.
The Double Marriage. Illustrated

by Sir JOHN GILBERT, R.A., and
CHARLES KEENE.

The Cloister and the Hearth. Il-

lustrated by CHARLES KEENE.
Hard Cash. Illustrated by F. W.
LAWSON.

Griffith Gaunt. Illustrated by S. L.
FILDES, A.R.A., and WM. SMALL.

Foul Play. Illustrated by GEORGE
Du MAURIER.

Put Yourself in His Place. Illus-
trated by ROBERT BARNES.

A Terrible Temptation. Illustrated

by EDWARD HUGHES and A. W.
COOPER.

The Wandering Heir. Illustrated

by HELEN PATERSON, S. L. FILDES,
A.R.A .CHARLES GREEN, and HENRY
WOODS, A.R A.

A Simpleton. Illustrated by KATE
CRAUFORD.

A Woman Hater. Illustrated by
THOS. COULDERY.

Readiana. With a Steel Plate Portrait
of CHARLES READE.

A New Collection of Stories. In
Three Vols., crown Svo. [Preparing.

Richardson. A Ministry of
Health, and other Papers. By BEN-
JAMIN WARD RICHARDSON, M.D., &c.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, Ba.

Her Mother's Darling. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

; post Svo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

The Prince of Wales's Garden Party,
and other Stories. With a Frontis-

piece by M. ELLEN EDWARDS. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Rimmer (Alfred), Works by :

Our Old Country Towns. By ALFRED
RIMMER. With over 50 Illustrations

by the Author. Square Svo, cloth

extra, gilt, 10s. 6d.

Rambles Round Eton and harrow.
By ALFRED RIMMER. With 50 Illus-
trations by the Author. Square Svo,
cloth gilt, 10s. 6d.

About England with Dickens. With
58 Illustrations by ALFRED RIMMER
and C. A. VANDFRHOOF. Square Svo,
cloth gilt, 103. 6d.
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Pobinson (F. W.), Novels by:
Women are Strange, &c. Three

Vols., crown Svo, 31s. 6d.

The Hands of Justice. Three Vols.,
crown Svo, 31s. 6d.

Robinson. The Poets' Birds. I

By PHII. ROBINSON, Author of "Noah's
Ark," &c. Cr. Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Robinson Crusoe: A beautiful

reproduction of Major's Edition, with

37 Woodcuts and Two Steel Plates by
GEORGE CRUIKSHANK, choicely printed.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. A few

Large-Paper copies, printed on hand-
made paper, with India proofs of the

Illustrations, price 36s. [In preparation.

Rochefoucauld's Maxims and
Moral Reflections. With Notes, and
an Introductory Essay by SAINTE-
BEUVE. Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s.

Ro 1 1 of Battle AbbeyTTheTor,
A List of the Principal Warriors who
came over from Normandy with Wil-
liam the Conqueror, and Settled in

this Country, A.D. 1066-7. w
.
ith the

principal Arms emblazoned in Gold
and Colours. Handsomely printed,

price 5s.

Ross.-Behind a BrassKnocker:
Some Grim Realities in Picture and
Prose. By FRED. BARNARD and C. H.
Ross. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, with

30 full-page Drawings, 10s. 6d.

Rowley (Hon. Hugh), Works by:
Post Svo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

Puniana: Riddles and Jokes. With
numerous Illustrations.

More Puniana. Profusely Illustrated.

Sala^GasTTghrand Daylight.
By GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA. Post

Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Sanson. Seven Generations
of Executioners: Memoirs of the

Sanson Family (1688 to 1847). Edited

by HENRY SANSON. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 3s. 6d.

Saunders (John), Novels by:

post Svo, 'illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Bound to the Wheel.

One Against the World.

Guy Waterman.
The Lion in the Path.

The Two Dreamers.

Scott (Sir Walter). The Lady
of the Lake. With 120 fine Illustra-

tions. Small 410, pine-wood binding,

" Secret Out "
Series, The :

Crown Svo, cloth extra, profusely
Illustrated, 4s. 6d. each.

The Secret Out: One Thousand
Tricks with Cards, and other Re-
creations ; with Entertaining Experi-
ments in Drawing-room or " White
Magic." By W. H. CREMER. 300
Engravings.

The 'yrotechnist's Treasury ; or,

Complete Art of Making Fireworks.

By THOMAS KENTISH. With numer-
ous Illustrations.

The Art of Amusing : A Collection of
Graceful Arts,Games,Tricks,Puzzles,
and Charades. By FRANK BELLE\V.
With 300 Illustrations.

Hanky-Panky: Very Easy Tricks,
Very Difficult Tricks, White Magic,
Sleight of Hand. Edited by W. H.
CREMER. With 200 Illustrations.

The Merry Circle: A Book of New
Intellectual Games and Amusements.
By CLARA BELLEW. Many Illusts.

Magician's Own Book: Performances
with Cups and Balls, Eggs, Hats,
Handkerchiefs, &c. All from actual

Experience. Edited by W. H. CRE-
MER. 200 Illustrations.

Magic No Mystery: Tricks with

Cards, Dice, Balls, &c., with fully

descriptive Directions; the Art of
Secret Writing; Training of Per-

forming Animals, &c. Coloured

Frontispiece and many Illustrations.

Senior (William), Works by :

Travel and Trout in the Antipodes.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

By Stream and Sea. Post Svo, cloth

limp, 2s. 6d.

Shakespeare :

The First Folio Shakespeare. MR.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S Comedies,
Histories, and Tragedies. Published

according to the true Original 1 Copies.
London, Printed by ISAAC IAGGARD
and ED. BLOUNT. 1623. A Repro-
duction of the extremely rare original,
in reduced facsimile, by a photogra-
phic process ensuring the strictest

accuracy in every detail. Small Svo,
half-Roxburghe, 73. 6d.

The Lansdowno Shakespeare. Beau-

tifully printed in red and black, in

small but very clear type. With
engraved facsimile of DROESHOUT'S
Portrait. Post Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.
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SHAKESPEARE, continued

Shakespeare for Children: Tales
from Shakespeare. By CHARLES
and MARY LAMB. With numerous
Illustrations, coloured and plain, by
J. MOYR SMITH. Crown 410, cloth

gilt, 6s.

The Handbook of Shakespeare
Music. Being an Account of 350
Pieces of Music, set to Words taken
from the Plays and Poems of Shake-

speare, the compositions ranging
from the Elizabethan Age to the
Present Time. By ALFRED ROFFE.
4to, half-Roxburghe, Vs.

A Study of Shakespeare. By ALGER-
NON CHARLES SWINBURNE. Crown
Svo, cloth extra, 83.

Shelley's Complete Works, in
Four Vols., post Svo, cloth limp, 8s. ;

or separately, 2s. each. Vol. I. con-
tains his Early Poems, Queen Mab,
&c., with an Introduction by LEIGH
HUNT; Vol. II., his Later Poems,
Laon and Cythna, &c. ; Vol. III.,
Posthumous Poems.the Shelley Papers,
&c. : Vol. IV., his Prose Works, in-

cluding A Refutation of Deism, Zas-

trozzi, St. Irvyne, &c.

Sheridan's Complete Works,
with Life and Anecdotes. Including
his Dramatic Writings, printed from
the Original Editions, his Works in
Prose and Poetry, Translations,
Speeches, Jokes, Puns, &c. With a
Collection of Sheridaniana. Crown
Svo, cloth extra, gilt, with 10 full-page
Tinted Illustrations, 7s. 6d.

Short Sayings of Great Men.
With Historical and Explanatory
Notes by SAMUEL A. BENT, M.A.
Demy Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Sidney's (Sir Philip) Complete
Poetical Works, including all those in

"Arcadia." With Portrait, Memorial-
Introduction, Essay on the Poetry of

Sidney, and Notes, by the Rev. A. B.

GROSART, D.D. Three Vols., crown
Svo, cloth boards, 18s.

Signboards: Their History.
With Anecdotes of Famous Taverns
and Remarkable Characters. By
JACOB LARWOOD and JOHN CAMDEN
HOTTEN. Crown Svo, cloth extra,
with TOO Illustrations, 7s. 6d.

Sketchley A Match in the
Dark. By ARTHUR SKETCHLEY. Post
Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Slang Dictionary, The : Ety-
mological, Historical, and Anecdotal.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, gilt, I

Smith (J. Moyr}, Works by :

The Prince of Argolis: AStoryofthe
Old Greek Fairy Time. By J. MOYR
SMITH. Small Svo, cloth extra, with
130 Illustrations, 3s. 6d.

Tales of Old Thule. Collected and
Illustrated by J. MOYR SMITH.
Crown Svo, cloth gilt, profusely Il-

lustrated, 6s.

The Wooing of the Water Witch :

A Northern Oddity. By EVAN DAL-
DORNE. Illustrated by J. MOYR
SMITH. Small Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

South-West, The New : Travel-
ling Sketches from Kansas, New
Mexico.Arizona, and Northern Mexico.
By ERNST VON HESSE-WARTEGG.
With ico fine Illustrations and 3 Maps.
Svo, cloth extra, 14s. [In preparation.

Spalding.-Elizabethan Demon-
ology : An Essay in Illustration of
the Belief in the Existence of Devils,
and the Powers possessed by Them.
By T. ALFRED SPALDING, LL.B.
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 5s.

Speight. The Mysteries of
Heron Dyke. By T. W. SPEIGHT.
With a Frontispiece by M. ELLEN
EDWARDS. Crown Svo, cloth extra,

.
; post Svo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Spenser for Children. By M.
H. TOWRY. With Illustrations by
WALTER J. MORGAN. Crown 410, with
Coloured Illustrations, cloth gilt, 6s.

Staunton. Laws and Practice
of Chess; Together with an Analysis
of the Openings, and a Treatise on
End Games. By HOWARD STAUNTON.
Edited by ROBERT B. WORMALD. A
New Edition, small crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 5s.

Stedman. Victorian Poets :

Critical Essays. 15y EDMUND CLA-
RENCE STEDMAN. Crown Svo, cloth
extra, 9s

Sterndale. The Afghan Knife:
A Novel. By ROBERT ARMITAGE STERN-
DALE, F.R.G.S. Crown Svo, cloth
extra, 3s. 6d. ; post Svo, illustrated

boards, 2s. [Shortly.
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Stevenson (R.l_ouis),Works by:
Familiar Studies of Men and Books.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

New Arabian Nights. New and
Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth I

extra,6s.

St. John. A Levantine Family.
[

By BAYLE ST. JOHN. Post 8vo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Stoddard. Summer Cruising
in the South Seas. By CHARLES
WARREN STODDARD. Illustrated by
WALLIS MACKAY. Crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 3s. 6d.

St. Pierre. Paul and Virginia,
and The Indian Cottage. By BER-
NARDIN DE ST. PIERRE. Edited, with

Life, by the Rev. E. CLARKE. Post

8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Strahan. Twenty Years of a
;

Publisher's Life. By ALEXANDER i

STRAHAN. Two Vols., crown 8vo,
j

with numerous Portraits and Illus-

trations, 24s. [In preparation.
|

Strutt's Sports and Pastimes
of the People of England; including
the Rural and Domestic Recreations,

May Games, Mummeries, Shows, Pro-

cessions, Pageants, and Pompous
Spectacles, from the Earliest Period
to the Present Time. With 140 Illus-

trations. Edited by WILLIAM HONE.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Suburban Homes (The) of
London : A Residential Guide to

Favourite London Localities, their

Society, Celebrities, and Associations.

With Notes on their Rental, Rates.and
House Accommodation. With a Map
of Suburban London. Crown

. 8vo,
cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Swift's Choice Works, in Prose
and Verse. With Memoir, Portrait,

and Facsimiles of the Maps in the

Original Edition of " Gulliver's

Travels." Cr. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Swinburne (Algernon C.),

Works by :

The Queen Mother and Rosamond.
Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

AtalantainCalydon. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Chastelard. ATragedy. Crown 8vo,

7S.

SWINBURNE'S WORKS, continued

Poems and Ballads. FIRST SERIES.

Fcap. 8vo, 9s. Also in crown 8vo,
at same price.

Poems and Ballads. SECOND SERIES.
Fcap. 8vo, 9s. Also in crown 8vo, at
same price.

Notes on Poems and Reviews. 8vo,
Is.

William Blake: A Critical Essay.
With Facsimile Paintings. Demy
8vo, 16s.

Songs before Sunrise. Crown 8vo,
10s. 6d.

Bothwell : A Tragedy. Crown 8vo,
12s. 6d.

George Chapman : An Essay. Crown
8vo, 7s.

Songs of Two Nations. Crown 8vo,
6s.

Essays and Studies. Crown 8vo,
12s.

Erechtheus : ATragedy. Crown Svo,
6s.

Note of an English Republican on
the Muscovite Crusade. 8vo, Is.

A Note on Charlotte Bronte. Crown

A Study of Shakespeare. Crown
Svo, 8s.

Songs of the Springtides. Crown
8vo, 6s.

Studies in Song. Crown 8vo, 7s

Mary Stuart: A Tragedy. Crown
8vo, 8s.

Tristram of Lyonesse, and other
Poems. Crown Svo, 9s.

A Century of Roundels. Small 410,
cloth extra, 8s. [_In preparation.

Syntax s (Dr.) Three Tours:
In Search of the Picturesque, in Search
of Consolation, and in Search of a
Wife. With the whole of ROWLAND-
SON'S droll page Illustrations in Colours
and a Life of the Author by J. C.
HOTTEN. Medium 8vo, cloth extra,
7s. 6d.

Taine's History of English
Literature. Translated by HENRY
VAN LAUN. Four Vols., small 8vo,
cloth boards, 30s. POPULAR EDITION,
in Two Vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra,
15s.

Taylor's (Bayard) Diversions
of the Echo Club: Burlesques of
Modern Writers. Post 8vo, cloth limp,
2s.
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Taylor's (Tom) Historical
Dramas: "Clancarty," "Jeanne
Dare," '"Twixt Axe and Crown,"
"The Fool's Revenge,"

"
Arkwright's

Wife," "Anne Boleyn,"
" Plot and

Passion." One Vol., crown 8vo, cloth

extra, 7a. 6d.

*** The Plays may also be had sepa-
rately, at Is. each.

Thackerayana: Notes and Anec-
dotes. Illustrated by Hundreds of
Sketches by WILLIAM MAKEPEACE
THACKERAY, depicting Humorous
Incidents in his School-life, and
Favourite Characters in the books of
his every-day reading-. With Coloured
Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,
7S. 6d.

Thomas (Bertha), Novels by :

Each crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; or

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Cress id a.

Proud Maisie.

The Violin-Player.

Thomson's Seasons and Castle
of Indolence. With a Biographical
and Critical Introduction by ALLAN
CUNNINGHAM, and over 50 fine Illustra-
tions on Steel and Wood. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, gilt edges, 7s. 6d.

Thornbury (Walter), Works
by:

Haunted London. Edited by ED-
WARD WALFORD, M.A. With Illus-

trations by F. W. FAIRHOLT, F.S.A.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

The Life and Correspondence of
J. M. W. Turner. Founded upon
Letters and Papers furnished by his
Friends and fellow Academicians.
With numerous Illustrations in

Colours, facsimiled from Turner's
Original Drawings. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 7s. 6d.

Old Stories Re-told. Post 8vo, cloth
limp, 2s. 6d.

Tales for the Marines. Post Svo.
illustrated boards, 2s.

Timbs (John), Works by:
The History of Clubs and Club Life

in London. With Anecdotes of its
Famous Coffee-houses, Hostelries,
and Taverns. With numerous Illus-
trations. Crown Svo, cloth extra,

TIMES' WORKS, continued

English Eccentrics and Eccen-
tricities: Stories of Wealth and
Fashion, Delusions, Impostures, and
Fanatic Missions, Strange Sights
and Sporting Scenes. Eccentric
Artists, Theatrical Folks, Men ot

Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6d.

Torrens. The Marquess
Wellesley, Architect of Empire. An
Historic Portrait. By W. M. TOR-
RENS, M.P. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 14s.

Trollops (Anthony), Novels by:
The Way We Live Now. With Illus-

trations. Crovrn Svo, cloth extra,
3s. 6d. ; post Svo, illust. boards, 2s.

The American Senator. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

; post Svo, illus-

trated boards, 2s.

Kept in the Dark. With a Frontis-

piece by J. E. MILLAIS, R.A. Two
Vols., post Svo, 12s.

Frau Frohmann, &c. With Frontis-

p.ece. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s 6d.

Marion Fay. Cr. Svo, cl. extra, 3s. 6d.

Mr. Scarborough's Family. Three
Vols., crown Svo, 31s. 6d.

Trollope(T. A.). Diamond Cut
Diamond, and other Stories. By
THOMAS ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE. Crown
Svo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

; post Svo,
illustrated boards, 2s.

Turner's Rivers of England:
Sixteen Drawings by J. M. W.TURNER,
R.A., and Three by THOMAS GIRTIN,
Mezzotinted by THOMAS LUPTON,
CHARLES TURNER, and other En-
gravers. With Descriptions by Mrs.
HOFLAND. A New Edition, reproduced
by Heliograph. Edited by W. COSMO
MONKHOUSE, Author of "The Life of
Turner" in the " Great Artists "

Series.

Large folio, 31s. 6d. [Shortly.

Tytler (Sarah), Novels by:
What She Came Through. Crown

Svo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.
; post Svo,

illustrated boards, 2s.

The Bride's Pass. With a Frontis-

piece by P. MACNAB. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Van Laun. History of French
Literature. By HENRI VAN LAUN.
Complete in Three Vols., demy Svo,
cloth boards, 22s. 6d.

Vi I lari7ITA~bou ble Bond 7~A
Story. By LINDA VILLARI. Fcap.
Svo, picture cover, Is.
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Walcott Church Work and
Life in English Minsters; and the

English Student's Monasticon. By the
Rev. MACKENZIE E. C. WALCOTT, B.D.
Two Vo!s., crown 8vo, cloth extra,
with Map and Ground-Plans, 14s.

Walford. The County Fami-
lies of the United Kingdom. By ED-
WARD WALFORD, M.A. Containing
Notices of the Descent, Birth, Mar-
riage, Education, &c., of more than
1 2,000 distinguished Heads of Families,
their Heirs Apparent or Presumptive,
the Offices they hold or have held,
their Town and Country Addresses,
Clubs, &c. The Twenty-third Annual
Edition, for 1883, cloth, full gilt, 50s.

Walton andCotton'sComplete
Angler ; or, The Contemplative Man's
Recreation; being a Discourse of

Rivers, Fishponds, Fish and Fishing,
written by IZAAK WALTON ; and In-

structions how to Angle for a Trout or

Grayling in a clear Stream, by CHARLES
COTTON. With Original Memoirs and
Notes by Sir HARRIS NICOLAS, and
61 Copperplate Illustrations. . Large
crown 8vo, cloth antique, Is. 61.

Wanderer's Library, The:

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. (3d. each.

Wanderings in Patagonia; or, Life

among the Ostrich Hunters. By
JULIUS BEERBOHM. Illustrated.

Camp Notes: Stories of Sport and
Adventure in Asia, Africa, and
America. By FREDERICK BOYLE.

Savage Life. By FREDERICK BOYLE.

Merrie England in the Olden Time.

By GEORGE DANIEL. With Illustra-

tions by ROBT. CRUIKSHANK.

Circus Life and Circus Celebrities.

By THOMAS FROST.

The Lives of the Conjurers. By
THOMAS FROST.

The Old Showmen and the Old

London Fairs. By THOMAS FROST.

Low Life Deeps. An Account of the

Strange Fish to be found there. By
JAMES GREENWOOD

The Wilds of London. By JAMES
GREENWOOD.

Tunis: The Land and the People.

By the Chevalier de HESSE-WAR-
TKGG. With 22 Illustrations.

The Life and Adventures of a Cheap
Jack. By One of the Fraternity.

Edited by CHARLES HINDLEY.

WANDERER'S LIBRARY, continued

The World Behind the Scenes. By
PERCY FITZGERALD.

Tavern Anecdotes and Sayings :

Including the Origin of Signs, and
Reminiscences connected with Ta-
verns, Coffee Houses, Clubs. &c.

By CHARLES HINDLEY. With Illus-

trations.

The Genial Showman : Life and Ad-
ventures of Artemus Ward. By E. P.
KINGSTON. With a Frontispiece.

The Story of the London Parks.
By JACOB LARWOOD. With Illusts.

London Characters. By HENRY MAY-
HEW. Illustrated.

Seven Generations of Executioners :

Memoirs of the Sanson Family
(1688 to 1847). Edited by HENRY
SANSOX.

Summer Cruising in the South
Seas. By CHARLES WARREN STOD-
DARD. Illust. by WALLIS MACKAY.

Warrants, &c. :

Warrant to Execute Charles I. An
exact Facsimile, with the Fifty-nine
Signatures, and corresponding Seals.

Carefully printed on paper to imitate
the Original, 22 in. by 14 in. Price 2s.

Warrant to Execute Mary Queen of
Scots. An exact Facsimile, includ-

ing the Signature of Queen Eliza-

beth, and a Facsimile of the Great
Seal. Beautifully printed on paper
to imitate the Original MS. Price 2s.

Magna Charta. An Exact Facsimile
of the Original Document in the

British Museum, printed on fine

plate paper, nearly 3 feet long by z

feet wide, with the Anns and Seals
emblazoned in Gold and Colours.
Price 5s.

The Roll of Battle Abbey; or, A List

of the Principal Warriors who came
over from Normandy with William
the Conqueror, and Settled in this

Country, A.D. 1066-7. With the

principal Arms emblazoned in Gold
and Colours. Price 6s.

Westropp. Handbook of Pot-

tery and Porcelain ; or. History of

those Arts from the Earliest Period.

By HODDER M. WESTROPP. With nu-

merous Illustrations, and a List of

Marks. Crown 8vo, cloth limp, 4s. 6d.

Whistler v. Ruskin : Art and
Art Critics. By J. A. MACNEILL
WHISTLER. Seventh Edition, square
8vo, IS.
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Whites Natural History of
Selborne. Edited, with Additions, by
THOMAS BROWN, F.L.S. Post 8vo,
cloth limp, 2s.

Williams (W. Mattieu, F.R.A.S^
Works by:

Science in Short Chapters. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

A Simple Treatise on Heat. Crown
8vo, cloth limp, with Illustrations,

Wilson (C.E.). Persian Wit and
Humour: Being the Sixth Book of
the Baharistan of Jami, Translated
for the first time from the Original
Persian into English Prose and Verse.
With Notes by C. E. WILSON, M.R.A.S.,
Assistant Librarian Royal Academy
ot Arts. Crown Svo, parchment bind-
ing, 4s.

Wilson (Dr. Andrew, F.R.S.E^
Works by:

Chapters on Evolution: A Popular
History of the Darwinian and
Allied Theories of Development.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, with 259 Illustrations, 7s. 6d.

Leaves from a Naturalist's Note-
book. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

LeisureTime Studies, chiefly Bio-
logical. Second Edition. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, with Illustrations, 6s.

Winter (J. S.), Stories by:
Cavalry Life. Crown Svo, cloth extra,

3s. 6d.

Regimental Legends. Three Vols.,
crown 8vo, 31s. 6d.

Wood^Sabina: A Novel. By
Lady WOOD. Post Svo, illustrated

boards, 2s.

Words, Facts, and Phrases:
A Dictionary of Curious, Quaint, and
Out-of-the-Way Matters. By ELIEZER
EDWARDS. Crown Svo, half-bound,

Wright (Thomas), Works by:
Caricature History of the Georges.
(The House of Hanover.) With 400
Pictures, Caricatures, Squibs, Broad-
sides, Window Pictures, &c. Crown
Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

History of Caricature and of the
Grotesque in Art, Literature,
Sculpture, and Painting. Profusely
Illustrated by F. W. FAIRHOLT,
F.S.A. Large post Svo, cloth extra,

Yates.(Edmund), Novels by :

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Castaway.
The Forlorn Hope-
Land at Last.
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NOVELS.
NEW NOVELS at every Library

. Behind a Brass Knocker: Some Grim
Realities in Picture and Prose. By
FRED BARNARD and C. H. Ross.
Demy 8vo, cloth extra, with 30 full-

page Drawings, 10s. 6d.

The Captains' Room, &c. By WALT.
BESANT, Author of "All Sorts and
Conditions of Men," &c. Three Vols.

Annan Water. By ROBERT BUCHANAN.
Three Vols. [Shortly.

Heart and Science: A Story of the
Present Day. By WILKIE COLLINS.
Three Vols.

Port Salvation ; or, The Evangelist.
By ALPHONSE DAUDET. Translated

by C. HARRY MELTZER. Two Vols., I

post 8vo, 12s.

Circe's Lovers. By J. LEITH DER-
WENT. Three Vols., cr. 8vo. [Shortly. .

Of High Degree. By CHARLES GIBBON,
'

Author oi " Robin Gray,"
" The :

Golden Shaft," &c. Three Vols.

The Golden Shaft. By CHARLES
|

GIBBON. Three Vols.

Fancy-Free. By CHARLES GIBBON.
|

Two Vols., crown 8vo. [Shortly,
j

Dust: A Story. By JULIAN HAW-
THORNE, Author of "Garth,"

"
Se-

|

bastian Strome," &c. Three Vols.

Self-Condemned. By Mrs. ALFRED
HUNT. Three Vols.

Gideon Fleyce. By HENRY W. Lucy.
Three Vols.

Val Strange. By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY.
Three Vols.

Hearts. By DAVID CHRISTIE MURRAY.
\

Three Vols.

By the Gate of the Sea. By DAVID
\

CHRISTIE MURRAY. Two Vols., post
8vo, 12s. [Shortly.

Wanda. By OUIDA. Three Vols.,
crown 8vo.

Kit: A Memory. By JAMES PAYN.
Three Vols.

A New Collection of Stories by
CHARLES READE is now in prepara-
tion, in Three Vols.

The Hands of Justice. By F. W.
ROBINSON. Three Vols.

Women are Strange, &c. By F. W.
ROBINSON. Three Vols.

Kept in the Dark. By ANTHONY
TROLLOPE. Two Vols. 12s.

Mr. Scarborough's Family. By AN-

THONY TROLLOPE. Three Vols.

Regimental Legends. By J. S.

WINTER. Three Vo's.

THE PICCADILLY NOVELS:
Popular Stories by the Best Authors.
LIBRARY EDITIONS, many Illustrated,
crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

BY MRS. ALEXANDER.
Maid, Wife, or Widow ?

BY W. BESANT & JAMES RICE.
Ready Money Mortiboy.
My Little Girl.

The Case of Mr. Lucraft.
This Son of Vulcan.
With Harp and Crown.
The Golden Butterfly.
By Celia's Arbour.
The Monks of Thelema.
'Twas in Trafalgar's Bay.
The Seamy Side.

The Ten Years' Tenant.
The Chaplain of the Fleet.

BY WALTER BESANT.
All Sorts and Conditions of Men.

BY ROBERT BUCHANAN.
A Child of Nature.
God and the Man.
The Shadow of the Sword.
The Martyrdom of Madeline.
Love Me for Ever.

BY MRS. H. LOVETT CAMERON.
Deceivers Ever.

|
Juliet's Guardian.

BY MORTIMER COLLINS.
Sweet AnfS Page.

Transmigration.
From Midnight to Midnight.

MORTIMER & FRANCES COLLINS.
Blacksmith and Scholar.

The Village Comedy.
'

You Play me False.

BY WILKIE COLLINS.
Miss or Mrs ?

New Magdalen.
The Frozen Deep.
The Law and the
Lady.

TheTwo Destinies
Haunted Hotel.

The Fallen Leaves

Jezebel'sDaughter
The Black Robe.

Antonina.

Basil.

Hide and Seek.

The Dead Secret.

Queen of Hearts.

My Miscellanies.

Woman in White.

The Moonstone.
Man and Wife.

Poor Miss Finch.
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PICCADILLY NOVELS, continued.- -

BY BUTTON COOK.
Paul Foster's Daughter.

BY WILLIAM CYPLES.
Hearts of Gold.

BY J. LEITH DERWEXT
Our Lady of Tears.

BY M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.
Felicia.

BY MRS. ANNIE EDWARDES.
Archie Lovell.

BY R. E. FRANCILLON.
Olympia.
Queen Cophetua.
One by One.

BY EDWARD GARRETT.
The Capel Girls.

BY CHARLES GIBBON.
Robrn Gray.
For Lack of Gold.

In Love and War.
What will the World Say?
For the King.
In Honour Bound.

Queen of the Meadow.
In Pastures Green.
The Flower of the Forest.

A Heart's Problem.
The Braes of Yarrow.

BY THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

BK JULIAN HAWTHOR.\E.
Garth.
Cilice Quentin.
Sebastian Strome.
Prince Saroni's Wife.

BY SIR A. HELPS.
Ivan de Biron.

BY MRS. ALFRED HUNT.
Thornicroft's Model.

The Leaden Casket.

BY JEAN INGELOW.
Fated to be Free.

BY HENRY JAMES, Jun.
Confidence.

By HARRIETT JAY.
The Queen of Connaught.
The Dark Colleen.

I

PICCADILLY NOVELS, continued

By HENRY KINCSLEY.
Number Seventeen.
Oakshott Castle.

By E. LYNN LIXTON.
Patricia Kemball.
Atonement of Learn Dundas
The World Well Lost.

Under which Lord?
With a Silken Thread.
The Rebel of the Family.

"My Love!"

By JUSTIN MCCARTHY, M.P.

The Waterdale Neighbours.

My Enemy's Daughter.
Linley Rochford.
A Fair Saxon.
Dear Lady Disdain.

Miss Misanthrope.
Donna Quixote.
The Comet of a Season.

By GEORGE MACDOXALD,LL.D
Paul Faber, Surgeon.
Thomas Wingfold, Curate.

By KATHARINE S. MACQUOID.
Lost Rose
The Evil Eye.

By FLORENCE MARRYAT.
Open ! Sesame !

Written in Fire.

By JEAN MIDDLEMASS.
Touch and Go.

By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY.
A Life's Atonement.

Joseph's Coat.

Coals of Fire.

A Model Father.

By MRS. OLIPHAXT.
Whiteladies.

By JAMES PAYX.
Lost Sir Massing- High Spirits.
berd -

i Under One Roof.
Best of Husbands Carlyon's Year.

A ConfidentialFallen Fortunes.

Halves.

Walter's Word.

|

What HeCost Her A J3rape from a

ILess

Black thar
We're Painted.

i By Proxy.

Agent.
From Exile.

Thor
For Cash Only
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PICCADILLY NOVELS, continued

BY E. C. PRICE.
Valentina.

BY CHARLES READE, D.C.L.

It is Never Too Late to Mend.
Hard Cash.

Peg Woffington.
Christie Johnstone.
Griffith Gaunt.

The Double Marriage.
Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
Foul Play.

A Simpleton.
The Cloister and the Hearth.

The Course of True Love.

The Autobiography of a Thief.

Put Yourself in His Place.

A Terrible Temptation.
The Wandering Heir.

A Woman Hater.

Reacliana.

BY MRS. J. H. RIDDELL.
Her Mother's Darling.

Prince of Wales's Garden Party.

BY JOHN SAUNDERS.
Bound to the Wheel.

Guy Waterman.
One Against the W.rld.

The Lion in the Path.

The Two Dreamers.

BY T. W. SPEIGHT.
The Mysteries of Heron Dyke.

BY R. A. STERNDALE.
The Afghan Knife.

BY BERTHA THOMAS.
Proud Maisie. |

Cressida.

The Violin Player.

BY ANTHONY TROLLOPE.

The Way we Live Now.

The American Senator.

Frau Frohmann.
Marion Fay.

BY T. A. TROLLOPE.
Diamond Cut Diamond.

BY SARAH TYTLER.
What She Came Through.
The Bride's Pass.

BY J. S. WINTER.
Cavalry Life.

Cheap Editions of POPULAR
NOVELS. Post 8vo, illustrated boards,
2s. each. [WILKIE COLLINS'S NOVELS
and BESANT and RICE'S NOVELS may
also be had in cloth limp at 2s. 6d.

See, too, the PICCADILLY NOVELS, for
Library Editions.]

BY EDMONO ABOUT.
The Fellah.

BY HAMILTON AIDE.
Carr of Carrlyon.
Confidences.

BY MRS. ALEXANDER.
Maid, Wife, or Widow P

BY SHELSLEY BEAUCHAMP.
Grantley Grange.

BY IF. BESANT & JAMES RICE

Ready Money Mortiboy.
With Harp and Crown.
This Son of Vulcan.

My Little Girl.

The Case of Mr. Lucraft.

The Golden Butterfly.

By Celia's Arbour.

The Monks of Thelema.
'Twas in Trafalgar's Bay.
The Seamy Side.

The Ten Years' Tenant.

The Chaplain of the Fleet.

BY FREDERICK BOYLE.
Camp Notes.

Savage Life.

BY BRET HARTE
An Heiress of Red Dog.

Gabriel Conroy.
The Luck of Roaring Camp.

Flip.

BY ROBERT BUCHANAN.
The Shadow of the Sword.

A Child of Nature.

BY MRS. BURNETT.
Surly Tim.

BY MRS. LOVETT CAMERON.
Deceivers Ever.

Juliet's Guardian.

BY MACLAREN COBBAN.
The Cure of Souls.

BY C. ALLSTON COLLINS.
The Bar Sinister.
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POPULAR NOVELS, continued

BY WILKIE COLLINS.

Antonina.
Basil.

Hide and Seek.

The Dead Secret.

Queen of Hearts.

My Miscellanies.

The Woman in White.
The Moonstone.
Man and Wife.

Poor Miss Finch.

Miss or Mrs.P
The New Magdalen.
The Frozen Deep.
The Law and the Lady.
The Two Destinies.

The Haunted Hotel.

The Fallen Leaves.

Jezebel's Daughter.
The Black Robe

BY MORTIMER COLLINS.
Sweet Anne Page.

Transmigration.
From Midnight to Midnight.
A Fight with Fortune.

BY MORTIMER AND FRANCES
COLLINS.

Sweet and Twenty.
Frances.

Blacksmith and Scholar.
The ViHage Comedy.
You Play me False.

BY BUTTON COOK.
Leo.

Paul Foster's Daughter.

BY J. LEITH DERWENT.
Our Lady of Tears.

BY CHARLES DICKENS.
Sketches by Boz.

The Pickwick Papers.
Oliver Twist.

Nicholas Nickleby.

BY MRS. ANNIE EDWARDES.
A Point of Honour.
Archie Lovell.

BY M. BETHAM-EDWARDS.
Felicia.

POPULAR NOVELS, continued

BY EDWARD EGGLESTON.
Roxy.

BY PERCY FITZGERALD.
Bella Donna.
Never Forgotten.
The Second Mrs. Tillotson.

Polly.

Seventy-five Brook* Street. *

BY ALBANY DE FONBLANQUE.
Filthy Lucre.

BY R. E. FRANCILLON.
Olympia.
Queen Cophetua.
One by One.

BY EDWARD GARRETT.
The Capel Girls.

BY CHARLES GIBBON.
Robin Gray.
For Lack of Gold.

What will the World Say ?.

In Honour Bound.
The Dead Heart.
In Love and War.
For the King.

Queen of the Meadow.
In Pastures Green.

BY WILLIAM GILBERT.
Dr. Austin's Guests.

The.Wizard of the Mountain.
James Duke.

BY JAMES GREENWOOD.
Dick Temple.

' BY ANDREW HALLWAY.
Every-Day Papers.

BY LADY DUFFUS HARDY.
Paul Wynter's Sacrifice.

BY THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE.
Garth.
Ellice Quentin.
Sebastian Strome.

BY SIR ARTHUR HELPS.
Ivan de Biron.

BY TOM HOOD.
A Golden Heart.
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POPULAR NOVELS, continued

BY E. C. PRICE.
Valentina.

BY CHARLES READE.
U is Never Too Late to Mend.
Hard Cash.

Peg Wofftngton.
Christie Johnstone.
Griffith Gaunt.
Put Yourself in His Place.

The Double Marriage.
Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
Foul Play.
The Cloister and the Hearth.
The Course of True Love.

Autobiography of a Thief.

A Terrible Temptation.
The Wandering Heir.

A Simpleton.
A Woman-Hater.
Read i ana.

BY MRS. RIDDELL.
Her Mother's Darling.

BY BAYLE ST. JOHN.
A Levantine Family.

BY GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.
Gaslight and Daylight.

BY JOHN SAUNDERS.
Bound to the Wheel.

One Against the World.

Guy Waterman.
The Lion in the Path.

The Two Dreamers.

BY ARTHUR SKETCHLEY.
A Match in the Dark.

BY T. W. SPEIGHT.
The Mysteries of Heron Dyke.

BY R. A. STERNDALE.
The Afghan Knife.

BY BERTHA THOMAS.
Cressida.
Proud Maisie.

The Violin Player.

POPULAR NOVELS, continued

BY WALTER THORNBURY.
Tales for the Marines.

BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Diamond Cut Diamond.

BY ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
The Way We Live Now.
The American Senator.

BY MARK TWAIN.
Tom Sawyer.
An Idle Excursion.

A Pleasure Trip on the Continent
of Europe.

BY SARAH TYTLER.
What She Came Through.

BY LADY WOOD.
Sabina.

BY EDMUND YATES.
Castaway.
The Forlorn Hope.
Land at Last.

ANONYMOUS
Paul Ferroll.

Why Paul Ferroll Killed his Wife.

Fcap. 8vo, picture covers, 13. each.

Jeff Briggs's Love Story. By BRET
HARTE.

The Twins of Table Mountain. By
BRET HARTE,

Mrs. Gainsborough's Diamonds. By
JULIAN HAWTHORNE.

Kathleen Mavourneen. By Author
of " That Lass o' Lowrie's."

Lindsay's Luck. By the Author of
" That Lass o' Lowrie's."

Pretty Polly Pemberton. By the
Author of "That Lass o' Lowrie's."

Trooping with Crows. By Mrs.
PlRKIS.

The Professor's Wife. By LEONARD
GRAHAM.

A Double Bond. By LINDA VILLARK
Esther's Glove. By R. E. FRANCILLON.

The Garden that Paid the Rent.
By TOM JERROLD.

CO., PRINTERS, 172, ST. JOHN STREET, E.C.
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